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Abstract  

 

The aim of this study is to investigate crosslinguistic influence in the Arabic language of Iraqi 

Arabic-Swedish bilingual children (5-7) who live in Sweden. The scope is to study lexical, 

morphological and syntactic uses in the children’s speech that do not belong to the Iraqi 

Arabic variety (IAV). The used research method was interview method that has been applied 

in a descriptive framework without any normative evaluations. The interviews were based on 

a series of narrative pictures that had already been designed for the Multilingual Assessment 

Instrument for Narratives (MAIN). The primary material is a corpus which totals 164 

recorded minutes that were obtained from twelve Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children 

who are 5-7 years old. The secondary material was sociolinguistic background information 

that was obtained from the children’s parents by using a questionnaire.  

 

The results revealed the following main points: (1) Most of the children’s linguistic uses that 

did not belong to IAV occurred mainly on the lexical level, less on the morphological level 

and least on the syntactic level. (2) Not all linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV 

indicate a crosslinguistic influence in the children’s language development, because some of 

these uses occur occasionally. (3) Many linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV were 

related to Modern standard Arabic (MSA), other Arabic varieties and Swedish, but some of 

them, e.g. morphological observations, were not related to a specific language. (4) Diglossia 

and bilingualism have led to different crosslinguistic influences on the children’s speech. 

Diglossia has led to lexical influence and bilingualism has led to lexical and syntactic 

influence. (5) The combination of diglossia and bilingualism can increase the crosslinguistic 

influence on the bilingual children compared to other bilingual children that do not experience 

this combination of both phenomena. (6) The fact that the children use MSA spontaneously 

along with their mother tongue shows that they learn MSA before they start school. (7) Use of 

other Arabic varieties by the children along with their mother tongue can bring these different 

Arabic varieties closer to the IAV and may also create a mixed variety in the future, if there is 

continuous and intensive language contact. (8) The results indicate the possible types of 

language acquisition for all children’s languages/varieties but without normative evaluation as 

the following: IAV as L1 (first language/mother tongue), Swedish as L1 or ESLA (early 

second language acquisition), MSA as ESLA or L2, and other Arabic varieties as ESLA or 

L2. 
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1. Introduction  

 

Bilingualism is a linguistic and human phenomenon that needs more awareness and attention 

of families that have bilingual children, and especially from the Arab community in Sweden. 

There is a considerable lack of information and misunderstanding in society and on the family 

level about bilingualism. This lack of knowledge may cause many people not to become 

fluent bilingual. Grosjean (2010:90, 20 and 179) has discussed some myths, i.e. how people 

can have inaccurate understanding about bilingualism: that bilingual persons would obtain 

their two languages only in childhood, that bilingual persons have the same perfect 

knowledge of both languages and that bilingualism leads to a delay in first language 

acquisition in childhood.  

 

The current situation of bilingualism in Sweden shows that there are a lot of Arabic native 

speakers and especially Iraqi-Arabic speakers (SCB: 2015-07-15) who came to Sweden as 

immigrants and became Swedish citizens (Lindberg, 2009:10). The first generation, i.e. the 

parents, learned Swedish as a second language, but the second and third generation, i.e. their 

children and grandchildren, are assumed to be Arabic-Swedish bilingual children. However, 

not all the Arabic foreign and immigrant children turn out to become fully fluent Arabic-

Swedish bilinguals in Sweden. De Houwer has described this case in general: “The fact that 

BFLA children hear Language A and Language Alpha from birth does not necessarily mean 

that they will actually learn to speak two languages” (De Houwer, 2009:2).  

 

There are few studies and little information about Arabic-Swedish bilingual children in 

Sweden, and especially about Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children. These two facts, the 

existence of a big Iraqi community and the shortage of research, create a need for new 

research that can help to analyse, understand and follow the bilingual first language 

acquisition (BFLA) of Arabic-Swedish children. The present study may also help other fields 

and specialists such as speech-language pathologists who treat e.g. children who have 

language disorder, delay language development, speech difficulties and stammering. I hope 

that this thesis will be useful and can contribute to help Arabic-Swedish bilingual children in 

general and especially Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children. 
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Here is a brief description of the disposition of the thesis. Chapter one presents the aim, 

scope, method and material of the thesis. It presents and discusses some relevant previous 

studies and four research questions. Chapter two presents the dialectological and 

sociolinguistic theoretical background concerning the Arabic language on three different 

levels: (i) the Arabic language in general, (ii) the IAV in Iraq, and (iii) Arabic in Sweden, 

with a focus on the situation of the IAV in Sweden. Chapter three presents the theoretical 

background concerning bilingualism with a focus on the following three perspectives: (i) 

bilingual first language acquisition compared to MFLA and ESLA, (ii) general bilingual 

behaviour such as interference and transfer, code-switching and loan translation, and (iii) 

bilingualism and diglossia, presenting the difference between bilingualism with and without 

diglossia. Chapter four presents the analysis and results of the material. The chapter starts 

with two orally told stories that narrated by the children, where these stories are representative 

of the IAV. The chapter presents all the linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV 

according to three main types of observations: lexical, morphological and syntactic, where 

each main type of observation contains some sub-types. All the results are summarized 

statistically at the end of this chapter. Chapter five discusses the linguistic results of the 

children and the relation between the children’s sociolinguistic background information and 

their linguistic results. Chapter six summarizes the analysis and the discussion and presents 

some conclusions on the basis of them. 

 

1.1. Aim and scope  

 

I would like to investigate crosslinguistic influence in the Arabic of Iraqi Arabic-Swedish 

bilingual children (5-7) who live in Sweden. The study focuses exclusively on the Arabic 

language of the children. The Swedish language will not be investigated. Since there are a 

large number of studies about phonetics and phonology, I decided to focus on some other 

aspects in the crosslinguistic influence on the children: lexical, morphological and syntactic 

uses in the Iraqi Arabic of the Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children. A narrative technique 

will be used in the research method but it is not a part of the aim of the thesis. I will not 

analyse the narrative structure of the stories, but simply use the stories as a corpus and source 

for linguistic material.  The target group is Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children from both 

genders and between 5-7 years old and without any known diagnosed language disorder. The 

reason for choosing the IAV is based on these three facts: (1) Modern standard Arabic (MSA) 
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cannot be used in the study, because it is not a mother tongue of Arabic speaking children 

(Holes 2004:3). (2) The IAV is one of the most used Arabic varieties in Sweden, because 

there is a considerable Iraqi community in Sweden (SCB: 2015-07-15). (3) I myself am a 

native speaker of IAV.  

 

1.2. Previous research  

 

There are few studies and information about crosslinguistic influence and language 

development of Arabic-Swedish bilingual children in Sweden and there is nothing specific 

about Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children. The most similar studies to my study will be 

presented first, other related studies that share some issues with my study will be mentioned 

after.  

 

Salameh (2011a) studied whether and how grammatical and phonological development was 

influenced by bilingual education for Swedish-Arabic pupils in primary school. It was a 

longitudinal study of the first three years of primary school. Salameh focused on grammatical 

development, because her study included 189 assessments for grammatical development and 

80 assessments for phonological development. The assessments have been designed to be 

comparable in order to make the results comparable in both languages. She used 

processability theory that is based on a second language theory for grammatical assessment. 

This theory was applied to the grammatical development of both adults and children in 

Sweden. Salameh (2003a) developed the theory and made it applicable to both the second 

language and the mother tongue of the Swedish-Arabic children. For more reading about 

processability theory, see Pienemann (1998 and 2005). As for phonological assessment, she 

used tests for phonological awareness and repetition of nonwords. The results of the 

grammatical development showed that pupils generally followed the predictions for expected 

development in both languages, but there were also some pupils that had a little slower 

grammatical development in their L2 Swedish than would be predicted by processability 

theory. Phonological awareness was well developed in both languages as was expected. This 

result confirmed the importance of a sufficient exposure to both languages. 

 

Salameh (2011b) investigated the lexical development of Arabic-Swedish bilingual children 

that had a bilingual education. She focused on three points in her study: (1) lexical size (2) 
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lexical organisation and (3) the relation between the size of the lexicon and its organisation in 

each language. Salameh based her study on 16 informants who were in fourth grade in 

primary school and were 10-11 years old. She used a framework similar to that in her 

previous study (Salameh, 2011a). The informants received Arabic-Swedish bilingual 

education in school for four years. The first group had been compared to a control group of 33 

informants who had the same age and languages as the first group but received education only 

in Swedish. The study was also longitudinal and covered the first four years of primary 

school. The lexical size was measured by a word comprehension test in Arabic and Swedish 

using Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-III (PPVTIII; Dunn and Dunn, 1997). Lexical 

organisation was measured by a word association test in both languages using Kent and 

Rosanoff’s (1910) list of 100 common words. The results were: (1) the lexical size for the 

Swedish part showed that bilingual children with bilingual education had lower knowledge 

than bilingual children with monolingual education, but the difference was not significant. 

The result of the Arabic part was the reverse, i.e. bilingual children with bilingual education 

had more Arabic lexical knowledge than bilingual children with monolingual Swedish 

education and the difference was also not significant. (2) The majority of the informants who 

received bilingual education showed a hierarchical lexical organization in both languages, 

compared to the control group. (3) The high level or increase of hierarchical lexical 

organisation had no connection with lexical size and this result was similar to previous 

research. The results showed the importance of providing education in both languages 

(bilingual education) in order to improve the lexical development of bilingual children in both 

languages.  

 

There are both some similarities and differences between my study and Salameh’s studies 

(2011a and 2011b); therefore a short comparison between them can be useful. (1) My study 

investigates the crosslinguistic influence on Arabic-Swedish bilingual children in Sweden and 

focuses only on IAV, while Salameh’s (2011a and 2011b) studies investigate the language 

development of Arabic-Swedish bilingual children and included both the Swedish language 

and different Arabic varieties; Iraqi and Palestinian-Syrian-Lebanese variety. (2) My study 

includes lexical, morphological and syntactic analysis, while Salameh (2011a:181-182) 

includes phonological, morphological and syntactic analysis and Salameh (2011b) includes 

lexical analysis. (3) The data I use in my study is from children between 5-7 years while 

Salameh in her first study (2011a) used data from children between 7-9 years, and in her 

second study (2011b) used data from children between 10-11 years old. (4) My study is a 
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descriptive study, where I describe the crosslinguistic influence on the children while 

Salameh (2011a and 2011b) did a normative study, i.e. she evaluated the language 

development of the children. (5) I use a cross-sectional study, where I select informants from 

different ages (5, 6 and 7 years old), while both Salameh’s studies (2011a and 2011b) were 

longitudinal. She selected informants of the same age and followed them for three years in the 

first study and for four years in the second study. (6) The last important point is that Salameh 

applied both studies (2011a and 2011b) in a specially adjusted educational environment, 

where the informants were exposed to Arabic-Swedish bilingual formal education for 3-4 

years, while my informants had an ordinary educational environment. 

 

There are two similar studies of the language development of Arabic-Swedish bilingual 

children with and without language impairment. Both studies include the IAV, but without 

any focus on the connection between the IAV and bilingual first language acquisition. The 

first is Håkansson et al. (2003) and the second is Salameh et al. (2004). Both studies are 

written by the same group of scholars Håkansson, Nettelbladt and Salameh. Håkansson et al. 

(2003) based their study on 10 Arabic-Swedish preschool children with language impairment 

and compared them with a control group of 10 who had normal language development and 

similar languages, age and exposure to Swedish as the first group. The aim was (1) to explore 

the ways in which children with language impairment differ from children who have normal 

language development and (2) whether the children with language impairment have different 

levels of language development in their two languages. The results showed that bilingual 

children, both with and without language impairment, developed grammatical structures in 

the same implicational order for their two languages. Bilingual children with language 

impairment tend to have a similar low level of language development in both their languages, 

while bilingual children with normal language development showed a higher level of 

language development in at least one of their languages. 

 

One important point remains unclear to me about Håkansson’s et al. (2003) study. Håkansson 

et al. (2003:260) mentioned that their study relied mainly on the description of MSA by Holes 

(1995) and other description of the processability of Arabic grammar by Mansouri (1995, 

1999 and 2000). Håkansson et al. (2003:261) were well aware of the problems with the 

diglossic situation in Arabic, i.e. the considerable differences between MSA and colloquial 

varieties of Arabic, furthermore that all the preschool children had not yet been exposed in a 

natural way to MSA in school. Their reason for using MSA was that the study dealt with 
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preschool children who were learning a language in exile where there was a lack of 

descriptions of colloquial Arabic. Håkansson et al. (2003:261) added later that the colloquial 

varieties had been characterized by a simplified morphology and syntax because the 

processability theory deals with morphology and syntax.  

It is unclear how could Håkansson et al. (2003) manage to characterize these grammatical 

structures to make them fit with both MSA and all different Arabic five varieties; Palestinian, 

Syrian, Lebanese, Iraqi and Gulf variety? My point is based on the fact that different Arabic 

varieties have different linguistic features. Kjeilen described the difference between the 

Arabic varieties like this: “Differences between the variants of spoken Arabic can be large 

enough to make them incomprehensible to one another. Hence, it would be correct to refer to 

them as separate languages named according to the areas where they are spoken, like 

Moroccan, Cairo Arabic, North Syrian Arabic etc.” (Kjeilen 2002 cited in Abdelali (2004:23). 

These differences between Arabic varieties can occur on different levels: the lexical, 

phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic level. There are differences not just 

between MSA and the selected varieties but even among the selected varieties. Håkansson et 

al. (2003) did not provide a discussion of grammatical structures for each individual variety in 

their presented selection of Arabic grammatical structures (pp. 261-265) or in their design of 

the final test (p. 272). It would have been very useful if they gave an explicit explanation 

about how the selected grammatical structures are suited to both the MSA and all five 

varieties. My view is that Håkansson et al. either would have needed to find some shared 

grammatical structures between MSA and the selected Arabic varieties or apply the 

processability theory according to the grammatical structures of each individual variety.  

 

Salameh et al. (2004) explored the grammatical development of 20 Swedish-Arabic bilingual 

preschool children in both languages. The first 10 suffered from severe language impairment 

(LI) and the other 10 were without LI and represented the control group. Both groups were 

matched in age, gender and exposure to Swedish and Arabic dialect. The age of the 

informants was between 4-7 years and their dialects were Palestinian, Syrian, Lebanese, Iraqi 

and Gulf varieties. Salameh et al. used the term LI and defined it as follows: “LI implies that 

the development of the child’s language lags significantly behind development in all other 

areas, such as non-verbal intelligence, motor and socio-emotional abilities” Salameh et al. 

(2004:66). Their aim was to explore (1) whether the bilingual children with LI have the same 

developmental sequence as bilingual children without LI and (2) whether they have the ability 

to develop two languages, although at a slower speed. The same research method was used 
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and utilised Processability Theory as a norm to measure grammatical development in both 

languages. The results showed that (1) bilingual children, both with and without LI, 

developed grammatical structures in Swedish and Arabic in the same implicational way. (2) 

Children with severe LI could develop two languages but at a slower speed compared to the 

children without LI.  

My previous comment that I presented when I discussed Håkansson et al. (2003) is also relevant 

here, i.e. how can the authors be sure that the grammatical structures that were used fit both 

MSA and the other five different Arabic varieties? Salameh et al. (2004:77) mentioned that 

the main differences between the selected varieties affect mainly the lexical and phonological 

levels. I agree with this point, but what about the possible differences on the morphological 

and semantic levels between MSA and the selected varieties, or even among the varieties 

themselves?  

 

There are some other studies that investigated the language development of Arabic bilingual 

children but they either do not include the Swedish language or focus on other linguistic 

topics compared to my study. Salameh et al. (2003b) studied the phonological development of 

Arabic-Swedish bilingual children with and without language impairment. The results showed 

that both Arabic-Swedish bilingual children with and without language impairment could 

develop their two languages in a similar way to monolingual children in each language, 

though with some exceptions. Both groups had essential lexical problems, mainly in Arabic.  

Here are a few studies that have explored different issues in the language development of 

Arabic-English bilingual children; Khattab (2002, 2006 and 2013) and Saiegh-Haddad and 

Geva (2008) focused on phonetic and phonological development. Abu-Rabia and Siegel 

(2002) and Soliman (2014) focused on cognitive development. Atawneh (1992), Hussein and 

Shorrab (1993), Bader and Minnis (2000) and Mejdell (2006) focused on code-switching.  

There are some other studies that investigated the language development of Arabic 

monolingual children. Omar (1973, new ed. 2007) investigated the phonological, 

morphological, syntactic and lexical development of Egyptian children. Dyson and Amayreh 

(2000), Amayreh and Dyson (2000) and Amayreh (2003) focused on the phonetic and 

phonological development. A few studies explored grammatical development in specific 

Arabic varieties; Ravid and Farah (1999) focused on Palestinian, Moawad (2006) focused on 

the Saudi variety, Abdalla and Crago (2008) focused on Urban Hijazi Arabic (UHA) with 

specific language impairment. Aljenaie and Farghalb (2009) and Abdalla et al. (2013) focused 

on the Kuwaiti variety. There seems to be no studies that involve Iraqi Arabic variety and 
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investigated the same topic that I investigate in my study, therefore it is not applicable to 

compare my informants (the Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children) with one of these 

mentioned language-learning studies.  

 

1.3. Method  

 

The principal research method was the interview method, which was used to collect the 

speech of the children. The interviews were based on a series of narrative pictures that were 

originally designed for the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN) 

(Gagarina et al., 2012). The MAIN narrative technique is used here as a tool to elicit 

spontaneous and free speech from the children by as little involvement as possible that might 

affect the output (speech) of the children. MAIN is designed to evaluate the narrative ability 

(comprehension and production of the narrative) of children between 3-9 years old who learn 

one or many languages from birth or from an early age. It can be used to evaluate many 

languages spoken by the same child. Uppsala University is responsible for the MAIN project 

in Sweden. Professor Ute Bohnacker is the leader for the project and works with other 

linguists and speech therapists in order to apply it to Swedish bilingual children with different 

languages. More information about the MAIN project is available from Zentrum für 

Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft (2015) (Centre for General Linguistics). 

 

The general methodological procedure was as follows. The first step was to search for the 

right informants (children) in (pre)schools. All the informants were from Malmö and 

Helsingborg in Southern Sweden. The choice of cities was one of convenience since I live in 

Malmö and informants were available. The next step was to contact the parents of the children 

in order to present the study and get their approval for the participation of their children (See 

appendix 1). After that I interviewed the children and recorded the interview in two different 

formats, audio by Dictaphone (dictating recorder) and video by digital video-camera to ensure 

the quality of the data. The place of the interview was either at the child’s (pre)school or 

home, where it was a safe and familiar environment for the children. The duration of the 

interview was between 10-25 minutes. The next step was to prepare my material by 

transcribing the data, i.e. to transform the oral speech into a written text. The transcription 

was done manually by Microsoft Keyboard Layout Creator 1.4 and was of course based on 

the child’s pronunciation in the IAV. The last step was to analyse the data manually by 
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searching for all the lexical, morphological and syntactic uses that do not belong to the IAV in 

the data. I needed to use both the audio format via the program Audacity to be able to slow 

down the speed of the speech in order to hear it clearly and the video format via the program 

Windows Media Player in order to see the children talking when the child used non-verbal 

information e.g. body language or pointing at the pictures.  

 

The elicitation procedure was as follows. The first step was trying to warm up the child by 

starting a general simple conversation by asking him/her a few simple questions. Following 

standard MAIN procedure, I had prepared three envelopes that contained the same series of 

narrative pictures and told the child that there was a different story in each envelope and 

asked the child to choose one of them and talk about it. This step was to make the child think 

that he/she would choose a story that I did not know. There is a point that requires some 

clarification about applying the method. There are two models in the MAIN; the first is a new 

production model and the second is a retelling model. I used the new production model, but I 

discovered when I looked at all the recordings that I missed a little thing when I interviewed 

the children. The pictures of the stories were visible for both the children and me when the 

children told the stories. According to the new production model the pictures should be 

visible only to the children and I should pretend that I know nothing about the story. The idea 

behind this model is to avoid the effect of the shared knowledge on the child, because there is 

a difference between telling a new story and repeating an already known story. I believe that 

this change has not affected the material or the results, but it may have reduced the children’s 

own initiative to talk, because they saw that the interviewer (listener) was also looking at the 

pictures of story with them. Following MAIN procedure, I first asked the child to take a look 

at all the six pictures to get a general idea about the story. Then I asked the child to fold the 

pictures and look at just the first two pictures (1-2) and start telling the story according to the 

pictures shown. I then asked the child to open the second two pictures (3-4) when he/she 

finished the description of the first two pictures and I did the same with the last two pictures 

(5-6). This step occurred without telling the child anything about the story, because the model 

used here involved the production of new information i.e. it wasn’t a retelling model. There 

were four stories on two different levels, the stories of Baby Birds and Baby Goats were on 

the same level, while the stories of Dog and Cat were on the same level. The children narrated 

one story from each different level.  
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All the conversation with each child was in the child’s mother tongue, i.e. IAV, and not in 

MSA. The idea was to make the conversation natural, because as previously noted MSA is 

not the mother tongue of these children. The interviewer (I) used Baghdad Muslim Arabic 

variety (See 2.2.1. Classification of Iraqi Arabic) with the children but adjusted my IAV on 

few occasions according to the children’s IAV since one or two of them used the southern 

Iraqi variety. MAIN had been designed to test both languages of the bilingual child but as 

previously mentioned my aim was to study crosslinguistic influence in just IAV as spoken by 

the children. The children started and finished the stories by themselves, without any external 

help. There was a limited chance to motivate and encourage the child in case the child was 

very shy or quiet according to MAIN procedure. Here are some examples of what was taken 

as possible to say without affecting the speech of the child; ‘Tell me what is happing here?’, 

‘Is there anything else?’, ‘Carry on’, ‘Are there any other events in the pictures?’, ‘Tell me 

more’ and ‘Let us see what else is happening?’. Here are some examples not taken as possible 

to say; ‘What is he doing here?’, ‘Who is running?’, ‘What is this?’ and ‘What/who do you 

see in the picture? I translated these utterances (prompts) from the English and MSA versions 

of MAIN to IAV and used them where necessary.  

 

The secondary method was by a questionnaire used to collect some sociolinguistic 

background information from the parents about themselves and their children. It is important 

to have background information about the informants, because some of the results can be 

based on it or explained by it. This data can also be used later in the MAIN project 

(Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives) by other linguists and researchers to 

study other linguistic issues.  

 

1.4. Material  

 

The primary material is a corpus of 164 recorded minutes that was obtained from 12 children 

by using four series of narrative pictures as an elicitation tool. Each child told 2 stories and 

answered compression questions afterwards. The secondary material was sociolinguistic 

background information was obtained from the children’s parents by using a questionnaire 

that consisted of 36 questions. 
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1.4.1. Informants  

 

The informants are 12 children. The selection criteria that have been used are; they should be 

bilingual children that speak Iraqi-Arabic and Swedish and do not have any known language 

disorder. The age of the children is between 5-7 years and they are from both genders i.e. 

boys and girls that live in Sweden. The number of the children is 12, divided into three age 

groups; 5, 6 and 7 years and each group contains 4 children, 2 boys and 2 girls (See table 1). 

There are 10 children from Malmö and 2 children from Helsingborg. Ten children were born 

in Sweden and 2 children were born in Iraq, one of them came to Sweden one year prior data 

collection and the other came three years prior data collection.  

 

Table 1. Informants’ ages, number, genders and (pre)school level. 

Type of school Grade Age Number / Gender 

Preschool  Final year 5 2 boys and 2 girls 

Elementary school 0 6 2 boys and 2 girls 

Elementary school 1 7 2 boys and 2 girls 

 

The informants will be coded as following: 5B1, 5B2, 5G1, 5G2, 6B1, 6B2, 6G1, 6G2, 7B1, 

7B2, 7G1, 7G2. The First number (5, 6 and 7) refers to age, B and G refer to gender and the 

last number (1 or 2) distinguishes children that have the same age and gender.  

 

The parents of the children are the secondary participants. There were no selection criteria for 

the parents, because they are not the targeted group. Of course, their background information 

can be very important to study some parts of the children’s language development. Eleven 

parents were born in Iraq except one parent born in Kuwait. Ten parents have Arabic as a first 

language and 2 of them did not answer the question but were born in Iraq.  

 

1.4.2. Corpus and transcription  

 

The corpus is the primary material of the study. It consists of one recording of two stories by 

each child, i.e. 12 recordings that have produced 164 recorded minutes obtained from the 12 

children. 

It is common for different Arabic varieties to use different types of sound system; therefore 

the varieties need a different transcription system than that used for the MSA. Fischer and 
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Jastrow (1980, 11-14) have presented a special transcription system for Arabic dialectology; 

therefore his system has been used to transcribe the corpus of the children. One adjustment 

has been made in it where Fischer and Jastrow used the sign /ع/ for the letter /ع/ (voiced 

pharyngeal spirant), where I used the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) sign /ʕ/ for the 

same latter. Since Fischer and Jastrow’s transcription system include a long list of all possible 

letters and sounds in order to cover different Arabic varieties, I used Erwin’s (1963:3-43) 

phonological description of IAV as a guideline for applying Fischer and Jastrow’s 

transcription system. Both Erwin (1963) and Fischer and Jastrow (1980) use the same 

description for the sounds but they use different transcription systems. The transcription has 

been performed manually via Microsoft Keyboard Layout Creator 1.4 and has been of course 

based on the children’s pronunciation in the IAV. The transcription of consonant sounds was 

based mainly on the consonant letters (See table 2), while the transcription of the vowel 

sounds was based mainly on a combination of the vowel letters and the vocalisation, i.e. the 

Arabic short vowel sounds. Table 3 presents further detailed description of how the vowel 

sounds were transcribed. The material showed that the children have always assimilated the 

sound /l/ in the definite article /al-/ when the word starts with a sun letter (/t/, /ṯ/, /d/, /ḏ/, /r/, 

/z/, /s/, /š/, /ṣ/, /ḍ/, /ṭ/, /d ̱̣/, /l/ and /n/) and the sun letters have been stressed or doubled in some 

words in the MSA, while the assimilation of /l/ and the stressing or doubling of the first sun 

letter was noted in most Iraqi Arabic words. 
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Table 2. Transcription of Iraqi consonants. 

Iraqi Consonant Transcription IPA Iraqi Consonant Transcription  IPA 

Standard Arabic 26 

 ṣ [sˤ] ص ʾ [ʔ] ء

 ḍ [d̪ˤ] ض b [b] ب

 ṭ [t̪ˤ] ط t [t] ت

 d ̱̣ [ðˤ] ظ ṯ [] ث

 ʕ [ʕ] ع ǧ [ʤ] ج

 ġ [ɣ] غ ḥ [ħ] ح

 f [f] ف x [x] خ

 q [q] ق d [d] د

 k [k] ك ḏ [ð] ذ

 l [l] ل r [r] ر

 m [m] م z [z] ز

 n [n] ن s [s] س

 h [h] ه š [ʃ] ش

Non-standard Arabic 3 

    p [p] پ

    g [g] گ

    č [tʃ] چ
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Table 3. Transcription and description of Iraqi vowels.  

Vowels Transcription  Description  Example 

Semivowels 2 

 /w High back rounded  /wēn/ and /wulid و

 /y Voiced high front unrounded  /yābis/ and /zāyir ي

Short vowels 4 

 /a Short low central  /šaʕar/ and /namla َ  / ه

 /u Short high back rounded  /duwa/ and /ṣubuḥ َ  / و

 /o Short mid back rounded  /rādyo/ and /pyāno و

 /i Short high front unrounded  /ʕiraaqi/ and /ṣidfa َ  / ي

Long vowels 5 

 /ā Long low central  /bāb/ and /ṯāni ا /    + ا

 /ū Long high back rounded  /dūda/ and /šūf  َ  + و

 /ō Long mid back rounded  /yōm/ and /xōš  َ  + و

 /ē Long mid front unrounded  /ʕēn/ and /xēr  َ  + ي

 /ī Long high front unrounded  /tīn/ and /ǧarīda  َ  + ي

 

1.4.3. Series of narrative pictures 

 

I have used four series of narrative pictures that were previously designed for MAIN. Each 

series consists of six animated pictures that complement each other to describe four simple 

stories (See appendix 3). This series of narrative pictures is very well designed to match the 

cognitive level of the children. These four stories are on two different levels, the first two 

stories, Baby Birds and Baby Goats, are on the same level, the second two stories, Dog and 

Cat, are on the same level and each of the two stories has almost identical content. MAIN 

contains 10 comprehension questions about each story. They have been designed to be used 

with the series of narrative pictures in order to evaluate the narrative ability of the child. 

These comprehension questions have been used in my study but not to evaluate the narrative 

ability of the children, because narrative ability is not a part of my study. I translated these 

questions from the English and MSA version to Iraqi Arabic (See appendix 4) and they have 

been used to increase the opportunities for the child to speak, i.e. to give the child an 

interactive reason to speak more.  
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1.4.4. Questionnaire 

 

The secondary material was sociolinguistic background information that was obtained from 

the children’s parents by using a questionnaire in Arabic. This questionnaire consists of 36 

questions (See appendix 2). It was previously designed by Bohnacker’s (2014-2019) research 

project team at Uppsala University for Swedish and other language such as German and 

Turkish. This sociolinguistic background information was used in the second part of my 

discussion to explain some of the children’s linguistic results. 

 

1.4.5. Ethical aspects  

 

All the ethical considerations that apply to academic research have been followed, especially 

since the main informants in the study were under 18 years old: (1) I obtained permission 

from the preschools and from the parents of the children. (2) All identifying information 

about the informants has been made anonymous and coded in the study. (3) The informants 

have been informed about how the study will be applied, the aim of the study and who is 

responsible for the study. (4) The informants have been informed that they have the right to 

cancel their participation in the study without needing to give any explanation. Since the 

study took place in Sweden, Swedish law has been followed according to the Swedish 

research council rules (Vetenskapsrådet), the Swedish personal information law (PUL) and 

the rules of vetting the ethics of research involving humans (Etikprövningsnämnden).   

 

1.5. Research questions  

 

I have formulated four research questions that will be focused on in the analysis. (1) Which of 

these levels, lexical, morphological or syntactic, is most effected by crosslinguistic influence 

in the Arabic of Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children? (2) How would Iraqi Arabic-

Swedish bilingual children use the linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV in their Iraqi 

speech? Is there a shared tendency or pattern among the children? (3) Is there any connection 

between the children’s languages/varieties and the crosslinguistic influence on the lexical, 

morphological and syntactic level? Is it possible that certain crosslinguistic influences occur 

in a certain language or variety? (4) Do diglossia and bilingualism reflect the same 

crosslinguistic influence in the Arabic of Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children?   
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2. Dialectological and sociolinguistic perspective  

 

This chapter will present the dialectological and sociolinguistic theoretical background 

concerning the Arabic language on three different levels. The first section (2.1. Arabic 

language) presents (i) the scope of the Arabic language, (ii) how Arabic speakers learn and 

use Arabic, and (iii) the relation between MSA and other Arabic varieties. The second section 

(2.2. Iraqi Arabic) presents (i) the classification of Iraqi Arabic, (ii) morphological and 

syntactic description, and (iii) lexical description. The third section (2.3. Arabic in Sweden) 

presents two main aspects of the Iraqi Arab families in Sweden; (i) language and identity and 

(ii) bilingualism and immigration.  

 

2.1. Arabic language  

 

Arabic is one of the Semitic languages which belong to the Afro-Asiatic language family. All 

the twenty two Arab countries use MSA as an official language (Bassiouney, 2009:10) and 

there are other non-Arab countries like Chad, Eritrea, Israel, Tanzania and Western Sahara 

that use MSA as a semi- or second official language. All the Islamic countries e.g. Iran, 

Pakistan, Afghanistan and all the Islamic communities in non-Muslim countries e.g. 

Macedonia, Ethiopia, Tanzania and Sweden need to use Arabic when they practice the Islamic 

religion. The reason is that the holy book of Islam, the Quran, is written in Arabic and should 

be read in Arabic, therefore Arab people call Arabic the ‘language of the Quran’. As we can 

see, the Arabic language is connected by three different perspectives: (1) the national and 

ethnic perspective, because of the principle of solidarity which unites the Arab nation or 

world (2) the socio-political perspective, because of the social and political influence by Arab 

countries on non-Arab countries, and (3) the religious perspective, because of the strong 

connection between Islam and the Arabic language, where Arabic is considered here as a 

religious language or lingua franca for the Islamic nation or world (Abdel Haleem, 2011:811).  

 

Arabic speakers are exposed to and acquire first their regional, local and sub-local Arabic 

variety in a natural way from their parents, environment and society. They use it mainly in 

their daily oral communication and activities (Jastrow, 2007:414) and (Altoma, 1969:3). They 

learn MSA formally when they start school, around age 6. The age of onset of language 

expose is very important because it helps to identify the type of language acquisition. If a 
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child acquires another language after age 6, this can be described as early second language 

acquisition or as ordinary second language acquisition (De Houwer 2009:4) (See 3.1. 

bilingual first language acquisition). Arabic speakers use MSA in formal situations, e.g. 

public authorities, books, formal written communication and media, but they do not use it in 

their daily oral communication and activities. We can conclude from how Arabic speakers 

learn and use their language that MSA is not to be considered the mother tongue of Arab 

people. It is rather a second language for them. Their real mother tongue can be one of the 

Arabic varieties which they are exposed to and acquire (learn) first in childhood (Ryding, 

2005:5). Holes has described the same situation like this: “The spoken Arabic dialects are the 

varieties of the language that all native speakers learn as their mother tongue before they 

begin formal education.” (Holes 2004:3).  

 

According to the perspective of the old sociolinguistics a dialect can be classified as an 

opposed form to standard language. This point of view can classify e.g. MSA as a language 

while all other Arabic varieties can be classified as dialects. The difference between language 

and dialect is presented here in terms of prestige and in addition that the language has a 

standardized writing system and normative grammar. According to the perspective of modern 

sociolinguistics, all varieties of a language including the standard language can be classified 

as different varieties. The difference between dialect and language is represented here by size, 

because a language includes all its different dialects (Hudson (1980) referred in Hyltenstam 

and Stroud (1991:37). Wolfram (1998:113) discussed how linguists use the term dialect in a 

neutral way, to refer to the varieties of a language, but the use of the term dialect has been 

avoided sometimes just to avoid a misunderstanding that this term can create; therefore many 

linguists use the term language variety. I agree with Palmer (2007:113) that the term variety 

can be used as a superior or main term to refer to all linguistic varieties that belong to the 

same language, including the language itself. I chose to use the term variety mainly to refer to 

the regional, local and sub-local varieties, in order to be able to distinguish in my later 

discussion between various phenomena such as diglossia and bilingualism that can occur on 

the different linguistic levels.  

 

Ferguson (1959:232-234) introduced the term diglossia when he described the existence of 

two or more different varieties side by side in the same language that are used for different 

functions and situations. He mentioned that there wasn’t a term at that time to describe this 

linguistic phenomenon (diglossia), therefore people used to call it bilingualism. He was 
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probably the first who made the distinction between bilingualism and diglossia. He classified 

the superposed variety in diglossia /fuṣḥa/ (standard Arabic) as a ‘high’ variety and the 

colloquial variety as a ‘low’ variety. Ferguson’s work is very useful and applicable to 

describe the relation between MSA and all other Arabic varieties. There are many other 

linguists like Bassiouney (2009:10) and Trentman (2011:abstract) who have described Arabic 

as a diglossic language. Badawi (1973) used the term continuum (language continuum) to 

describe the different linguistic levels in Arabic. His term or model is based on the idea that 

there is a continuous transition between standard Arabic (classical or modern) and the 

colloquial.  

 

These diglossic differences between MSA and other Arabic varieties and even among 

different Arabic varieties can exist on several linguistic levels: (1) lexical differences may 

occur when there are some words that exist in one variety but do not exist in MSA or other 

Arabic varieties; (2) phonological differences may occur when there are some shared words 

between MSA and other Arabic varieties or among the varieties, but each variety uses a 

different pronunciation for the same words; (3) morphological and (4) syntactic differences 

may occur when there are different morphological and syntactic rules and forms that are 

applicable in one particular variety but do not exist in MSA or other Arabic varieties; (5) 

semantic differences may occur when there are different semantic meanings for the same 

shared words between MSA and other Arabic varieties or among the varieties, i.e. when the 

same words can mean different things in different varieties.  

 

2.2. Iraqi Arabic  

 

This section presents the IAV on three different levels: (2.2.1. Classification of Iraqi Arabic) 

describes the sociolinguistic and dialectological situation of IAV in Iraq, (2.2.2. 

Morphological and syntactic description) presents the main and relative morphological and 

syntactic features of the IAV, and (2.2.3. Lexical description) presents a brief lexical 

comparison between IAV and MSA.  

 

2.2.1. Classification of Iraqi Arabic  

 

This section presents the classification and situation of the IAV in Iraq. The available data 

about the Iraqi varieties still need more efforts to be completed in both the dialectological and 
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sociolinguistic perspectives. There are a lot of gaps in these two fields because many of the 

local and sub-local Iraqi Arabic varieties have not yet been investigated (Blanc, 1964:160). 

The first and maybe the most important work about the language situation in Iraq is 

Communal Dialects in Baghdad by Blanc (1964). Blanc used a socio-religious perspective in 

his classification of the varieties both inside and around Iraq. He discovered that the 

differences between religions and ethnicities are reflected linguistically. This reason 

motivated him to apply his linguistic description for the Iraqi Arabic varieties according to 

their connection with the religions and ethnicities in Iraq and presented the results with a 

geographical dimension. He did two kinds of variety-classifications; the first classification 

concerning the main variety of Iraq which is Baghdadi, where he presented three main 

communal varieties of Baghdad; Jewish, Christian and Muslim Arabic. The second 

classification had a wider scope and concerned all Iraq and the area of Mesopotamia where he 

presented the gǝlǝt variety that was used by Muslims and the qǝltu variety that was used 

mainly by non-Muslims.  

 

It is common to find studies that highlight the diglossia situation on a contrastive level, i.e. 

between MSA and Arabic regional-varieties. Jabbari (2013) discussed the diglossia situation 

in Iraq focusing on MSA and Iraqi colloquial Arabic and presented differences between them 

on the lexical and grammatical level. The diglossia situation in an Arabic context can exist on 

different linguistic levels and simultaneously exist not just between MSA and the regional 

Arabic varieties but even at different levels in the same regional Arabic variety. Muslim 

Baghdad Arabic (MBA) is considered to be a high variety in Baghdad (Ferguson, 1959:232) 

for Christian and Jewish Baghdadi people and it is even considered to be a lingua franca for 

all Iraq (Blanc, 1964) and (Abu-Haidar, 2006:222) for the same reason. Wardhaugh described 

how different varieties in one language (Arabic) and one city (Baghdad) can represent these 

different levels of varieties:  

 

In a city like Baghdad the Christian, Jewish, and Muslim inhabitants speak 

different varieties of Arabic. In this case the first two groups use their 

variety solely within the group but the Muslim variety serves as a lingua 

franca, or common language, among the groups. Consequently, Christians 

and Jews who deal with Muslims must use two varieties: their own at home 

and the Muslim variety for trade and in all inter-group relationships. 

(Wardhaugh, 2006:50).  
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In this case there are three levels of varieties; (1) MSA is considered the high variety for all 

Baghdadi people, (2) MBA is the low variety for the Muslim community but it is considered 

as a kind of high or formal variety for non-Muslim communities and (3) the Christian 

Baghdad Arabic (CBA) and Jewish Baghdad Arabic (JBA) are the low or non-formal 

varieties for non-Muslim communities. Table 4 presents these three diglossic levels of 

varieties in Baghdad.  

 

Table 4. Muslim and non-Muslim Baghdadi communities’ use of 

three different levels of varieties. 

Levels Muslim community Non-Muslim community 

Level 1 MSA (H) MSA (H1) 

Level 2 MBA (L) MBA (H2) 

Level 3  CBA and JBA (L) 

 

2.2.2. Morphological and syntactic description  

 

This section presents a selected morphological and syntactic description of the IAV: 

definiteness and indefiniteness, cardinal numbers, agreement with gender and number, and the 

types of sentences. This brief description focuses only on the main and relevant grammar of 

the IAV that have been found in the corpus and analyzed in chapter 4 (See 4. Analysis and 

results). For more literature about the grammatical description of the IAV see: Van Ess 

(1938), Erwin (1963), Malaika (1963), Blanc (1964), Altoma (1969) and Alkalesi (2001). 

 

IAV has definite article /il-/ (the) but it has no indefinite article and nor does MSA. IAV has 

different structures that can express indefiniteness and give the same meaning. (1) The 

indefinite noun can be used on its own (bare) without prenominal article, e.g. /šifit riǧǧāl/ (I 

saw a man) and /ʾakalit tuffāḥa/ (I ate an apple). (2) Using the indefinite marker/particle or 

quantifier /fad/ (a, one, a certain, some) (Erwin, 1963:355) and (Jastrow, 2007:419) which 

should precede the noun directly (Erwin, 1963:348), e.g. /šifit fad riǧǧāl/ (I saw a/one man). 

Altoma (1969:84) explained that /fad/ can also be used even for dual and plural, e.g. /fad nās/ 

(some people) and /fad yōmēn/ ((about) two days). (3) Using the numeral as modifier /wāḥid/ 

or /waḥda/ (one) that follows the noun, where it modifies and agrees with the noun in gender 

(Erwin, 1963:348), e.g. /ʾakalit tuffāḥa waḥda/ (I ate one apple). The only reason to use the 
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last formulation is just to emphasize the singularity; otherwise it would be considered a longer 

formulation because it contains extra information /wāḥid/ or /waḥda/. It is already clear in the 

first and second formulation that the noun is singular without adding the numeral one after the 

noun. The main difference between using the indefiniteness marker/particle /fad/ and using 

the numeral /wāḥid/ or /waḥda/ (one) is syntactic by the word order, regardless of the 

semantic difference. The indefiniteness marker/particle /fad/ precedes the noun while the 

numeral ‘one’ follows the noun.  

 

Cardinal numbers can be used in different ways depending on the number itself. The numeral 

‘one’ follows the noun and can be declined to masculine, e.g. /čam ǧāhil ʕindak? ʕindi ǧahil 

waḥid/ (How many children do you have? I have one child) and to feminine /ʕindi bnaya 

waḥda/ (I have one daughter/girl) (Erwin, 1963:258). The numeral ‘two’ can also be 

represented by the plural form in combination with the numeral ‘two’ (Erwin, 1963:355-259), 

e.g. /čam ǧāhil ʕindak? ʕindi waladēn/ (How many children do you have? I have two 

sons/boys). Dual form can also represented by plural form with numeral ‘two’, where in this 

case it can be declined to masculine form, e.g. /ʕindi wilid ṯnēn/iṯnēn/ (I have two sons/boys) 

and to feminine form, e.g. /ʕindi banat ṯintēn/ (I have two daughters/girls). The masculine 

form /ṯnēn/ can also be used to refer to the feminine dual. The numerals from 3-x precede the 

noun, e.g. /čam ǧāhil ʕindak? ʕindi tlaṯ ǧahāl/ (How many children do you have? I have three 

children) and /ʕindi hdaʕaš ǧahil/ (I have eleven children) (Erwin, 1963:259). Cardinal 

numbers can be expressed in two different ways in the IAV: they can be used bare, i.e. on 

their own without any other part of speech and they can be used with other parts of speech, 

nouns or adjectives. The cardinal numbers from 3-10 end with /-a/, e.g. /tlāṯa/ (three), 

/ʾarbaʕa/ (four), /xamsa/ (five), /ṯmānya/ (eitht), /ʕašra/ (ten). This form is used when they 

come alone (bare) but when they come with other parts of speech the last /-a/ is dropped, e.g. 

/tlāṯ ǧahāl/ (three children), /xams ǧahāl/ (five children) and /ʕašr ǧahāl/ (ten children) 

(Erwin, 1963:260). 

 

Agreement in gender and number is very important in the IAV, because many parts of speech 

can be inflected for gender and number: pronoun, noun, adjective, active participle and verb. 

IAV has two genders, masculine and feminine, where some words can already reflect just one 

specific gender, either masculine /walad/ (boy) or feminine /bnaya/ (girl). There are other 

words can be inflected for both genders masculine /ʕasfūr/ (bird) and feminine /ʕasfūra/ 
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(bird), /amīr/ (prince) and /amīra/ (princess). Most cases of the feminine forms have the suffix 

/-a/ after the masculine form as the previous examples (Erwin, 1963:168, 173).  

IAV has three numbers, singular, dual and plural (Erwin, 1963:175) and (Altoma, 1969:39), 

e.g. /sayāra/ (car), /sayārtēn/ and /sayārāt/ (cars). Dual number is formed by adding the suffix 

/-ēn/ to the singular form, where the singular stem may have certain changes when the dual 

suffix is added (Erwin, 1963:177). IAV has two types of plurals, the sound plural and the 

broken plural. The sound plural is formed by adding different suffixes to the singular noun, 

where minor changes can occur in the stem. This plural suffix /-īn/ is traditionally called the 

masculine sound plural suffix, e.g. /muslim/ (Moslem) /muslimīn/ (Moslems), the second 

plural suffix is /-a/ e.g. /baḥḥār/ (sailor) /baḥḥāra/ (sailors) and the last plural suffix /-āt/ is 

traditionally called the feminine sound plural suffix, e.g. /malika/ (queen) /malikāt/ (queens). 

The masculine plural form can in some cases refer to both the masculine and feminine plural 

nouns even if there is a feminine singular morphological form (Erwin, 1963:174) and 

(Altoma, 1969:77) e.g. /člāb/ and not /čalbāt/ (dogs), /ṭiyūr/ and not /ṭērāt/ (birds), /ṯaʕālib/ 

and not /ṯaʕlabāt/ (foxes) and /ǧahāl/ and not /ǧāhlāt/ (children). The broken plural is formed 

by different patterns, i.e. different forms compared to the singular stem. Broken plural has so 

many different plural patterns that is difficult to predict from the singular noun whether the 

plural is sound plural or broken plural and what plural pattern is the right one in case it is 

broken plural. Erwin (1963:191-213) presented 22 broken plural patterns, where there is about 

a dozen that are fairly common. Since, the aim of this section is to present a brief grammatical 

description of IAV; therefore just the first 12 most common broken plural patterns will be 

presented here.  

 

Plural pattern  Singular  Plural  English  

ʾaFMāl sabab asbāb cause  

FMāL balam blām rowboat 

F(u)MūL/ F(i)Mūl šaʕab šʕūb people  

FūL bāb būb door  

FiMaL ṣidfa ṣidaf  coincidence  

FuMal ʾubra ʾubar  needle  

FuMMāL/ FiMMāL ḥāris  ḥurrās guard  

FuMaat hāwi  huwāt amateur  

FuMaLāʾ raʾīs ruʾasāʾ chief, head  
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C(a)CāCiC/ C(a)CāCuC mablaġ mabāliġ amount  

C(a)CāCiCa/ C(a)CāCuCa ʾustāḏ ʾasatiḏa teacher  

C(a)CaaCi balwa balāwi trouble  

 

IAV has three types of sentences: equational, verbal
1
 and topical sentences. (i) The equational 

sentence is composed of a subject and a predicate, where the subject can be a noun or pronoun 

with or without modifiers and the predicate can be a noun, pronoun, adjective, adverb of 

place, or a prepositional phrase, e.g. /kull ilaṯāṯ fōg/ (All the furniture is upstairs). (ii) The 

verbal sentence is composed of a subject and a predicate where the subject can be a noun or 

pronoun with or without modifiers and the predicate can be a finite verb with or without 

modifiers, e.g. /ʕali ṭilaʕ gabul sāʕa/ (Ali went out an hour ago). (iii) The topical sentence is 

composed of topic and comment, where the topic can be noun or pronoun with or without 

modifiers and the comment consists of either equational or verbal sentence, e.g. /ʕali šifta 

bilgahwa/ (I saw Ali in the coffee-house) (Erwin, 1963:315-317).  

 

2.2.3. Lexical description 

 

This section presents a brief lexical comparison between IAV and MSA. It is very difficult to 

determine the degree of lexical relationship between the IAV and the Classic Arabic (CA), 

because the selection of lexical items and the identification of their meanings outside their 

context is problematic (Altoma, 1961:93). The same problematic can be found in MSA, which 

is here used for comparison with IAV. Altoma (1961:95-96) compared the lexicon 

(vocabulary) of the IAV with the CA. He presented five different types of lexical differences 

between IAV and CA. He used examples of the CA lexical items, where the same examples 

can also be representative for MSA because they have the same pronunciation and semantic 

meaning.  

 

(1) There are some lexical items that exist in MSA but do not exist in IAV. 

 

MSA/CA IAV In English 

ḏahab rāh went  

                                                      
1
 The term ’verbal sentence’ has been used in grammar of CA to mean “sentence beginning with a verb”, 

but Erwin do not use the same definition in his book. Erwin uses the term to refer to sentence that 

contains a verb.  
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kayf šlōn how  

qad, laʕall balkat particles of probability  

maʕ wiyya with  

 

(2) There are some lexical items that exist in IAV but do not exist in MSA. Most of them are 

loanwords from Near Eastern languages, Turkish, Persian and Aramaic.  

 

MSA/CA IAV In English 

qiṭṭa,  bazzūna, bazzūn cat, (Aramaic) 

laʕall balki perhaps, (Persian) 

ḥal čāra solution, remedy, (Turkish, Persian) 

dammara fallaš to destroy, (Aramaic) 

 

(3) There are some lexical items that exist in both MSA and IAV but these lexical items are 

pronounced differently according to the MSA or IAV phonological system.  

 

MSA/CA IAV In English 

qalb galaub heart, (/q/ > /g/) 

kalb čalib dog, (/k/ > /ch/) 

qatal kital  kill, (/q/ > /k/) 

mā’ māy water, (/’/ > /y/) 

 

(4) There are some lexical items that exist in both MSA and IAV but these items have 

different semantic meaning.   

 

MSA/CA In English IAV In English 

ḥaliq Throat  ḥalig  mouth  

šāl To rise  šāl to carry  

ḏabb To defend, to repel  ḏabb to throw  

xašm Nose, but the normal word is /anf/ xašm nose  

 

(5) There are some lexical items that exist in IAV but do not exist in MSA. These lexical 

items have their original forms in MSA (Altoma, 1961:95). These lexical items are mainly 

results of abbreviation or contraction from MSA into IAV.   
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MSA/CA IAV In English 

al- il- the (definite article) 

allaḏī illi  who, which, whom (relative pronoun) 

majjānan (bilā šayʾ) balāš free (of charge), inexpensive, without a thing 

bikam  bēš how much  

 

2.3. Arabic in Sweden  

 

This section presents two main aspects of the Iraqi Arab families in Sweden; (1) the relation 

between language and identity and (2) the relation between bilingualism and immigration.  

 

Identity can refer to where a person comes from and who he/she is, therefore factors like 

ethnicity, language and religion are closely related to questions of identity, e.g. a person can 

be Arab, speak Arabic and be Muslim. People find themselves belonging or connected to 

other people who share with them these aspects of identity, because they share the same roots 

which shape their identity. It is known that there is a connection between the language and 

identity Slimane has described it like this: “Language is an integral part of a person’s 

identity” (Slimane, 2014:11) and many linguists have discussed this connection, Suleiman 

(2003 and 2004), Cohen (2008), Bassiouney (2009) and Fought (2001), where one’s language 

is considered a part of one’s identity. Language in general and especially the regional, local 

and sub-local variety can be the first signal which interlocutors exchange about their identity 

in an oral communication context. There are some people who can identify e.g. the 

nationality, ethnicity, religion or social status of other people just because of the connection 

between people’s language or variety and their identity. One simple greeting word/phrase 

may show that there is a difference when someone wants to greet others in Arabic and says 

 kīfak/ (How are you), where the first greeting is in IAV and the/ /كيفك/ šlōnak/ and/ /شلونك/

second is in Levantine Arabic variety.  

 

The connection between language and ethnicity can be found in different ethnicities such as: 

Arabs speak Arabic, Kurds speak Kurdish, Turkmens speak Turkmen and Armenians speak 

Armenian. Fought has described the importance of language for identity as follows: 

“Language plays a crucial role in the construction and maintenance of ethnic identity. In fact, 

ethnicity can have a more striking relationship to language than other social factors such as 
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gender, age, or social class.” (Fought, 2011:238). If someone doesn’t speak Arabic with 

Arabic speakers, this can be understood as the person not being Arab, or Arab but unable to 

speak Arabic, or that the person can but he avoids speaking in Arabic in order not to be 

identified as an Arab. All these mentioned possibilities can be considered as negative 

language behaviours according to the speakers of the language, i.e. Arabs. Fasold has 

described this connection between the speaker’s language and society as follows: “When 

people use language, they do more than just try to get another person to understand the 

speaker’s thoughts and feelings. At the same time, both people are using language in subtle 

ways to define their relationship with each other, to identify themselves as part of a social 

group, and establish the kind of speech event they are in.” (Fasold, 1990:1). As has been 

mentioned before (See 2.1. Arabic language) there is a connection between Arabic and Islam, 

because Arabic is used as a tool to practice some Islamic rituals like reading the Quran and 

praying. This connection makes the Arabic language a religious language and for that reason 

it became more important than just a communicative system. The connection between 

language and religion has also historically existed in different religions such as Arabic being 

connected with the Quran in Islam, Aramaic being connected with the Bible in Christianity, 

and Hebrew being connected with the Torah in Judaism. According to this description, we can 

see the connection between identity and these three related factors: ethnicity, language and 

religion, where language is a common factor among these factors, because it is connected 

with both other factors. Therefore, it is obvious that there is a connection between language 

and identity, where the language can say and reflect more than the typical linguistic 

information about the speaker.  

 

The Iraqi community is the largest community of all Arab communities in Sweden. There are 

130,178 Iraqis which makes 40 % of the total number of Arabs in Sweden. It is also the 

second largest community among all the foreign or immigrant communities in Sweden 

according to the latest statistics in 2014 by the Swedish statistics office (SCB: 2015-07-15). 

These statistics are based on the category ‘people who have been born abroad’. This category 

has two criteria, people who were born in Iraq and registered at the Swedish civil registry. But 

it seems that this category is missing a sub-category. What about Iraqi Arab children who 

born in Sweden of Iraqi Arab parents? There is no other statistic that can show the number of 

all Iraqi people in Sweden; therefore it is very possible that the mentioned numbers can be 

bigger.  
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Bilingualism as a phenomenon needs to be better understood on the social level, in order to be 

more acceptable which in its turn will lead to positive consequences. The connection between 

the concept of motherland (homeland) and mother tongue makes the idea of learning another 

language as mother tongue appear to some Arab families a double-edged sword. It is a good 

idea to learn two mother tongues, but at the same time it is risky to learn two mother tongues. 

There is in general a common opinion which many Arab families are usually aware of when 

they discuss this triangle, motherland - mother tongue - additional mother tongue. This 

opinion is based on the idea of unbalanced bilingualism, which leads to a bilingual child with 

one strong (dominant) language and one weak language. The dominant language can pull the 

child towards the environment, culture and mentality of the dominant language community. 

This situation can negatively affect the weaker language, which in its turn can affect or even 

cause a loss of the identity that associated with the weaker language. This explanation is 

based on the direct and strong connection between language and identity that has been 

discussed in the first part of this section. Some linguists have described how learning another 

language intensively or in bilingual context, can affect the learner’s identity as follows: “The 

majority of the Algerian population refused to send their children to French schools, through 

fear that it would not only lead their children to adopt French culture but, worse still, to adopt 

Christianity” (Aitsiselmi and Marley, 2008:194). Slimane has also similar opinion as 

Aitsiselmi and Marley and described the situation as follows: “The impact of French language 

and its culture was so powerful that it started to reflect in many Algerians’ speech and soon 

led to a sort of dual identity.” (Slimane, 2014:12). Grosjean has other different opinion 

concerning learning another language, where he discussed some common conceptions as 

myths that describe bilingualism negatively: “Bilinguals are also bicultural” and that 

“Bilinguals have double or spilt personalities” and that “Bilingualism will delay language 

acquisition in children” and that “Children raised bilingual will always mix their languages” 

and that “Bilingualism has negative effect on the development of the children” Grosjean 

(2010:108, 212, 179, 197 and 218). 

 

Maybe this subjective opinion of the concept of bilingualism occurs mainly in Iraqi Arab 

families that do not have a higher education, i.e. do not have enough correct information 

about bilingualism or are not bilingual, i.e. they haven’t experienced bilingualism before. 

Arab families in general and Iraqi families in particular are conservative about their children’s 

Arabic mother tongue in Sweden. They are worried about the ‘unbalanced bilingualism’ 

scenario, in case Swedish will become the dominant language and Arabic will be the weaker 
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language. If their children cannot learn Arabic on a mother tongue level, this can be seen as a 

sign that the children will lose their Arab identity and social connection with their roots in 

their homelands. We can say that some of the Iraqi Arab families use their Arabic mother 

tongue as a safety valve or procedure to preserve their Iraqi Arab identity by avoiding an 

unbalanced bilingualism which can lead to an unbalanced integration (assimilation) into 

Swedish society. Slimane has described the role of language to preserve culture and traditions 

as follows: “Language is also fundamental to the spread of culture. Not only it is a means of 

communication but also a vehicle for conveying and preserving culture with its values and 

traditions the reason for which if languages disappear, cultures die.” (Slimane, 2014:11). 

Slimane (2014:11-12) argued that biculturalism can be a result of language contact, where 

biculturalism can occur in two different contexts acculturation and assimilation. Ovando has 

described acculturation as follows: “acculturation is viewed as a process, voluntary or 

involuntary, by which an individual or group adopts one or more of another group’s cultural 

or linguistic traits, resulting in new or blended cultural or linguistic patterns.” (Ovando, 

2008:9a). Ovando has described assimilation as follows: “Assimilation is a voluntary or 

involuntary process by which individuals or groups completely take on the traits of another 

culture, leaving their original cultural and linguistic identities behind.” (Ovando, 2008:43b). 

 

At the same time there are some sociolinguistic factors that can affect the children’s language 

development and the parents cannot really control these factors if they want to keep their 

children’s language development mainly in Arabic. One of the main factors is that their 

children go to (pre)school where Swedish is the dominant language because it is the majority 

language. In fact balanced bilingualism is not always a viable option. The schooling 

environment pushes children to be stronger in the majority language (Swedish) than in the 

minority language (Arabic), regardless what the parents think about their children learning 

another language. There are of course other groups of Iraqi Arab families which have a 

balanced understanding of the concept of bilingualism; therefore they help their children to 

learn an additional mother tongue without fearing that their children will lose their Arabic 

mother tongue and Arab identity. There is an important connection between language and 

integration for the immigrant communities in the host country (Sweden). This relation can be 

reciprocal, where learning the language of the host country (Swedish) assists integration and 

vice versa. It is difficult for someone to be integrated and be part of the host society if he/she 

cannot speak its language. All activities such as social interaction, studying, working and 

general communications need to be carried out in the majority language of the host country.  
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There is another reason which can make Iraqi Arab families focus on Arabic more than 

Swedish. It is normal that the language of education is Swedish in the Swedish. Swedish 

schools offer mother tongue teaching for 150 languages, where Arabic is one of them. Arabic 

is considered the largest mother tongue because of the number of Arab children that have a 

right to mother tongue teaching, 43,945, which is 40,6 % of the total number of all other 

mother tongues, are entitled, and 29,231, which is 30,1 % of the total number, participate. 

These numbers are based on the statistics of The Swedish National Agency for Education 

(Skolverket) for 2014/2015 (Skolverket, 2015). There is just one lesson of the mother tongue 

a week; therefore the teaching of the mother tongue is insufficient in Swedish schools. 

Salameh (2011a and 2001b) has shown in her studies the importance of providing bilingual 

education for bilingual children in order to give them sufficient exposure to both languages. 

Arab community has a considerable interest in having more mother tongue teaching or Arabic 

schools in Sweden. There are few Arabic schools in Sweden that offer more teaching of 

Arabic, therefore the Arab community uses mosques and ḥusayniya
2
سينية/   where there are ,/ح 

volunteers with and without experience who teach the children Arabic at different levels. This 

language-teaching is usually combined with teaching of the Islamic religion, which is also 

very important for Muslim Arab families and doesn’t exist in the Swedish schools. These 

activities are very good examples to show how the three presented factors (ethnicity, language 

and religion) can be interconnected. It would be understandable if the majority of Iraqi Arab 

families who living in non-Arabic country like Sweden without enough available education 

that can help their children to reach the level of a native speaker, find the Arabic mother 

tongue more valuable compared to other families that living in an Arab country. I have tried 

to show in my discussion the importance of understanding the concept of bilingualism on the 

social level and how it can affect both the Iraqi Arab families as immigrants and the Swedish 

society as a host country.   

                                                      
2
 Ḥusayniya is an Islamic worship place that is similar to mosque. 
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3. Bilingual perspective  

 

This chapter presents the theoretical background concerning bilingualism with focus on three 

perspectives. The first section (3.1. Bilingual first language acquisition) presents bilingual 

first language acquisition (BFLA) and discusses it compared to other types of language 

acquisition such as monolingual first language acquisition (MFLA) and early second language 

acquisition (ESLA). The second section (3.2. Bilingual behaviour) presents (i) the notions 

interference and transfer as general terms for bilingual behaviours, (ii) what is code-

switching, why and how people use code-switching and code-switching as unconscious 

language behaviour, and (iii) what is loan translation and comparing to code-switching. The 

third section (3.3. Bilingualism and diglossia) presents the difference between bilingualism 

with and without diglossia.  

 

3.1. Bilingual first language acquisition  

 

I will present in is this section, the phenomenon of bilingual first language acquisition 

(BFLA) and other related phenomena relevant to my study, such as monolingual first 

language acquisition (MFLA) and early second language acquisition (ESLA).  

 

De Houwer has described BFLA as: “the development of language in young children who 

hear two languages spoken to them from birth” (De Houwer, 2009:2). This simple definition 

includes all the essential factors which characterize the BFLA phenomenon. It is the case of 

acquiring two languages as first languages by exposure, i.e. natural acquisition, from birth, 

which highlights the effects of age on language acquisition and where there are no time 

differences in order of acquisition between the languages. The term BFLA usually refers to 

people who can speak two languages, but this is not always the case. The fact of hearing two 

languages from birth or soon after doesn’t always lead to the children being able to learn and 

speak these languages. There are some BFLA children who speak just one language of the 

languages that they used to hear from birth. It can happen that BFLA children understand both 

languages but speak just one of these languages and in this case they can be described as 

passive bilinguals (De Houwer, 2009:2). People usually expect that BFLA children can use 

their languages on the same ‘high’ level of proficiency. In fact this issue depends on the 

evaluation of two linguistic dimensions, comprehension (understanding) and production 
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(speaking). In this case the process of evaluation for the proficiency level of BFLA children 

contains four main variables; language x, language y, comprehension (understanding) and 

production (speaking). If the evaluation is done by absolute values e.g. ‘can’ and ‘cannot’, we 

will have 4 different types of BFLA, as De Houwer (2009:3) argued. If the evaluation is done 

by different degrees, e.g. on a scale 1-10, we will have many more patterns of BFLA. The 

main point of this discussion is to show that there are different types of BFLA children.  

 

Monolingual first language acquisition (MFLA) shares all the factors of BFLA except that the 

acquisition is limited to just one language and for this reason MFLA children can certainly 

understand and speak the language, while in BFLA this is not always the case, as has just 

been discussed.  

Early second language acquisition (ESLA) occurs when children learn to understand and 

speak their first language (language 1) and later are exposed to another language which they 

learn to speak (language 2). This occurs when the child’s monolingual language environment 

is changed and the child begins to be exposed to another language (L2) by the kind of regular 

contact which can happen e.g. in the kindergarten or pre-school (De Houwer, 2009:4-5). In 

fact the difference in age cut-offs between BFLA and ESLA is not clear-cut, because both 

types of language acquisition can start from birth. The regular input of language 1 of ESLA 

starts from birth and the regular input of language 2 can start at later ages, where the age 

range can be between 1;6 to 4 years (De Houwer, 2009:5). De Houwer argued that the shared 

factors between these three kinds of language acquisition are; (1) the children acquire the 

language without formal learning and (2) all the three types of language acquisition occur 

before the age of six. I think that ESLA can be very possibly occur among the target group of 

my study, i.e. the bilingual Iraqi Arabic-Swedish children in Sweden in the context of their 

first 6 years.  

It is typical to find that Arab families speak mainly Arabic with their children at home and 

during different social activities because of the important connection between language and 

identity which was discussed before (See 2.3. Arabic in Sweden). The children are exposed to 

Swedish mainly in the kindergarten or pre-school. The family in this context is very important 

as it has been described as “the primary socialization unit for BFLA” (De Houwer 2009:7). 

 

According to the discussion that I have presented about BFLA and ESLA, one can raise an 

interesting question that is also very closely related to my study. In spite of all the differences 

between BFLA and ESLA e.g. timing of acquisition and linguistic proficiency level for each 
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language in each type of language acquisition, there is still one case that can be difficult to 

classify precisely. It is the case when children start to hear just one language in the first year 

and then are exposed at some point to another language. Which description, BFLA or ESLA 

is the right one for this case? This classification is very important because it can help us to use 

the right method to deal with the children’s language development. Are the children going to 

develop these two languages as they develop two languages from birth, or will they develop 

one language as language 1 and the other language as language 2 as in context at the age of 

one and a half? This case can also be very relevant to the target group of my study, for the 

same reason that has been mentioned with the case of ESLA. De Houwer (2009:6) mentioned 

this case and described it as an unsolved phenomenon and even without its own precise 

terminological rules.  

 

3.2. Bilingual behaviour (Interference, transfer, code-switching and loan 

translation) 

 

The first part of this section will present two terms, namely interference and transfer which 

can be considered as basic or shared terms for different bilingual interactions and behaviors. 

These two terms will give rise to a broader perspective about bilingual behaviors and 

phenomena. The second part of this section will discuss two bilingual behaviors namely code-

switching and loan translation which will be focused on in the analysis. 

 

We find that there are different interpretations for the two terms interference and transfer. 

These different descriptions present them sometimes as similar notions, because of the 

overlap between them, and sometimes as two different notions, if there is a real noticeable 

distinction between them. Weinreich has described interference as follows: “Those instances 

of deviation from the norms of either language which occur in the speech of bilinguals as a 

result of their familiarity with more than one language, i.e. as a result of language contact, 

will be referred to as INTERFERENCE phenomena” (Weinreich, 1974:1). Lott has defined 

interference as: “errors in the learner’s use of the foreign language that can be traced back to 

the mother tongue” (Lott, 1983:256). Ellis has defined interference as: “the influence that the 

learner’s L1 exerts over the acquisition of an L2” (Ellis, 1997:51). Grosjean has defined 

interference as: “deviations from the language being spoken (or written) stemming from the 

influence of the deactivated languages” (Grosjean, 2010:68).  
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Færch and Kasper have defined transfer as the use of linguistic features of one language in 

learning or speaking another language (Færch and Kasper, 1987:112). Paradis and Genesee 

have defined it as follows: “incorporation of grammatical property into one language from 

another.” (Paradis and Genesee, 1996:3). Jarvis and Pavlenko have described it like this: “the 

influence of a person’s knowledge of one language on that person’s knowledge or usage of 

another language” (Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2008:1).  

 

Grosjean, (2010:68-69) has presented two main types of interferences; (1) static interferences 

which show permanent traces of one language on the other, e.g. accent, specific syntactic 

structures etc., and (2) dynamic interferences, which show momentary intrusions of one 

language on the other, e.g. in case of an accidental slip of a stress pattern of a word because of 

the stress system of the other language or temporary use of a syntactic structure which 

belongs to another language. He explained that transference can occur on different linguistic 

levels; phonological (foreign accent), word (lexical borrowing), idiomatic expression 

(proverbs) and syntactic level (using the word order pattern of one language in another). 

Siegel (2013) has presented the classification of transfer by Jarvis and Pavlenko (2008), 

where they distinguish between (1) linguistic transfer, which represents transfer of linguistic 

properties and (2) conceptual transfer, which represents transfer of conceptual categories. 

Transfer can also occur on different linguistic levels: the phonological, lexical, semantic and 

morpho-syntactic levels (Siegel, 2013).  

 

Many linguists have connected these terms (interference and transfer) with crosslinguistic 

influence. Salameh (2003a:13) connected transfer with crosslinguistic influence, Jarvis and 

Pavlenko (2008:1) have equated transfer with crosslinguistic influence, (Grosjean, 2010:183) 

has considered that both terms are the same (synonyms) and connected them with 

crosslinguistic influence and Ellis (1997:51) refers to interference as transfer. Both terms have 

been applied in second language acquisition (SLA) and BFLA, especially in case of the 

influence of L1 on L2 or the dominant language on the weaker language. Transfer in a SLA 

context can occur when the speaker uses the knowledge of L1 as a resource in an unconscious 

communication strategy in order to compensate for insufficient L2 knowledge, i.e. is 

considered as a strategy of L2 rather than acquisition (Siegel, 2013:521). Paradis and Genesee 

have also mentioned this point of unbalanced proficiency in two languages and how transfer 

can occur in a BFLA context like this: “if the child has reached a more advanced level of 
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syntactic complexity in one language than in other.” (Paradis and Genesee, 1996:3). Marian 

and Kaushanskay (2007:381) have described that the direction of transfer occurs from 

dominant language to the weaker language in both a SLA and BFLA context, while Grosjean 

(2010:75) has described the same observation but just in a BFLA context. He discussed also 

that when interferences occur bidirectionally, this can indicate that the speaker has the same 

language proficiency in both languages or both languages influence each other.  

 

Most of the available literature about transfer and interference does not discuss the possible 

differences between these two terms and other related terms like code-switching and loan 

translation. Muysken (2013:194) has presented a comparison between code-switching and a 

specific type of interference, which is morpho-syntactic interference. He has described code-

switching as a presence of lexical material and morpho-syntactic structures which both 

material from both languages, while interference is the presence of morpho-syntactic 

structures from two languages but lexical material from just one language. He based his 

description of interference on Weinreich’s (1953)
3
 sense of “mutual influence between a 

bilingual’s two languages” (Muysken, 2013:194). 

 

Backus and Dorleijn have defined the term code-switching as follows: “the use of overt 

material (from single morphemes to entire sentences) from Language B in Language A 

discourse” (Backus and Dorleijn, 2009:76). Grosjean has defined it in a similar way but in 

more detail as: “Code-switching is the alternate use of two languages, that is, the speaker 

makes a complete shift to another language for a word, phrase, or sentence and then reverts 

back to the base language.” (Grosjean, 2010:51-52). The main difference between these two 

definitions is that Backus and Dorleijn described the material of code-switching as overt, 

which means that this part of the speech is obviously not part of the speaker’s language, while 

Grosjean described code-switching as an alternate use of two languages. Code-switching can 

occur in two different ways. (1) It can occur on different linguistic levels, between different 

languages and different speech communities (regional or local varieties in one language). (2) 

It can occur within a sentence (morphemes, words, phrases, clauses and sentences) which is 

called intrasentential code-mixing and it can occur across sentences (words, phrases, clauses 

and sentences) which is called intersentential code-mixing (Myers-Scotton, 1993:3-4). Some 

other linguists like Mazraani (1997:8-9) and Ritchie and Bhatia (2013:376) have described the 

                                                      
3 I read Weinreich (1974) 
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first level (intrasentential code-mixing) by another term which is code-mixing. I agree with 

Bassiouney (2009:30) in using just one term code-switching to refer for both intra- and 

intersentential code-switching, because it would be very difficult to consider code-switching 

and code-mixing two separate processes.  

 

Since there could be an overlap between the term code-switching and loan translation, I shall 

briefly discuss the difference between them. The term loan translation (calque) refers to 

instances when someone produces some words or phrases by a literal translation from one 

language to another. Backus and Dorleijn have defined the term in similar way but in greater 

detail as follows: “Any usage of morphemes in Language A that is the result of the literal 

translation of one or more elements in a semantically equivalent expression in Language B” 

(Backus and Dorleijn, 2009:77). Grosjean (2010:58) distinguishes between them by 

describing code-switching as an alternate use of two languages, while loan translation is the 

integration of one language with another. Backus and Dorleijn (2009:76) argued that loan 

translation hasn’t received enough attention because it has been assumed that it is a rare case, 

while its frequency depends on how to define the term. The possibility of loan translation here 

is based on other languages/varieties that the children know i.e. when they use the Swedish, 

MSA or other different Arabic varieties in their Iraqi speech. The term loan translation is also 

closed to the term transfer, because both are applied when the speaker uses different linguistic 

elements e.g. formulations or rules from language A into language B or vice versa. I use the 

term loan translation to refer to these uses that occur occasionally, i.e. not systematic, and I 

use the term transfer to refer to these uses that occur systematically, i.e. uses that are repeated 

and show tendency.  

 

There are two main perspectives concerning the study of code-switching: (1) why code-

switching is used according to a communicative and social perspective, and (2) how is it used 

according to a grammatical perspective (Mejdell, 2006:414). The analysis of this study 

focuses mainly on the second question and its perspective. There are different reasons to use 

code-switching, e.g. according to the topic, lexical gap filling, expressing ethnic identity, to 

create fellowship between the interlocutors, to include or exclude other listeners by using 

familiar or unfamiliar language, to refer to the speech of others by using the same words that 

they used and to create and get more attention from the listeners (Bullock and Toribio, 

2009:2). Code-switching can be used in two ways, controlled or uncontrolled. It can be 

considered a controlled use of code-switching when a bilingual person has the ability to 
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choose the relevant elements which concern the use of code-switching e.g. codes, situation, 

timing, subject and person. It can be considered an uncontrolled use of code-switching when a 

bilingual person uses code-switching without having the ability to choose the previous 

mentioned elements. Bassiouney (2009:59) has discussed the same ‘dominance’ principle 

when she compared between Weinreich and Gumperz. Weinreich (1953:73) described that the 

switching depends on topic first and then participants and both of them form the speech event, 

while Gumperz (1982:61) argued that it is the speaker who mainly controls the situation of 

switching. I believe that the environment can be an important factor which can activate 

bilingual interaction e.g. use of code-switching. If a bilingual speaker is in a bilingual 

environment, then the use of code-switching would be normal oral communicative behaviour 

and this is the usual case (Bullock and Toribio, 2009:10). The individual feeling or evaluation 

of the bilingual speaker about the bilingual shared knowledge between the interlocutors helps 

to determine whether the use of code-switching will be appropriate or not. But if a bilingual 

speaker is in a monolingual environment, i.e. speaking with monolingual people, then it 

wouldn’t be proper to use unfamiliar words from different languages. Håkansson (2014:124) 

has also mentioned that there is a relation between the environment and use of code-

switching.  

 

The use of code-switching is generally considered a normal linguistic behaviour by bilingual 

people. It has been described by Håkansson (2014:125) as a positive sign for the use of two 

languages. It has also been described as a sign that “reflects the skillful manipulation of two 

language systems for various communicative functions.” (Bullock and Toribio, 2009:4) and I 

agree with that description. I would like to add that code-switching can be both positive and 

negative. It is an advantage when it serves the oral communication between the interlocutors 

in a positive way, in case it is controlled use then it can be useful e.g. to increase 

comprehension. It can also be a disadvantage when it negatively affects the communication 

between the interlocutors; in this case it is uncontrolled use when the use of unfamiliar codes 

will complicate the communication.  

 

Maybe there are some people who use code-switching without knowing that they are 

switching codes between different varieties in one language or between different languages, 

probably because it occurs unconsciously. I observed this case in my daughter who is four and 

a half years old. She always uses the Swedish word /dagis/ (kindergarten), when speaking 

Arabic. She treats this Swedish word according to Arabic grammar and adjusts it in her 
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Arabic speech. She uses the Iraqi Arabic definite article /il-/ to make the word definite 

/iddāgis/ or /ildāgis/ and she use the Arabic plural rule to decline it to plural as /dawāgis/ 

which follows the Arabic broken plural pattern /fawāʕil/ like e.g. /ǧāmiʕ/ (mosque) became in 

plural /ǧawāmiʕ/ (mosques). When I told her to use the Arabic word instead of the Swedish 

one, she told me that /dagis/ is an Arabic word. She was very surprised when I told her that it 

is a Swedish word and the Arabic word is / هحضان / /ḥaḍāna/ or / هروض / /rauḍa/. I noticed during 

my discussion with her that we (I and her mother) have always used these forms /iddāgis/ and 

/dawāgis/ at home in our Arabic speech. I discovered then that she has presumably learned 

these forms from us and thought that these words are Arabic. This is just an example to show 

how code-switching can be transferred from conscious code-switching by the parents to 

become an unconscious code-switching by the children. Children sometimes become very 

creative. My daughter derived a new form/word from the noun /dagis/. She used to call the 

personnel of her kindergarten in Arabic /dāgisūn/ which is a combination of a Swedish lexical 

item /dagis/ and the Arabic sound plural suffix /-ūn/. She creates this form probably because 

she doesn’t have the word /mūwad ̱̣afīn/ (personnel) in her Arabic lexicon.  

Here is an example about loan translation that I observed it in my daughter’s speech when I 

took her to the kindergarten and she saw her friend and she told me: /bābā, haḏā Kevin. hūwa 

yrūḥ wyyāya biddāgiz./ (Papa, this is Kevin. He goes with me in the kindergarten). It is very 

clear that her formulation is based on the Swedish expression /Han går med mig på dagis/ 

because one would say in IAV /ydāwm
4
 wyyāya/ (studies/is registered with me) instead of 

/yrūḥ wyyāya/ (goes with me). 

 

Code-switching represents the lexical level in my study. It is relevant and interesting to my 

study to understand which part of speech (verb, noun, adjective etc.) is used most in code-

switching and how the children use it, e.g. lexical borrowing, i.e. to use a single Swedish 

word in Arabic speech, combining words from different languages or borrowing 

morphological patterns i.e. creating words that are based on a Swedish lexical item and 

mixing them with an Arabic plural suffix, definite article or any other inflection rule. The 

possible code-switching here is based on other languages/varieties that the children know i.e. 

when they use Swedish, MSA or other different Arabic varieties in their Iraqi speech. 

 

 

                                                      
4
 The verb /ydāwm/ can have different meanings that depend on the context of the utterance, e.g. study, is 

registered, work.  
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3.3. Bilingualism and diglossia  

 

I have presented the term diglossia (See 2.1. Arabic language) and presented the term 

bilingualism (See 3.1. bilingual first language acquisition). This section discusses the 

difference between these two phenomena and the combination of both phenomena.  

 

There is another interesting description about the term diglossia which can be relevant and 

remains to be presented in this discussion. Fishman (1967) has adopted the term diglossia 

from Ferguson (1959) and extended it to make it cover different varieties in one language 

(speech communities) and even different languages. Both Fishman and Ferguson agreed that 

diglossia is mainly used in different high and low social functions and situations. The main 

difference between them is that Ferguson has limited the use of diglossia to different varieties 

in one language, while Fishman argued that diglossia can also occur between different 

languages. Fishman (1967:34) described bilingualism as matter of an individual linguistic 

behaviour but diglossia as relevant on a socio-cultural level, in order to avoid a possible 

overlap between bilingualism and diglossia. He presented some examples where according to 

him diglossia occurs between different languages as in Canada, Belgium and Switzerland. It 

seems that Fishman’s concept of diglossia can overlap with bilingualism, because even 

bilingualism can be used to express different high and low social functions and situations 

(Bullock and Toribio, 2009:10). In this case both diglossia and bilingualism occur between 

different languages and express different high and low social functions and situations.  

 

I think that Ferguson’s concept of diglossia is more suitable and applicable in an Arabic 

context than Fishman’s extended version, because the diglossia situation exists mainly in 

different varieties within one language in Arabic countries. At the same time it wouldn’t be an 

accurate description to refer to e.g. Iraqi, Baghdadi and Muslim Baghdad Arabic as three 

different languages. All the examples that Fishman (1967) presented to show that diglossia 

occurs between different languages exist in a non-Arabic context, i.e. just in western 

languages. He did not give any example where diglossia can occur in different languages in 

Arabic countries. He has presented some examples about Arabic diglossia but just in the 

context of high and low varieties, where he described how classical (Quranic) Arabic 

represents high status and Egyptian, Syrian Iraqi etc. represent low status. There are some 

Arabic speakers who use French with their Arabic in certain Arabic countries like Algeria, 
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Tunisia and Morocco. This linguistic situation is a result of French colonialism in these 

countries and the effective language policy which has been used to spread the French 

language in these countries Spolsky (2004:134-135), Marley (2005:1488), Aitsiselmi and 

Marley (2008:186) and Bagui (2014:88). The linguistic situation in these countries shows 

both (i) diglossia that is represented by classical Arabic, MSA and regional, local and sub-

local Algerian Arabic varieties and (ii) bilingualism that is presented by Arabic, French and 

Tamazight. Bilingualism is a result of the long and effective French language policy that has 

given rise to an Arabic-French bilingual population (Spolsky, 2004:134), (Marley, 

2005:1487), (Aitsiselmi and Marley, 2008:193, 194), (Djennane, 2014:35) and (Slimane, 

2014:12). It is not just a matter of language choice to use French because it can represent the 

high variety compared to regional, local and sub-local Arabic varieties which can represent 

low varieties. If the children of these countries are born in an Arabic-French bilingual society, 

where both languages are used by families, in education and daily life, then the use of French 

with Arabic can indicate bilingual first language acquisition or early second language 

acquisition (See 3.1. bilingual first language acquisition). Marley has presented a report by the 

International Literacy Institute that suggests “that Arabic-French bilingual education leads to 

what linguists have described as ‘double semilingualism’” (Marley, 2005:1491). 

 

I will use the case of ‘code-switching’ as a framework for my discussion to highlight the 

difference between diglossia and bilingualism as independent phenomena and the 

combination of both phenomena. Code-switching has been usually considered to be related to 

or classified as bilingual behaviour but I believe that we can also describe it as diglossic 

behaviour because it can occur on two different levels; (1) code-switching between different 

languages and (2) code-switching between different varieties in one language (Bassiouney, 

2009:31). Bullock and Toribio (2009:2) discussed how even monolinguals can shift between 

dialects and registers and described this kind of shifting as style shifting. They compared it 

with bilinguals who experience the same phenomenon but with two languages. The first level 

represents bilingualism and the second level represents diglossia, which exists in Arabic. 

Therefore, I agree with Bassiouney (2009:30) that the term code (code-switching) is accurate 

because it covers both levels, instead of using terms like variety switching to refer to 

switching in diglossia and language switching to refer to switching in bilingualism. The 

functions and motivations of diglossic code-switching are largely similar to those noted for 

bilingual code-switching (Mejdell, 2006:419). One of the important differences between these 

two levels (variety and language) of code-switching is that the identification process for code-
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switching is more difficult on the variety level, because of the similarities and shared 

linguistic features between the varieties in one language. Mejdell has described this difference 

like this: “Of course, switching between varieties of a language, in which there are many 

points of structural convergence and shared lexicon, offers less clear-cut data for analysis 

compared to bilingual data” (Mejdell, 2006:419). These two levels (language-level and 

varieties-level in one language) lead to four possibilities. (1) In case the child is Arabic and 

monolingual, he/she can experience code-switching on the variety level. (2) In case the child 

is Arabic and bilingual, he/she can experience code-switching on both the variety and 

language levels. (3) In case the child is not Arabic and monolingual without diglossic 

situation, he/she will not experience diglossic or bilingual interaction. (4) In case the child is 

not Arabic and bilingual without a diglossic situation, he/she can experience the code-

switching on the language level. Table 5 summarises these four possibilities.  

 

Table 5. Possible occurrence of code-switching on two linguistic levels, the 

diglossic and the bilingual. 

Language Monolingual child Bilingual child 

Arabic  Variety level Variety and language level 

Non-Arabic
5
  0 level Language level 

 

The second possibility is the one relevant to my study. Some of the bilingual Iraqi Arabic-

Swedish children can experience both levels; the language level because they know Arabic 

and Swedish, and the variety level because they speak the IAV and it is very possible that 

they know some MSA or other different Arabic varieties. This can mean that Iraqi Arabic-

Swedish bilingual children experience bilingual activities more than other bilingual children 

who do not experience the combination of both diglossia and bilingualism. 

 

  

                                                      
5
 Without a diglossic situation.  
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4. Analysis and results  

 

I will analyse in this chapter the material (corpus), which is a totally of 164 recorded minutes 

that were gathered from 12 children. I will present all the children’s utterances which contain 

linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV. The code of the child (age and gender) will be 

attached with each analysed example, and all the examples will be presented in three different 

forms: (1) Written by the Arabic transcription system which I customized to match the 

phonological features of IAV. There are three sounds that frequently occur in IAV but do not 

exist in MSA; [p], [g] and [tʃ] which are represented by these three Persian letters /گ/ ,/پ/ and 

 Transcribed according to the linguistic transcription system. (3) Translated into (2) ./چ/

English. The English translation is based on the original utterance of the child. I did not 

change or adjust any eventual linguistic use that doesn’t belong to IAV, i.e. how the utterance 

is expected to be in IAV; therefore the English translation is based on the exact utterance of 

the children.  

 

I will present a suggested comparable utterance for each analysed example, i.e. how the 

utterance is expected to be formed according to IAV. This suggested comparable utterance 

will help the reader to see in an explicit way the difference between the children’s linguistic 

use compared to the IAV. Of course the English version of these utterances is based on my 

Iraqi Arabic comparable utterance, i.e. not based on the utterance of the children. There are 

some uses (cases) that have been repeated many times either by the same child or by different 

children. I will present just one example of each different use in order to have the chance to 

discuss all the different uses in the material. Some of the presented examples include more 

than one different linguistic use which needs to be analysed. I do not analyse all the linguistic 

uses in each utterance at the same time. I categorise all the similar linguistic observations 

from different utterances and analyse just the relevant use in each utterance according to these 

three linguistic perspectives: lexical, morphological and syntactic observations, where each 

category includes different subcategories. Other general observations will be presented in the 

end of the chapter and a quantitative (statistical) breakdown is provided in the final section of 

the chapter. The chapter will present the observations in descending order, where the most 

frequent observations in the corpus will be presented first and the least frequent observations 

last.  
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4.1. Two stories as a representative example of the Iraqi Arabic variety 

 

Two out of the 12 children told their stories only in IAV, i.e. without showing linguistic uses 

from other Arabic varieties or Swedish. The first is 6G1 who talked about the Baby Birds 

story and the second child is 7B1 who talked about the Cat story. These two narratives can be 

used as comparable examples for the IAV. I will first present these two narratives in order to 

give a general idea of the IAV. The text of these two stories includes the speech of the child 

and the utterances of the interviewer (myself), because it helps the reader to understand the 

context of the child’s speech. Square brackets [ ] have been used to show when the children 

used nonverbal communication or body language e.g. nodded yes or no etc. This nonverbal 

communication can be useful in the text in order to increase the comprehension of the child’s 

speech. I attached also the pictures of each story, in order to make it easy for the reader to 

follow and understand the narrative speech of the child.  

 

4.1.1. Arabic transcription of 6G1, Baby Birds story 

 

 االم إجت شافت العصافير الصغار جوعانين، بعدين راحت تضطر جابت اجيبلهم اكل، بعدين البزونه رادت تاكلهم.  {1}

درت تصعد إي وبعدين اكلت تريد گ)بعد شنو؟( وال شي. االم بعدين اجت فاالطفال تعارك أأ رادوها. بعدين البزونه  {2}

 ت بعدين خوف البزونه، البزونه خافت. چوره تصيح ان بلب عضها إه نانه. بعدين العصفچتاكل هذا. بعدين ال

 )بعد اكو شي؟( الء.  {3}

 )ماكو شي خلص؟ اوكي خلصت القصه برافو(. {4}

 م سؤال على القصه؟( إي )زين(. چهسه  چ)زين، اسئل {5}

 القصه؟( إي )زين(.  چ)عجبت {6}

 )ليش طارت ام العصافير بعيد؟( الن تريد اتجيبلهم اكل.  {7}

 )وشلون دا تحس فروخ العصافير هنانا؟( دا تحس ان هم جوعانين.  {8}

 ه م )صحيح(. گانو فروخ العصافير جوعانين؟( الن هم يفتحون حل   چ)زين وليش عبال {9}

 )زين وليش دا تتسلق او دا تصعد البزونه الشجره هنانا؟( الن تريد تاك له م.  {10}

 إنها خايفه، هنانه متعوره وهنا خايفه.  )وشلون دا تحس البزونه إهنا وهنا؟( {11}

 إن البزونه متعوره هنا وخايفه هنا؟( متعور هنا ألن هو يعضها وألن هو يخوفها )ها زين(.  چ)وليش عبال {12}

 لب ذيل البزونه إهنا؟( الن هيه الن هيه تريد تاك ل العصافير )همم(. چ)وليش لزم ال {13}

 لب؟( يحس ما اعرف. چعصافير، شلون رح يحس اللب يشوف الچ)زين تخيلي إن ال {14}

 لب؟( مم )زين(. چ)ما تعرفين شلون رح يحس ال {15}

 لب. )ليش؟( الن هو ماياك لهم )مم، بعد؟( والشي. چلب؟( الچ)منو تحب ام العصافير اكثر البزونه لو ال {16}
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 )خلصت االسئلة(. {17}

 

Linguistic transcription of 6G1, Baby Birds story 

{1} ilʾum iǧat šāft ilʕaṣāfīr iṣṣiġār ǧuʕānīn, baʕdēn rāḥat tiḍṭar ǧābt iǧībilhum akēl, baʕdēn 

ilbazzūna rādt tākulhum.  

{2} (baʕd šinū?) w lā šī. ilʾum baʕdēn iǧat f-laṭfāl tʕārk ʾaʾa rādūha. baʕdēn ilbazzūna gidrat 

tiṣʕad iy w baʕdēn aklat trīd tākul haḏa. baʕdēn iččalib ʕaḍḍha ihnāna. baʕdēn ilʕaṣfūra tṣīḥ 

ʾan biǧat baʕdēn xawf ilbazzūna, ilbazzūna xāfat.  

{3} (baʕd akū šī) lāʾ.  

{4} (makū šī xalaṣ? okay xilṣat ilquṣṣa brāvo). 

{5} (zēn asʾalič hassa čam suʾāl ʕlā lquṣṣa?) iy. (zēn). 

{6} (ʕiǧbatič ilquṣṣa?) iy (zēn).  

{7} (lēš ṭārt um ilʕaṣāfīr biʕīd?) liʾan trīd itǧībilhum akēl.  

{8} (w šlōn da-tḥiss frux ilʕaṣāfīr ihnāna?) da-tḥiss inna huma ǧuʕānīn.  

{9} (zēn w lēš ʕabālič innū frux ilʕaṣāfīr ǧuʕānīn?) liʾan huma yftaḥūn ḥalighum (ṣaḥīḥ).  

{10} (zēn w lēš da-titsallaq ʾaw da-tiṣʕad ilbazzūna iššaǧara ihnāna?) liʾan trīd tākulhum.  

{11} (w šlōn da-tḥiss ilbazzūna ihnā w ihnā) inha xāyfa, ihnāna mitʕawra w hna xāyfa.  

{12} (w lēš ʕabālič inna lbazzūna mitʕawra hnā w xāyfa hnā?) mitʕwr hnā liʾan huwa yʕaḍha 

w liʾan huwa yxawfha (hā zēn).  

{13} (w lēš lizam iččalib ḏēl ilbazzūna ihnā?) liʾan hiya liʾan hiya trīd tākil ilʕaṣāfīr (hmm).  

{14} (zēn txaylī inna iččalib yšūf ilʕaṣāfīr, šlōn raḥ yḥss iččalib?) yḥss mā aʕruf.  

{15} (ma-tʕurfīn šlōn raḥ yḥss iččalib?) mm (zēn).  

{16} (minū tḥib um ilʕaṣāfīr akṯar ilbazzūna lō iččalib?) iččalib. (lēš?) liʾan huwa mā 

yākilhum (mm baʕd?) w lā šī.  

{17} (xilṣat ilʾasʾila). 
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Figure 1. Pictures of Baby Birds story. 

  

 

English translation of 6G1, Baby Birds story 

{1} The mother saw the baby birds hungry, then she went obliged brought bring to them food, 

then the cat wanted to eat them.  

{2} (What is more?) Nothing. The mother then came, the children fought, wanted her, then 

the cat managed to climb up and then she wants to eat this, then the dog bit her here, then the 

bird screams cried, then he scared the cat. The cat was scared.  

{3} (Is there anything else?) No.  

{4} (Nothing else, finish? Ok the story is finished bravo).  

{5} (Good, shall I ask you now few questions about the story?) Yes (Good). 

{6} (Did you like the story?) Yes. (Good).  

{7} (Why did the mother of the birds fly away?) Because she wanted to bring food to them.  

{8} (And how do the baby birds feel here?) They feel that they are hungry.  

{9} (Good, and why do you think that the baby birds are feeling hungry?) Because they open 

their mouth (Right).  

{10} (Why is the cat climbing the tree here?) Because she wants to eat them.  

{11} (And how does the cat feel here and here?) That she is scared, hurt here and scared here.  
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{12} (And why do you think that the cat is feeling hurt here and scared here?) Hurt here 

because he bites her and because he makes her scared (Aha, good).  

{13} (Why does the dog grab the cat’s tail here?) Because she wants to eat the birds (hmm).  

{14} (Good, imagine that the dog sees the birds. How does the dog feel?) He feels I do not 

know.  

{15} (You do not know how the dog feels?) Mm (Good).  

{16} (Who does the mother bird like more, the cat or the dog?) The dog (Why?) because he 

does not eat them (Mm, more?) Nothing.  

{17} (The questions are finished).  

 

We can see according to the child’s speech that she has showed few linguistic uses (only 3) 

that do not belong to IAV. These three uses were lexical code-switching, one of them was 

from MSA and the other two were either from MSA or other Arabic varieties. The total 

number of her words was 98 and the mean length of her utterance was 5 (based on the average 

number of morphemes in 5 different utterances) within 3.40 recorded minutes. She used very 

few demonstrative pronouns (this, that). She did not use any non-verbal communication, i.e. 

as body language or pointing at the pictures instead of speaking. She was self-going because 

she was able to speak most of the time by herself without prompting. Maybe because she felt 

comfortable in her own home and it was her second story. She used a narrative technique 

(extra narrative elements) in her speech and she managed to describe the entire story in a very 

logical sequence.  

 

4.1.2. Arabic transcription of 7B1, Cat story 

 

 في. گللها اوگالبزونه تريد تاخذ هاي )همم( بعدين طفرت عليها )إي( بعدين اجا هذا )إي(  {1}

 صوت للنفي[. )همم، اكو شي بعد؟( ] {2}

 )زين نكمل ونشوف بقيت الصور( تعورت البزونه )همم(، ذيچي طارت هذا وگع الطوبه.  {3}

  صوت للنفي[.اكو شي بعد؟( ] ر؟)همم، بعد شنو الي دا يصي {4}

 ت طوبته )همم(. گ)ال؟ زين الصوره الي وراها( غر {5}

 )شنو بعد الي دا يصير بالقصه؟ اكو شي دا تشوفه بعد؟ لو ماكو؟( ]أشار بالنفي[.  {6}

حت )ماكو؟ زين، نكمل ونشوف. زين هسه شديصير؟( شال هايه مال سمچ )همم( وجاب الطوبه، ذيچي البزونه را {7}

 اكلت السمچ. 
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)إي، وبعدين شنو الي صار؟( نتلتهن {8}
6
 وجابها للطوبه.  

 صوت للنفي[ )ال؟ خلصت، عفيه عليك، برافو(. ])بعد اكو شي؟(  {9}

 )هسه اسئلك چم سؤال، اول شي عجبتك القصة؟( ]أشار بالرأس نعم[.  {10}

 د تاكلها(. )زين، ليش گمزت البزونه لگدام إهنانا؟( تريد تاكلها )تري {11}

 )زين، وشلون دا تحس البزونه إهنا؟( تعورت.  {12}

 )وليش عبالك هيه تعورت؟( اكو شوكات )اكو شوكات، همم، زين(.  {13}

 )وليش الولد بقى عودة الصيد بالمي، طببها بالمي؟( يريد يجيب الطوبه.  {14}

 )وشلون دا يحس الولد إهنا؟( زين )زين(.  {15}

 و زين؟ دا يحس نفسه زين؟( جاب الطوبه )جاب الطوبه(. )وليش عبالك ه {16}

 )زين، وليش البزونه دا تاخذ السمچ؟( تحب السمچ )تحب السمچ(.  {17}

)زين، تخيل إن الولد يشوف البزونه. شلون رح يحس الولد؟ شنو ممكن يحس الولد إذا شافها للبزونه؟( ]كلمتين غير  {18}

 مفهومتين[. 

  .البزونه، تخيل إن الولد يشوف البزونه، إيشوفها، شرح يحس؟ شرح يگول؟( )الولد مدا يشوف {19}

 )زين، رح يصير الولد صديق البزونه؟( أل )أل، ليش؟( اكلت السمچ مالته )اكلت السمچ مالته(.  {20}

 )برافو عليك كلش زين، هاي القصه خلصت(.  {21}

 

Linguistic transcription of 7B1, Cat story 

{1} ilbazzūna trīd tāxuḏ hāy (hmm) baʕdēn ṭufrat ʕalēha (iy) baʕdēn iǧa haḏa (iy) galha 

augfi.  

{2} (hmm, akū šī baʕd?) [Negation sound.] 

{3} (zēn nkamil w nšūf baqiyt ilṣwar) tʕawart ilbazzūna (hmm) ḏīǧi ṭārt haḏa wagʕ iṭṭōba. 

{4} (hmm, baʕd šinū llī da-yṣīr? akū šī baʕd?) [Negation sound].  

{5} (lā? zēn iṣṣura llī wrāha) ġirgat ṭōbta (hmm).  

{6} (šinū baʕd illī da-yṣīr bilquṣṣa? akū šī da-tšūfa baʕd? lō makū?) [Nodded no].  

{7} (makū? zēn, nkamil w nšūf. zēn hassa ššdayṣīr?) šāl hāya māl simač (hmm) w ǧāb iṭṭōba, 

ḏīči lbazzūna rāḥat aklat issimač.  

{8} (iy, w baʕd šinū llī ṣār?) nitlathin w ǧābha lilṭōba.  

{9} (baʕd akū šī?) [Negation sound] (lā? xilṣat, ʕafya ʕalēk, brāvo). 

{10} (hassa assʾlak čam suʾāl, ʾawl šī ʕiǧbatak ilquṣṣa?) [Nodded yes].  

{11} (zēn lēš gumzat ilbazzūna ligiddam ihnāna?) trīd tākulha (trīd tākulha).  

{12} (zēn, w šlōn da-tḥiss ilbazzūna ihnāna?) tʕawart.  

{13} (w lēš ʕabālak hiya tʕawart) akū šawkāt (akū šawkāt, hmm, zēn).  

                                                      
6
 An unintelligible word. 
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{14} (w lēš ilwalad baqā ʕudat isṣayd bilmay, ṭababhā bilmay?) yrīd yǧīb iṭṭōba.  

{15} (w šlōn da-yḥiss ilwalad ihnā?) zēn (zēn).  

{16} (w lēš ʕabālak huwa zēn? da-yḥiss nafsa zēn?) ǧāb iṭṭōba (ǧāb iṭṭōba).  

{17} (zēn w lēš ilbazzūna da-tāxuḏ issimač?) tḥib issimač (tḥib issimač).  

{18} (zēn txayl inna lwalad yšūf ilbazzūna. šlōn raḥ yḥss ilwalad? šinū mumkin yḥss ilwalad 

iḏā šāfha lilbazwna?) [Two unintelligible words].  

{19} (ilwalad mada-yšūf ilbazzūna, txayl inna lwalad yšūf ilbazzūna, yšūfha, ššraḥ yḥss? 

ššraḥ ygūl?).  

{20} (zēn, raḥ yṣīr ilwalad ṣadīq ilbazzūna?) lāʾ (lāʾ, lēš?) aklat issimač mālta (aklat issimač 

mālta)  

{21} (brāvo ʕalēk kūliš zēn, hāy lquṣṣa xilṣat).  

 

Figure 2. Pictures of Cat story. 

  

 

English translation of 7B1, Cat story 

{1} The cat wants to take this (Hmm) then jumped on it (Yes) then this came (Yes) told her to 

stop. 

{2} (Hmm, is there anything else?) [Negation sound].  
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{3} (Good, we continue and see the other pictures) The cat got hurt (Hmm), that flew and this 

dropped the ball.  

{4} (Hmm, what is happening more? Is there anything else?) [Negation sound].  

{5} (No, good the picture that after). The ball sank. (Hmm).  

{6} (What is more happing in the story? Do you see anything else, or not?). [Nodded no]. 

{7} (Nothing? Good, we can go on and see, ok what is happening now?) He lifted this 

belongs to fish (Hmm) and brought the ball, that cat went ate the fish.  

{8} (Yes, and what happened later?) [An unintelligible word] and he brought the ball.  

{9} (Is there anything else?) [Negation sound] (No? finished, well done, bravo). 

{10} (I now ask you a few questions, the first thing, did you like the story?) [Nodded yes].  

{11} (Good, why does the cat jump forward here?) She wants to eat her (wants to eat her).  

{12} (Good, how does the cat feel here?). Hurt.  

{13} (Why do you think that the cat is feeling hurt?) There are prickles (There are prickles, 

hmm, good).  

{14} (And why does the boy hold the fishing rod in the water?) He wants to bring the ball.  

{15} (How does the boy feel here?) Fine (Good).  

{16} (Why do you think that the boy is feeling fine?) He brought the ball (He brought the 

ball).  

{17} (Good, why is the cat grabbing the fish?) She likes the fish (She likes the fish).  

{18} (Good, imagine that the boy sees the cat. How does the boy feel? What the boy can feel 

if he might see the cat?) [Two unintelligible words].  

{19} (The boy doesn’t see the cat, imagine that the boy sees the cat, sees her, how does he 

will feel? What he will say?).  

{20} (Good, will the boy be friend with the cat?) No. (No, why?) She ate his fish (She ate his 

fish).  

{21} (Bravo, well done, very good. This story is finished). 

 

We can see according to the child’s speech that the he did not use any non-Iraqi Arabic 

linguistic uses e.g. from other Arabic varieties or even from Swedish but there were three 

unintelligible words in his speech. The total number of his words was 52 and the mean length 

of his utterance was 3.2 (based on the average number of morphemes in 5 different 

utterances) within 5.15 recorded minutes. He used a lot of demonstrative pronouns (this, that) 

instead of nouns. He also used a lot of non-verbal communication, i.e. body language or 

pointing at the pictures instead of speaking. He wasn’t self-going because he did not speak by 
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himself. He needed to be prompted all the time. Maybe because he did not felt comfortable in 

the school and it was his first story. He did not use any narrative techniques (extra narrative 

elements) in his speech but he managed to describe the entire story in a logical sequence.  

 

4.2. Lexical observations 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech four different types of lexical uses that do not belong 

to the IAV: (1) Lexical code-switching by mixing MSA into Iraqi Arabic. (2) Lexical code-

switching by mixing Swedish into Iraqi Arabic. (3) Lexical code-switching by mixing MSA 

or other Arabic varieties into Iraqi Arabic. (4) Lexical code-switching by mixing other Arabic 

varieties into Iraqi Arabic. As I mentioned before the presentation of the results is based on 

the most frequent cases in the material and ends with the least frequent cases. 

 

4.2.1. Lexical code-switching by mixing MSA into Iraqi Arabic 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech 40 MSA words that do not belong to the IAV. Most 

instances were singular nouns, probably because the characters of the story were singular. 

Here are the most MSA word types which have been used as lexical code-switching; /qiṭṭa/ 

(cat), /ṣadam/ (hit), /ʾarḍ/ (ground), /ǧāʾiʕa/ (hungry), /ṣaġīrat/ (little), /ʕušub/ (grass) and 

/naqāniq/ (sausage). These are the references have been used for the MSA, for grammatical 

description, Ryding (1995), and for lexical material (dictionaries), Wehr (1994), Baalabaki 

(2000) and Baalabaki (2006).  

  

1) Child Utterance 5G1  Iraqi Arabic variety  

شافت العصفورات. القطهبعدين  شافت العصافير. البزونهبعدين    

baʕdēn alqiṭṭa šāft ilʕaṣfūrāt.  baʕdēn ilbazzūna šāft ilʕaṣāfīr.  

Then the cat saw the birds.  Then the cat saw the birds.  

 

The child has used the MSA word /alqiṭṭa/ (cat) (Baalabaki, 2000:865 and Baalabaki, 

2006:158) instead of the Iraqi word /ilbazzūna/ (Van Ess, 1938:130).  

 

2) Child Utterance 6B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.سعيدبعدين الفأر صار  .فرحانبعدين الفار صار    
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baʕdēn ilfʾar ṣār saʕīd.  baʕdēn ilfār ṣār farḥān.  

Then the mouse became happy.  Then the mouse became happy.  

 

There are two interchangeable words that can be used in this context; /saʕīd/ (happy) and 

/farḥān/ (glad) and both of them exist in both IAV and MSA and both are pronounced in the 

same way. This fact makes it difficult to determine whether the child was using the word from 

MSA or from Iraqi Arabic. I have classified /saʕīd/ as a MSA word because (1) the most used 

word in the IAV is /farḥān/ while /saʕīd/ is less used. (2) The semantic context of the 

utterance shows us that the child has used another lexical item /ilfʾar/ from MSA, therefore it 

is very possible that he also used /saʕīd/ as a word from MSA and not from IAV.  

 

3) Child Utterance 6B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

الشجره  صدم)وليش عبالك إنو راسه دا يوجعه؟( علمود 

 قويه.

 انرگع/انضرب)وليش عبالك إنو راسه دا يوجعه؟( علمود 

 بالشجره قوي.

(w lēš ʕabālak innū rāsa da-yoǧʕa?) ʕalmūd 

ṣadam ilšaǧra qawya.  

(w lēš ʕabālak innū rāsa da-yoǧʕa?) ʕalmūd 

inrigaʕ/inḍarab bilšaǧra qawi. 

(And why do you think that he has pain in his 

head?) Because he hit the tree strongly.  

(And why do you think that he has pain in his 

head?) Because he hit the tree strongly. 

 

The child has used the MSA word /ṣadam/ (hit) (Baalabaki, 2000:692 and Baalabaki, 

2006:428) instead of the Iraqi word /inrigaʕ/ or /inḍarab/ (Van Ess, 1938:152).  

 

4) Child Utterance 7B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.جائعهوالقطه  االرضالسناره هم على  .جوعانهوالبزونه  اعگالالسناره هم على    

isinnāra ham ʕala lʾarḍ w lqiṭṭa ǧāʾiʕa.  isinnāra ham ʕala lgāʕ w lbazzūna ǧūʕāna.  

The fishing rod is also on the ground and the 

cat was hungry.  

The fishing rod is also on the ground and the 

cat was hungry.  

 

The child has used these two MSA words /ʾarḍ/ (earth) and /ǧāʾiʕa/ (hungry) instead of the 

Iraqi words /ilgāʕ/ and /ǧūʕāna/.  

 

5) Child Utterance 7B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

ن هو يحب المعزات وبالثاني صوره الثعلب راد ياكلها، ال وبالصوره الثانيه الثعلب راد ياكلها، الن هو يحب 
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.الصغيرات .الزغارالصخالت    

w biṯāni ṣura iṯṯaʕlab rād yākulha, liʾan huwa 

yḥib ilmiʕzāt iṣṣaġīrat.  

w biṣṣura iṯānya iṯṯaʕlab rād yākulha, liʾan 

huwa yḥib iṣṣaxlāt izziġār.  

In the picture second, the fox wanted to eat 

her, because he likes little/baby goats.  

In the second picture, the fox wanted to eat 

her, because he likes the little/baby goats.  

 

The child has used the MSA word /iṣṣaġīrat/ (little) instead of the Iraqi word /izziġār/. The 

Iraqi Arabic adjective /zġyr/ probably has the same root as the MSA adjective /ṣaġīr/, because 

the difference between them is just the first letter, therefore it might seem to be a 

phonological code-switch. I do not classify it as phonological code-switching, because there 

are no similar phonological cases in the IAV. There is no phonological rule in IAV that 

changes the letter /ص/ [sˤ] in some words of the MSA to the letter /ز/ [z] in order to adjust the 

pronunciation according to the IAV. There are three such cases in the IAV; the letter /ق/ [q] is 

sometimes replaced with the letter /گ/ and pronounced [g], e.g. /qāl/ became /gāl/ (He said). 

The letter /ب/ [b] is sometimes replaced with the letter /پ/ and pronounced [p], e.g. /bāṣ/ 

becomes /pāṣ/ (bus). The letter /ك/ [k] is sometimes replaced with the letter /چ/ and 

pronounced [tʃ], e.g. /kabīr/ becomes /čibīr/ (big).  

 

6) Child Utterance 7B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.عشبوالمعزه الصغيره تاكل  .حشيش/ثيلغيره تاكل زوالصخله ال   

w lmiʕza iṣṣaġyra tākul ʕušub.  w lṣaxla lzziġayra tākul ṯayl/ḥašīš.   

And the little goat eats grass.  And the little goat eats grass.  

 

The child has used the MSA word /ʕušub/ (grass) instead of the Iraqi Arabic words /ṯayl/ (Van 

Ess, 1938:147) or /ḥašīš/.  

 

7) Child Utterance 7G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

رح يصير  چ)شلون رح يحس الولد؟( عصبي. )وليش عبال

.النقانقعصبي؟( ألن اكل   

رح يصير  چ)شلون رح يحس الولد؟( عصبي. )وليش عبال

.الصوصجعصبي؟( ألن اكل   

(šlōn raḥ yḥiss ilwalad?) ʕaṣabi.(w lēš 

ʕabālič raḥ yṣīr ʕaṣabi?) liʾan ʾakal 

innaqāniq.  

(šlōn raḥ yḥiss ilwalad?) ʕaṣabi. (w lēš 

ʕabālič raḥ yṣīr ʕaṣabi?) liʾan ʾakal iṣṣuṣaǧ. 

(How does the boy feel?) Angry. (Why do (How does the boy feel?) Angry. (Why do 
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you think that he will be angry?) Because he 

ate the sausage.  

you think that he will be angry?) Because he 

ate the sausage.  

 

The child has used the MSA word /innaqāniq/ (sausage) Baalabaki (2000:1186) and 

Baalabaki (2006:814) instead of the Iraqi word /iṣṣuṣaǧ/. Of course the word /iṣṣuṣaǧ/ is not 

originally an Iraqi word. It is a loan word and probably from English or French. The word 

/innaqāniq/ can exist in other Arabic varieties but it is pronounced differently compared to the 

child’s pronunciation which shows that it belongs to MSA, therefore I classified it as MSA.  

 

4.2.2. Lexical code-switching by mixing Swedish into Iraqi Arabic 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech 30 Swedish words that clearly do not belong to the 

IAV. They were in most instances concrete singular nouns, probably because the characters of 

the story were singular. Here are the most Swedish word types that have been used as lexical 

code-switches with a description of their use. The first group of Swedish lexical code-

switches is a combination of Swedish nouns that have been used with Iraqi Arabic prenominal 

article /il-/ according to the grammar of IAV, e.g. /ilfōr/ (the sheep), /ilkōrv/ (the sausage) and 

/ilhūnd/ (the dog). The second group of Swedish lexical code-switches is bare Swedish 

singular nouns that are countable and have been used in an Iraqi Arabic indefinite context, 

e.g. /mūs/ (mouse) and /fyāril/ (butterfly). The third group of Swedish lexical code-switches is 

bare Swedish singular nouns that some of them are mass nouns e.g. /grēs/ (grass) that follow 

both the Iraqi Arabic and Swedish grammar. The other nouns are countable nouns, e.g. /māsk/ 

(worm), and mostly occur in predicate position. The fourth group of Swedish lexical code-

switches is Swedish plural nouns that have been used according to the Swedish and not Iraqi 

Arabic grammar, e.g. /blummōr/ (flowers).  

 

8) Child Utterance 5B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.الفورألن راد ياخذ  .الخروف/الطليألن راد ياخذ    

liʾan rād yāxuḏ ilfōr.  liʾan rād yāxuḏ iṭilī/ilxarūf. 

Because he wanted to take the sheep.  Because he wanted to take the sheep.  

 

The child has used the Swedish word /får/ (sheep) instead of the Iraqi word /ṭilī/ or /xarūf/. 

There are two synonyms for the word sheep in IAV. The first is /ṭilī/ which is most used and 

the second is /xarūf/ which also exists in MSA.  
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9) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.الكورفهو اخذ مالته  .الصوصجهو اخذ مالته    

huwa ʾaxaḏ mālta lkōrv.  huwa ʾaxaḏ mālta iṣṣuṣaǧ.  

He took his sausage.  He took his sausage.  

 

The child has used the Swedish word /korv/ (sausage) instead of the Iraqi word /ṣṣuṣaǧ/. Of 

course the word /ṣṣuṣaǧ/ is not originally an Iraqi word. It is a loan word and probably from 

English or French. The child used the Iraqi Arabic prenominal definite article /il-/ with the 

Swedish word.  

 

10) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.موسلب يشوف چواحد  .فاره/فارلب دا يشوف چفد    

wāḥid čalib yšūf mūs.  fad čalib da-yšūf fār/fāra. 

A dog sees a mouse.  A dog sees a mouse.  

 

The child has used the Swedish word /mus/ (mouse) instead of the Iraqi word /fār/ or 

/fāra/.The word (mouse) can be declined into two genders in IAV, masculine form /fār/ and 

feminine form /fāra/.  

 

11) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.ماسكهم الزغار رادو ياكلون  .دودهم الزغار رادو ياكلون    

huma izziġār rādao yāklūn māsk. huma izziġār rādao yāklūn dūd. 

They are the young wanted to eat worm.  They are the young wanted to eat worms.  

 

The child has used the Swedish word /mask/ (worm) instead of the Iraqi Arabic word /dūda/. 

The child has used the singular form of the Swedish word /mask/ (worm), while it is expected 

to be plural form /dūd/ (worms) because the picture and the context of the story refer to plural.  

In Swedish, uninflected singular noun ‘mask’ can be used in predicate position for 

unspecified singular/plural reference e.g. /äta mask/ (eat worm). Interestingly, the child 5G1 

has used many Swedish lexical code-switching e.g. in 9), 10) and 11) in her Iraqi Arabic 

speech.  
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12) Child Utterance 6B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.بلوموروريس گاكو  .زهور/وردو حشيش/ثيلاكو    

akū grēs w blummōr.  akū ṯayl/ḥašīš w warid/zuhūr 

There are grass and flowers.  There are grass and flowers.  

 

The child has used the Swedish words /gräs/ (grass) and /blommor/ (flowers) according to 

Swedish plural form instead of the Iraqi words /ṯayl/ or /ḥašīš/ and /warid/ or /zuhūr/. There 

are two synonyms for the word (grass) in IAV. The first is /ḥašīš/ and the second is /ṯayl/. The 

word (flower) has also two synonyms; the first is /warid/ and the second is /zuhūr/.  

 

13) Child Utterance 6B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.لرافيه وبلومور، اكو ريس وشجرگاكو مي اكو هاي  .فراشه، اكو /زهوروردووشجره حشيش اكو مي اكو هاي    

akū may akū hāy grēs w šaǧara w blummōr, 

akū fyāril.  

akū may akū hāy ḥašīš w šaǧara w 

warid/zuhūr, akū farāša.  

There is water, there is this grass and tree and 

flowers, there is butterfly.  

There is water, there is this grass and tree and 

flowers, there is butterfly.  

 

The child has used the Swedish word /fjäril/ (butterfly) instead of the Iraqi word /farāša/.  

 

14) Child Utterance 7G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

هم.شافها راد ينقذ الهونداجا  شافها راد ينقذهم. لبالچاجا    

iǧa lhūnd šāfha rād yunquḏhum. iǧa lččalib šāfha rād yunquḏhum. 

The dog came and saw her, wanted to save 

them.  

The dog came and saw her and wanted to 

save them.  

 

The child has used the Swedish word /hund/ (dog) instead of the Iraqi word /iččalib/.  

 

4.2.3. Lexical code-switching by mixing MSA or other Arabic varieties into Iraqi Arabic 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech 25 words that do not belong to the IAV. It is difficult 

to know in which Arabic variety the child was thinking when he/she used them, i.e. from 

which Arabic variety the child took these words, because these words can belong to more than 

one Arabic variety. The word types are: /bālōn/ or /bālōna/ (balloon), /māsik/ (gripping), 

/kura/ (ball) and /miʕza/ (goat). All these words exist in MSA and other Arabic varieties. The 
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other Arabic variety is probably one of the Levantine Arabic varieties which include 

Lebanese, Syrian, Palestinian and Jordanian. There are not so many references about the 

lexical material (dictionaries) of Levantine Arabic varieties, but the following dictionaries 

were useful in the study: Denizeau and Barthélemy (1960), Stowasser and Ani (1964), Frayha 

(1974) and Elihay (2012). 

 

15) Child Utterance 6B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.بالونه ماسكو واحد كان اك .نفاخه الزمان اكو واحد چ   

kān akū wāḥid māsik bālōna. čān akū wāḥid lāzim nuffāxa. 

There was someone gripping a balloon.  There was someone gripping a balloon.  

 

The child has used the words /bālōna/ (balloon) and /māsik/ (gripping) which exist in MSA 

(Wehr, 1994:51) and other Arabic varieties (Denizeau and Barthélemy, 1960:16) and 

(Stowasser and Ani, 1964:17), instead of the Iraqi Arabic word /nuffāxa/ (Clarity, 1964:14) 

and /lāzim/. The used form /bālōna/ is feminine because the masculine form is /bālōn/.  

 

16) Child Utterance 6G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

وكان اكو قطه يمه. بالكرهكان اكو ولد كان يلعب  ان اكو يمه بزونه. چو بالطوبهان يلعب چان اكو ولد چ   

kān akū walad kān ylʕab bilkura w kān akū 

qiṭṭa yma. 

čān akū walad čān ylʕab biṭṭōba w čān akū 

yma bazzūna. 

There was a boy, was playing with the ball 

and there was a cat beside him.  

There was a boy, was playing with the ball 

and there was a cat beside him.  

 

The child has used the word /kura/ (ball) which exists in MSA (Wehr, 1994:964) and other 

Arabic varieties (Stowasser and Ani, 1964:17) and (Elihay, 2012:289), instead of the Iraqi 

Arabic word /ṭōba/ (Clarity, 1964:14).  

 

17) Child Utterance 7B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

اعد تاك ل حشيش وهيه ما حست إنو گ المعزهاول شي 

 الثعلب راد ياكلها.

اعد تاك ل حشيش وهيه ما حست إنو گ الصخلهشي  اول

 الثعلب راد ياكلها.

ʾawl šī ilmiʕza gāʕid tākil ḥašīš w hiya mā 

ḥasst innū iṯṯaʕlab rād yākulha. 

ʾawl šī ilṣaxla gāʕda tākil ḥašīš w hiya mā 

ḥasst innū iṯṯaʕlab rād yākulha. 

In the beginning, the goat was eating grass In the beginning, the goat was eating grass 
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and she did not notice/feel that the fox 

wanted to eat her.  

and she did not notice/feel that the fox 

wanted to eat her.  

 

The child has used the word /miʕza/ (goat) which exists in MSA (Wehr, 1994:1073) and other 

Arabic varieties (Denizeau and Barthélemy, 1960:499), (Stowasser and Ani, 1964:17) and 

(Elihay, 2012:350), instead of the Iraqi Arabic word /ṣaxla/.  

 

18) Child Utterance 6G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.معزاتاول شي كان اكو  .صخالتان اكو چاول شي    

ʾawl šī kān akū miʕzāt. ʾawl šī čān akū ṣaxlāt. 

In the beginning there were goats.  In the beginning there were goats.  

 

The child has used the word /miʕzāt/ (goats), which exists in MSA and other Arabic varieties, 

instead of the Iraqi Arabic word /ṣaxlāt/ (Clarity, 1964:79).  

 

19) Child Utterance 7B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.هربتعت بالشجره والفراشه وگ هالقط .إنهزمتعت على الشجره والفراشه گالبزونه و   

ilqiṭṭa wgʕat biššaǧara w lfarāša harbat.  ilbazzūna wgʕat ʕala lššaǧara w lfarāša 

inhizmat.  

The cat fell in the tree and the butterfly fled.  The cat fell on/at the tree and the butterfly 

fled.  

 

The child has used the word /harbat/ (fled), which exists in MSA (Wehr, 1994:1202) and 

other Arabic varieties (Denizeau and Barthélemy, 1960:538) and (Stowasser and Ani, 

1964:80), instead of the Iraqi Arabic word /inhizmat/ (Clarity, 1964:63).  

 

4.2.4. Lexical code-switching by mixing other Arabic varieties into Iraqi Arabic 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech one expression and one word that do not belong to 

the IAV and they are likely to be code-switches from one of the Levantine Arabic varieties 

which include Lebanese, Syrian, Palestinian and Jordanian.  

 

20) Child Utterance 6B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  
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؟متعور شيالكلب صدم والفأر طلع منا. إنتبه هذا  خوما ضرب والفار طلع منا. إنتبه هذا، لب انركع/انالچ 

؟تعورت/تعورت؟  

ilkalb ṣidam w lfʾar ṭilaʕ minā. intibah haḏa 

mitʕwr šī? 

iččalib inrigaʕ/inḍarab w lfār ṭilaʕ minā. 

intibah haḏa, xōmā tʕawart/tʕawart? 

The dog collided and the mouse went out 

from here. This noticed, are you hurt? 

The dog collided and the mouse went out 

from here. This noticed, are you hurt? 

 

The child has used an expression /mitʕwr šī?/ (are you hurt?) from Levantine Arabic instead 

of the Iraqi Arabic one /xōmā tʕawart?/ or /tʕawart?/ (Clarity, 1964:88). This expression is 

used in daily life in Levantine Arabic varieties. The child was talking about how the dog hit 

the tree when it was trying to catch the mouse. The child imagined that the boy asked the dog, 

/Are you hurt?/.   

 

21) Child Utterance 7B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

الفراشه. تِمسكدام إهنانا؟( علمود گمزت البزونه لگ)ليش   تكمش/تلزمدام إهنانا؟( علمود گمزت البزونه لگ)ليش  

 الفراشه.

(lēš gumzat ilbazzūna ligidām ihnāna?) 

ʕalmūd timsik ilfarāša.  

(lēš gumzat ilbazzūna ligidām ihnāna?) 

ʕalmūd tilzam/tukmuš ilfarāša. 

(Why did the cat jump forward here?) In 

order to catch the butterfly.  

(Why did the cat jump forward here?) In 

order to catch the butterfly.  

 

The child has used the word /timsik/ (to catch) (Denizeau and Barthélemy, 1960:494) from 

Levantine Arabic instead of the Iraqi Arabic word /tilzam/ or /tukmuš/ (Clarity, 1964:32). 

Two synonyms can be used here. The word /timsik/ also exists in MSA but it is pronounced in 

a different way compared to the child’s pronunciation which shows it belongs to other Arabic 

varieties; therefore I did not classify it as MSA.  

 

4.3. Morphological observations 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech six different types of morphological uses that do not 

belong to the IAV: (1) Lack of grammatical gender mastering on verbs. (2) Lack of 

grammatical gender mastering on pronouns. (3) Lack of grammatical gender mastering on 

prenominal ‘one of’. (4) Number, noun, adjective, and active participle declension.  
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4.3.1. Lack of grammatical gender mastering on verbs  

 

Gender agreement is very important in the IAV, because many parts of speech can be 

inflected for gender: pronoun, noun, adjective, active participle and verb. I have identified 

some gender uses that do not belong to the IAV in the children’s speech. Most instances 

occurred when the subject and object have different genders in the same utterance e.g. a 

masculine subject and feminine object or vice versa and the child used reversed gender 

agreement. There wasn’t any tendency to reverse gender agreement with a specific gender, 

e.g. just with masculine or just with feminine, but gender non-agreement occurred almost 

equally with both genders. 

 

22) Child Utterance 5B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.ياخذها رادبزونه  إجه .تاخذها رادتبزونه  إجتي   

iǧa bazzūna rād yāxuḏha.  iǧaty bazzūna rādt tāxuḏha.  

A cat came, wanted to take her.  A cat came, wanted to take her.  

 

The child has conjugated the verbs /iǧa/ (came), /rād/ (wanted) and /yāxuḏ/ (take) according 

to a singular masculine subject while the subject is a singular feminine /bazzūna/. The word 

(cat) can be declined to masculine /bazzūn/ and feminine /bazzūna/ in IAV. The most 

commonly used word for (cat) in general is the feminine form /bazzūna/ in Iraqi Arabic. 

There is another word for the masculine form of (cat) which is /ʕitwy/ and it is more common 

than /bazzūn/. All the used words were Iraqi Arabic but there was no subject-verb gender 

agreement. 

 

23) Child Utterance 5B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.عضتهالطير  .عضهالطير    

ilṭēr ʕaḍata.  ilṭēr ʕaḍḍa.  

The bird bit him.  The bird bit him.  

 

The child has conjugated the verb /ʕaḍta/ (bit) according to a singular feminine subject while 

the subject is singular masculine /ṭēr/. The child was talking about how the bird bit the fox 

and both are masculine in IAV.  
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24) Child Utterance 6B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

هو دا يحس. تعضه)وهنانا شلون دا يحس؟( وحده دا  .يعضه)وهنانا شلون دا يحس؟( هو دا يحس واحد دا    

(w ihnāna šlōn da-yḥiss?) waḥda da-tʕaḍḍa 

huwa da-yḥiss. 

(w ihnāna šlōn da-yḥiss?) huwa da-yḥiss 

wāḥid da-yʕaḍḍa.  

(And how does he feel here?) Someone is 

biting him, he feels. 

(And how does he feel here?) He feels 

someone is biting him.  

 

The child has conjugated the verb /tʕaḍḍa/ according to a singular feminine subject while the 

subject is singular masculine. The child was talking about how the crow bit the fox and both 

are masculine in IAV. Maybe the child thought that the crow is a bird in general and the bird 

has a masculine and feminine form in Iraqi Arabic. He may have considered this bird to be 

feminine; therefore he used feminine form of (someone) to refer to the bird and conjugated 

the verb according to a singular feminine subject. However the most commonly used word for 

(bird) in general is the masculine form /ṭēr/ in Iraqi Arabic, therefore it is to be expected that 

the subject is masculine.  

 

25) Child Utterance 6G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

انو ياكل واحد. فكرت انو ياكل وحده. فكر   

fakirat innū yākul wāḥid. fakkar innū yākul waḥda. 

She thought that he eats one.  He thought that he eats one.  

 

The child has conjugated the verb /fakirat/ according to a singular feminine subject while the 

subject is singular masculine. The child was talking about how the fox wanted to eat one of 

the goats. The fox has a masculine gender in IAV.  

 

26) Child Utterance 7G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

من ذيله. عضتهلب اسنانه حاده وبعدين چال من ذيلها. عضهالب اسنانه حاده وبعدين چال   

iččalib ʾassnāna ḥāda w baʕdēn ʕaḍta min 

ḏēla.  

iččalib ʾassnāna ḥāda w baʕdēn ʕaḍḍha min 

ḏēlha.  

The dog’s teeth are sharp and then she bit 

him in his tail.  

The dog’s teeth are sharp and then he bit her 

in her tail.  

 

The child has conjugated the verb /ʕaḍta/ (bit) according to a singular feminine subject while 

the subject is singular masculine. The child was talking about how the dog bit the cat’s tail. 
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The dog has a masculine gender and the cat has a feminine gender in IAV. The child used 

opposite gender agreement between subject and object. The child used this formulation (F 

SUBJ + V + M OBJ) while it is expected to be (M SUBJ + V + F OBJ).  

 

27) Child Utterance 7G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

العصافير. ياكللب ذيل البزونه؟( إنو حتى ما چ)ليش لزم ال  تاكللب ذيل البزونه؟( حتى/علمود ما چ)ليش لزم ال 

 العصافير.

(lēš lizam iččalib ḏēl ilbazzūna?) innū ḥata 

mā yākul ilʕaṣāfīr.  

(lēš lizam iččalib ḏēl ilbazzūna?) ḥata/ʕalmūd 

mā tākul ilʕaṣāfīr. 

(Why has the dog grabbed the tail of the cat?) 

So that he couldn’t eat the birds.  

(Why has the dog grabbed the tail of the cat?) 

So that she couldn’t eat the birds.  

 

The child has conjugated the verb /yākul/ according to a singular masculine subject while the 

subject is a singular feminine noun. The child was talking about how the dog prevented the 

cat from eating the birds. The cat has feminine gender in IAV.  

 

28) Child Utterance 7G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

منه البالون. طارتوهذا  .همنه النفاخ طارتوهذا     

w haḏa ṭārt mina lbālōn.  w haḏa ṭārt mina innuffāxa.  

And this, The balloon flew from him.  And this, The balloon flew from him.  

 

The child has conjugated the verb /ṭārt/ (flew) according to a singular feminine noun while 

the noun was singular masculine /bālōn/ (balloon). The child was talking about how the 

balloon flew away from the boy. The word (balloon) can be declined as masculine /bālōn/ and 

feminine /bālōna/. The child used the masculine form of (balloon) with a singular feminine 

verb. The masculine form of (flew) is /ṭār/ which should be used in order to have gender 

agreement. The Iraqi word for balloon is /nuffāxa/ and it is feminine, therefore the verb 

conjugated to singular feminine in the suggested utterance of the IAV.  

 

29) Child Utterance 7G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

لب ذيل البزونه إهنانا؟( علمود يوخرها، چ)ليش لزم ال

.ياكلهمعلمود ال   

لب ذيل البزونه إهنانا؟( علمود يوخرها، چ)ليش لزم ال

.تاكلهمعلمود ال   

(lēš lizam iččalib ḏēl ilbazzūna ihnāna?) (lēš lizam iččalib ḏēl ilbazzūna ihnāna?) 
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ʕalmūd ywxirha, ʕalmūd lā yākulhum.  ʕalmūd ywxirha, ʕalmūd lā tākulhum. 

(Why has the dog grabbed the tail of the cat 

here?) In order to take her away, so that he 

does not eat them.  

(Why has the dog grabbed the tail of the cat 

here?) In order to take her away, so that she 

does not eat them.  

 

The child has conjugated the verb /yākulhum/ according to a singular masculine subject while 

the subject is singular feminine /ilbazzūna/. The child was talking about how the dog grabbed 

the tail of the cat in order to prevent the cat from eating the birds. The word /bazzūna/ has 

feminine gender. There was gender agreement between the first verb /ywxirha/ (to take her 

away) and the subject but there wasn’t gender agreement between the second verb /yākulhum/ 

(he do not eat them).  

 

4.3.2. Lack of grammatical gender mastering on pronouns 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech 3 lacks of gender agreement that do not belong to 

the IAV. These instances occurred with different types of pronouns; personal, demonstrative 

and possessive. 

 

30) Child Utterance 6B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

الطير عضها. هايا،بعدين  ، الطير عضه.هذابعدين    

baʕdēn hāya, lṭēr ʕaḍḍha.  baʕdēn haḏa, lṭēr ʕaḍḍa.  

Then this, the bird bit her. Then this, the bird bit him. 

 

The child has used the singular feminine form of the demonstrative pronoun /hāya/ (this) to 

refer to a masculine noun /ṭēr/ (bird). The child was talking about how the bird bit the fox and 

both have masculine gender in IAV.  

 

31) Child Utterance 7G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

األم رادت اتجيبلهم اكل. هوبعدين  األم رادت اتجيبلهم اكل. هيبعدين    

baʕdēn huwa lʾum rādt itǧībilhum akēl.  baʕdēn hiya lʾum rādt itǧībilhum akēl.  

Then he the mother wanted to bring them 

food.  

Then she the mother wanted to bring them 

food.  
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The child has used the singular masculine form of the personal pronoun /huwa/ (he) to refer to 

a singular feminine noun /mother/. The child was talking about how the mother wanted to 

bring food to the baby birds. Of course the word (mother) has a feminine gender and the 

expected pronoun is /she/ and not /he/.  

 

32) Child Utterance 7G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.ذيلهلب اسنانه حاده وبعدين عضته من چال .ذيلهالب اسنانه حاده وبعدين عضها من چال   

iččalib ʾassnāna ḥāda w baʕdēn ʕaḍta min 

ḏēla.  

iččalib ʾassnāna ḥāda w baʕdēn ʕaḍḍha min 

ḏēlha.  

The dog’s teeth are sharp and then she bit 

him in his tail.  

The dog’s teeth are sharp and then he bit her 

in her tail.  

 

The child has used the singular masculine form of the possessive pronoun /-a/ (his) to refer to 

a singular feminine noun. The child was talking about how the dog bit the cat’s tail. The 

subject is the dog which has masculine gender and the object is the cat which has feminine 

gender. It is thus an opposite use of gender agreement.  

 

4.3.3. Lack of grammatical gender mastering on prenominal ‘one of’ 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech two uses of ‘one of’ /wāḥid min/ or /waḥda min/ that 

do not belong to the IAV. The word/expression ‘one of’ is declined according to the gender of 

the noun, i.e. masculine or feminine, in order to have gender agreement between ‘one of’ and 

the described word. The masculine form is /wāḥid min/ and the feminine form is /waḥda min/.  

 

33) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

)ليش دا تتسلق البزونه على الشجره هنا؟( علمود تاخذ 

العصافير. من وحده  

 واحد)ليش دا تتسلق البزونه على الشجره هنا؟( علمود تاخذ 

العصافير. من  

(lēš da-ttsallaq ilbazzūna ʕala iššaǧara hnā?) 

ʕalmūd tāxuḏ waḥda min ilʕaṣāfīr. 

(lēš da-ttsallaq ilbazzūna ʕala iššaǧara hnā?) 

ʕalmūd tāxuḏ wāḥid min ilʕaṣāfīr. 

(Why is the cat climbing the tree here?) In 

order to take one of the birds.  

(Why is the cat climbing the tree here?) In 

order to take one of the birds.  

 

The child has used the feminine form of ‘one of’ to refer to a masculine noun /bird/. The child 

was talking about how the cat climbing the tree in order to take one of the birds. The singular 
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form of /bird/ can be declined as masculine /ʕaṣfūr/ or feminine /ʕaṣfūra/ but the plural form 

of /bird/ is masculine /ʕaṣāfīr/ which incorporates the plural feminine, therefore the form of 

‘one of’ should be masculine /wāḥid min/.  

 

34) Child Utterance 6G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

الخروف. من وحدهركض الثعلب على  الخرفان. من واحدركض الثعلب على    

rikaḍ iṯṯaʕlab ʕala waḥda min ilxarūf. rikaḍ iṯṯaʕlab ʕala wāḥid min ilxurfān. 

The fox ran towards one of the sheep.  The fox ran towards one of the sheep.  

 

The child has used the singular feminine form of ‘one of’ to refer to a masculine noun. The 

child was talking about how the fox ran towards one of the sheeps. The word /xarūf/ has 

masculine gender, therefore the form of ‘one of’ should also be masculine /wāḥid min/.  

 

4.3.4. Number, noun, adjective and active participle declension  

 

I have identified in the children’s speech some uses of number, noun, adjective and active 

participle that did not belong to the IAV. There weren’t any shared cases between the 

children, i.e. all the instances were different. 

 

35) Child Utterance 6G2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.الخروفركض الثعلب على وحده من  .الخرفانركض الثعلب على واحد من    

rikaḍ iṯṯaʕlab ʕala waḥda min ilxarūf. rikaḍ iṯṯaʕlab ʕala wāḥid min ilxurfān. 

The fox ran towards one of the sheep.  The fox ran towards one of the sheeps.  

 

The child has used a singular noun /ilxarūf/ (the sheep) after the expression (one of) which 

precedes either a dual or plural noun in IAV. It is the same principle as in English and 

Swedish where it only precedes plural nouns because these languages do not have dual forms.  

 

36) Child Utterance 5B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

بقرات. تالثه بقرات. تلث   

tlāṯa baqarāt.  tlaṯ baqarāt.  

Three cows.  Three cows.  
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Cardinal numbers can be expressed in two different ways in the IAV: they can be used bare, 

i.e. on their own without any other part of speech and they can be used with other parts of 

speech, e.g. nouns or adjectives. The child has used the bare form of the cardinal number 

/tlāṯa/ (three), i.e. when it comes without any other part of speech, while it precedes a noun 

/baqarāt/ (cows) in this utterance. Therefore, it is expected to use the form that precede a 

noun, i.e. without the last /-a/ /tlāṯ/ (Erwin, 1963:260) (See 2.2.2. Morphological and syntactic 

description).   

 

37) Child Utterance 7B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

د ياكلها ألن هو يحب المعزات ، الثعلب راصوره وبالثاني

 الصغيرات.

، الثعلب راد ياكلها ألن هو يحب الثانيه بالصورهو

 الصخالت الزغار. 

w biṯāni ṣura, iṯṯaʕlab rād yākulha, liʾan 

huwa yḥib ilmiʕzāt iṣṣaġīrat.  

w biṣṣura lṯānia, iṯṯaʕlab rād yākulha, liʾan 

huwa yḥib iṣṣaxlāt izziġār.  

In the picture second, the fox wanted to eat 

her, because he likes little/baby goats.  

In the second picture, the fox wanted to eat 

her, because he likes the little/baby goats.  

 

The child has used the masculine singular form /ilṯāni/ (the second) with a feminine singular 

noun, while it is expected to be feminine singular /ilṯānia/ in IAV.  

 

38) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.العصفوراتبعدين القطة شافت  .العصافيربعدين البزونه شافت    

baʕdēn alqiṭṭa šāft ilʕaṣfūrāt.  baʕdēn ilbazzūna šāft ilʕaṣāfīr.  

Then the cat saw the birds.  Then the cat saw the birds.  

 

The child has used the feminine plural form /ʕaṣfūrāt/ (birds). This form has been declined 

according to the rule of sound feminine plural in MSA, while the commonly used plural form 

in IAV is masculine plural /ʕaṣāfīr/ which refers to both feminine and masculine plural. This 

case of using masculine plural in order to refer to feminine plural occurs with some nouns in 

IAV even if there is a morphological feminine form (Erwin, 1963:174) and (Altoma, 1969:77) 

e.g. /člāb/ and not /čalbāt/ (dogs), /ṭiyūr/ and not /ṭirāt/ (birds) (See 2.2.2. Morphological and 

syntactic description). An explanation for this use might be an overregularization of plural 

mastering, or maybe the child was thinking that the bird was feminine /ʕaṣfūra/ and she had 

the feminine gender in her mind when she declined the feminine singular to feminine plural 

/ʕaṣfūrāt/.  
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39) Child Utterance 5B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.حبابهالبقرات  حبابات.البقرات    

ilbaqarāt ḥabāba.  ilbaqarāt ḥabābāt.  

The cows are nice.  The cows are nice.  

 

Noun-adjective agreement is important in IAV, where the adjective agrees in gender and 

number with the noun (Erwin, 1963:173, 319). The child has declined the adjective /ḥabāba/ 

(nice) according to singular feminine noun (-a) while the noun is plural feminine (-āt), 

therefore it is expected that the adjective is plural too /ḥabābāt/. 

 

40) Child Utterance 5B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

بالمي. عينگواالبقرات  بالمي. عاتگواالبقرات    

ilbaqarāt wāgʕīn bilmay.  ilbaqarāt wāgʕāt bilmay.  

The cows falling in the water.  The cows falling in the water.  

 

The active participle is similar to the adjective, because it can also be declined according to 

nouns in IAV (Erwin, 1963:337). The active participle agrees in gender and number with the 

noun. The child has declined the active participle /wāgʕīn/ according to a plural masculine 

noun, while the noun is plural feminine /ilbaqarāt/ (cows). There is no subject-verb gender 

agreement. 

 

4.4. Syntactic observations 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech five different types of syntactic uses that do not 

belong to the IAV: (1) Using prenominal indefinite articles with indefinite singular nouns. (2) 

Word order. (3) Using prepositions with transitive verbs that take direct objects. (4) Mixed 

verb tenses. (5) Mixed parts of speech.  

 

4.4.1. Using prenominal indefinite articles with indefinite singular nouns 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech 11 uses of adding /wāḥid/ masculine form of (one) 

or /waḥda/ feminine form of (one) as an indefinite article that do not belong to the IAV. IAV 
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does not use the number /one/ as an indefinite article as /a or an/ before an indefinite singular 

noun, because there is no indefinite article in the IAV and nor in the MSA. The children’s 

novel construction with ‘one’ is similar to the syntactic structure that is most used with a 

Swedish indefinite singular noun /en or ett + noun/ (Hultman, 2011:124). This structure can 

be classified as a Swedish syntactic loan translation, if the children use this structure 

occasionally, i.e. not systematic. It can be classified as a Swedish syntactic transfer if the 

children use this structure systematically, i.e. use it often and with different nouns. The 

children have used this structure in different ways: (i) Story opener, /wāḥid/ or /waḥda/ with a 

noun, e.g. /waḥda marra/ (Once/one time). (ii) Sentence-initial subject, /wāḥid/ or /waḥda/ 

with diverse nouns, e.g. /wāḥid walad/ (A boy). (iii) Postverbal object, e.g. /ʕinda waḥda čīs/ 

(He has a/one nylon bag) and /huwa ʾakal waḥda kōrv/ (He ate a/one sausage). There were 4 

children who used this structure and the most frequent use is sentence-initial subject and 

before the object.  

 

41) Child Utterance 5B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

انت اكو بزونه.چ وحده مره انت اكو بزونه.چ مره من المرات/فد مره/مره   

waḥda marra čānt akū bazzūna. marra/fad marra/marra min ilmarrāt 

čān/čānt akū bazzūna. 

Once/one time there was a cat.  Once/one time/once of many times there 

was a cat.  

 

The child has used /waḥda/ (one) at the beginning of the utterance as an indefinite article 

before an indefinite feminine singular noun /marra/ (once/time). The used structure matches 

the Swedish structure /En gång var det en katt/. IAV has three alternatives that can be used 

here to express the same meaning; (i) using a bare noun, (ii) using the marker/particle or 

quantifier /fad/ before the noun, where this indefinite marker/particle has a semantic 

equivalent to /någon/ and /något/ in Swedish, and (iii) using the expression /marra min 

ilmarrat/ which means (One time of many times) (See 2.2.2. Morphological and syntactic 

description). The child has used the other noun /bazzūna/ (cat) without /one/ and this means 

that he doesn’t always transfer this Swedish structure to his IAV, i.e. it can be as a loan 

translation for him. 

 

42) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  
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ان يمشي.چ واحد ولد ان )دا( يمشي.چ فد ولد   

wāḥid walad čān ymši. fad walad čān (da-)ymši. 

A boy was walking.  A boy was walking.  

 

The child has used /wāḥid/ (one) in the beginning of the utterance as an indefinite article 

before an indefinite masculine singular noun /walad/. The used structure matches the Swedish 

structure e.g. /En/någon pojke gick/. IAV uses the marker/particle or quantifier /fad/ before 

the noun to express the same meaning here. In the child’s utterance, there is an interesting 

gender agreement between /wāḥid/ (one) and /walad/ (boy) because both are masculine. It is 

the same as in 41) 5B1 between /waḥda/ (one) and /marra/ (time) because both are feminine. 

This gender agreement is interesting here because this structure or expression does not belong 

to the IAV.  

 

43) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.يسچوحده عنده  .واحد يسچ/يسفد چ/يسچعنده    

ʕinda waḥda čīs.  ʕinda čīs/fad čīs/čīs wāḥid. 

He has a/one nylon bag.  He has a/one nylon bag.  

 

The child has used /waḥda/ (one) as an indefinite article before an indefinite masculine 

singular noun; interestingly this can also occur in the middle of the utterance. The used 

structure matches the Swedish structure /Han har en påse/. IAV has three alternatives that can 

be used here to express the same meaning; (i) using a bare noun, (ii) using the marker/particle 

or quantifier /fad/ before the noun or (iii) using /wāḥid/ (one) after the object (See 2.2.2. 

Morphological and syntactic description). In the child’s utterance there is no gender 

agreement between /waḥda/ (one) and next noun /čīs/ (bag), because /čīs/ is masculine while 

the child used the feminine form of (one). Gender agreement belongs to the morphological 

observations (grammatical gender mastering), but I did not discuss this utterance, because the 

used linguistic structure is already not part of IAV, therefore it makes no difference if there is 

no gender agreement. Interestingly, both 42) and 43) are produced by the same child 5G1, but 

the child showed gender agreement when the noun was animate (boy) in 42) and did not show 

gender agreement when the noun was inanimate (bag) in 43). 

 

44) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  
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.كورفوحده هو اكل  .صوصجه )وحده(/صوصجايه )وحده(هو اكل    

huwa ʾakal waḥda kōrv. huwa ʾakal ṣuṣaǧāya (waḥda)/ ṣuṣaǧa 

(waḥda).  

He ate a/one sausage.  He ate a/one sausage.  

 

Here is another example, where the same child 5G1 has used /waḥda/ (one) in the middle of 

the utterance. This use is also very similar to the Swedish syntactic structure /Han åt en korv/. 

There are two alternatives that can be used in IAV; the first is /ṣuṣaǧāya (waḥda)/ and the 

second is /ṣuṣaǧa (waḥda)/ and both can take /waḥda/ (one) as an extra optional information 

after the noun (sausage). The child 5G1 used this structure a lot; therefore it may not be just a 

loan translation, but a systematic syntactic transfer (influence) from Swedish.  

 

4.4.2. Word order  

 

I have identified in the children’s speech some word orders that do not belong to the IAV. 

Most of these word orders are similar to Swedish structures; therefore it is probable that the 

used structures are Swedish syntactic loan translations or transfer if they are systematic.  

 

45) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.الكورف مالتههو اخذ  .مالته الصوصج/صوصجههو اخذ    

huwa ʾaxaḏ mālta lkōrv.  huwa ʾaxaḏ ṣuṣaǧa/iṣṣuṣaǧ mālta.  

He took his sausage.  He took a/one sausage/his sausage.  

 

The child has used the genitive particle /māl/ (belong to) (Erwin, 1963:375-377) with the 

suffixed possessive pronoun (-a) before the object as this structure, (SUBJ + V + GEN PART 

+ POSS PN + OBJ), while the IAV uses one of these two following structures; (SUBJ + V + 

OBJ + POSS PN) or (SUBJ + V + OBJ + GEN PART + POSS PN) (Erwin, 1963:315-317). 

The child has used a structure that is similar to the Swedish structure, /Han tog hans korv/; 

therefore it is probable that this structure can be a Swedish syntactic loan translation. 

 

46) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.الهم اكل اجيب)ليش طارت ام العصافير بعيد؟( علمود  .اجيبلهم اكل)ليش طارت ام العصافير بعيد؟( علمود    

(lēš ṭārt um ilʕaṣāfīr biʕīd?)  (lēš ṭārt um ilʕaṣāfīr biʕīd?) ʕalmūd 
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ʕalmūd iǧēb akēl ilhum. iǧēbilhum akēl. 

(Why did the mother of birds fly away?) In 

order to bring food for them. 

(Why did the mother of birds fly away?) In 

order to bring them food. 

 

There are two formulations/structures that can be used in the IAV to express the same 

utterance. The first formulation is when the indirect object is noun, where in this case the 

direct object can precede the indirect object, e.g. /ʕalmūd iǧēb akēl lilʕaṣāfīr/ (In order to 

bring food for the baby birds) (V + SUBJ + DIR OBJ + PREP + IO). The second 

formulation is when the indirect object is pronoun suffix, where in this case the indirect object 

should precede the direct object, e.g. /ʕalmūd iǧēbilhum akēl/ (In order to bring them food) 

(V + SUBJ + PREP + IO + DIR OBJ), which is the common formulation in IAV. This 

structure has been used in the material by other children, e.g. 6G1 in line 7 and 7G2 in 31). 

Unfortunately, I couldn’t find any grammatical description about exact the same case in the 

grammatical description of the IAV, but Erwin (1963:142) has described the use of 

‘prepositional suffix /-l-/, (to, for) where he presented its use /dazzilhum ifluss/ (He sent them 

money) and it was very similar to the second formulation that I presented. MSA can have a 

third formulation. It is when the indirect object is noun, where the indirect object can precede 

the direct object, /ʕalmūd iǧēb lilʕaṣāfīr akēl/
7
 (In order to bring the baby birds food) (V + 

SUBJ + PREP + IO + DIR OBJ) (Ryding, 2005:70-71). The child has used the formulation 

that is used when the indirect object is noun while the indirect object in the utterance is 

pronoun suffix; therefore the utterance is expected to be like the second formulation in the 

IAV. The child has used a structure that is similar to the Swedish structure, /För att hon 

hämtar mat till dem/; therefore it is probable that this structure can be a Swedish inspired 

influence.  

The child 5G1 has used two different structures in 45) and 46) that do not belong to the IAV, 

where both structures are related to the position of the direct and indirect object; therefore 

these structures are probably not just a loan translation, but a systematic syntactic transfer 

(influence) from Swedish.  

 

47) Child Utterance 6B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.البالوناخذ هذا  .النفاخههذا اخذ    

                                                      
7
 I applied the same Iraqi words (utterance) according to the structure of the MSA, just to make the 

example comparable to the other examples.  
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ʾaxaḏ haḏa lbālōn.  haḏa ʾaxaḏ innuffāxa.  

Took this the balloon.  This took the balloon.  

 

The child has used the word order (V + SUBJ + OBJ) as a declarative clause, while IAV has 

this word order (SUBJ + V + OBJ) for a declarative clause (Erwin, 1963:315-317). The used 

word order represents an interrogative clause, i.e. a question in the IAV but it represents the 

declarative clause in MSA and an option in colloquial spoken Swedish.  

 

4.4.3. Using prepositions with transitive verbs that take direct objects 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech 3 uses of prepositions that do not belong to the IAV. 

The children have added a preposition to transitive verbs that take direct objects. The shared 

used Arabic preposition with all verbs was /ʕala/ (on/at), which is Swedish inspired overuse 

of preposition /på/ (on/at); therefore it is probable that the used structures are Swedish 

syntactic loan translations or transfer if it is systematic. 

 

48) Child Utterance 5B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.عض عليهبعدين اجا العصفور  .عضهبعدين اجا العصفور    

baʕdēn iǧa lʕaṣfūr ʕaḍ ʕalēh.  baʕdēn iǧa lʕaṣfūr ʕaḍḍa.  

Then the bird came and bit on him.  Then the bird came and bit him.  

 

The child has used the (Iraqi) Arabic preposition /ʕala/ (on/at) (Erwin, 1963:301) with an 

Arabic transitive verb /ʕaḍ/ (bit) that takes a direct object (TR V + DIR OBJ). The Swedish 

equivalent verb /biter/ (bit) is a transitive verb that can take a direct object, but is frequently 

used with prepositions like /biter på/ or /biter i/ (TR V + PREP + OBJ) (Språkrådet, 

2011:126) and (Hultman, 2011:143-144). It is likely that the child has loaned this structure to 

IAV.  

 

49) Child Utterance 6B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.تشوف عليهانت چالبزونه  .تشوفه/تباوع عليهانت چالبزونه    

ilbazzūna čānt tšūf ʕalēh.  ilbazzūna čānt tbāwʕ ʕalēh/tšūfa.  

The cat was looking at him.  The cat was looking at/seeing him.  
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The child has used a preposition /ʕala/ (on/at) with the Iraqi Arabic transitive verb /tšūf/ 

(look) that takes a direct object without preposition (TR V + OBJ). There are two Swedish 

verbs that have a meaning and structure similar to what the child has used. The verb /tittar/ 

(look at) takes a preposition e.g. /Katten tittar på honom/ (V + PREP + OBJ), because in 

Swedish we cannot say /Katten tittar honom/. The verb /ser/ (see) can take a direct object but 

it can also be used with a preposition e.g. /ser på/ (V + PREP + OBJ) (Språkrådet, 2011:999). 

Both verbs give the same meaning that the child has used in IAV. There are two verbs in IAV 

that can be used here. The verb /yšūf/ is a transitive verb that takes a direct object (without 

PREP) and the verb /ybāwʕ/ is a transitive verb that can take a direct object but with or 

without a preposition.  

 

50) Child Utterance 6B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.يشوف عليهاعت وهذا دا گهاي و .يشوفها/يباوع عليهاعت وهذا دا گوهاي    

hāy wigʕat w haḏa da-yšūf ʕalēha. hāy wigʕat w haḏa da-ybāwʕ ʕalēha/yšūfha. 

She fell and this looking at her.  She fell and this is looking at/seeing her.  

 

Here is another example which shows how the child has used the preposition /ʕala/ (on/at) 

with an Arabic transitive verb that takes a direct object without preposition (V + OBJ). It is 

similar to the previous example 49) 6B1 where the object was singular masculine while the 

object here is singular feminine. The child 6B1 used this structure in 49) and 50); therefore it 

is probably not just a loan translation, but a systematic syntactic transfer (influence) from 

Swedish.  

 

4.4.4. Mixed verb tenses 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech one use of mixed verb tenses that doesn’t belong to 

the IAV. 

 

51) Child Utterance 6B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

 دا تاكل)ليش دا تتسلق البزونها الشجره إهنانا؟( علمود 

 الفراخ مالت هاي األم.

الفراخ تاكل )ليش دا تتسلق البزونها الشجره إهنانا؟( علمود 

 مالت هاي األم.

(lēš da-titsallaq ilbazzūna iššaǧara ihnāna?) 

ʕalmūd da-tākul ilfirāx mālat hāy ilʾum.  

(lēš da-titsallaq ilbazzūna iššaǧara ihnāna?) 

ʕalmūd tākul ilfirāx mālat hāy ilʾum.  
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(Why is the cat climbing the tree here?) In 

order eating the baby birds which belong to 

this mother. 

(Why is the cat climbing the tree here?) In 

order to eat the baby birds which belong to 

this mother. 

 

The child has conjugated the verb /da-tākul/ (eating) to continuous present, while it is 

expected to be present simple /tākul/ in IAV, because the cat wasn’t yet eating the baby birds. 

The IAV forms the continuous present tense by adding the particle /da-/ (-ing) as a 

progressive prefix to the imperfect indicative verb (Erwin, 1963:139). The difference here is in 

the tense sequence of the verbs/actions. The first verb/action was climbing the tree in order to 

eat the baby birds afterwards, therefore the tense cannot be continuous present.  

 

4.4.5. Mixed parts of speech 

 

I have identified in the children’s speech one use of mixed parts of speech that doesn’t belong 

to the IAV. 

 

52) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

.تخاف)شلون تحس البزونه هنا وهنا؟( تحس  . خايفه)شلون تحس البزونه هنا وهنا؟( تحس    

(šlōn tḥiss ilbazzūna hnā w hnā?) tḥiss txāf.  (šlōn tḥiss ilbazzūna hnā w hnā?) tḥiss xāyfa.  

(How does the cat feel here and here?) She 

feels scares. 

(How does the cat feel here and here?) She 

feels scared.  

 

The child has used the verb /txāf/ (scares), while it is expected to be the adjective /xāyfa/ 

(scared) in this utterance. This structure or word order (SUBJ + V + V) doesn’t belong to the 

IAV. I have no explanation for why the child has mixed up the verb and the adjective.  

 

4.5. Other general observations 

 

There are various other interesting observations to be found in the material which do not 

belong to the three main observations that I have already presented. I have gathered these 

observations and present them in this section.  
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Most of the children started looking at the pictures of the story from the left side. They have 

assumed that the story starts from the left side because they were probably thinking in the 

Swedish (western) reading direction, whereas the Arabic reading direction starts from the 

right side. Ten children tried to start from the left side, one child started from the right side 

and in one case was not obvious to me from which side the child wanted to start. This statistic 

is based on just the first story, because the children understood that the second story starts 

from the right side.  

 

It happens sometimes that children imitate the sound of the animal ‘onomatopoeia’ in order to 

refer to an animal. This occurs when the child doesn’t remember or know the name of the 

animal. Maybe not all languages and varieties use the same sound to refer to the same animal. 

One of the children (5G1) used the sound /wuf wuf/ to refer to the dog. This sound is used in 

the Swedish language in order to refer to a dog, whereas the sound of a dog in IAV is / ووه  ه   / 

/haw haw/ or / ووع  ع   / /ʕaw ʕaw/. This point shows that the Swedish animal sound was activated 

in the child’s mental lexicon when she tried to remember the word /dog/. Interestingly, child 

5G1 is the child who showed many other instances of crosslinguistic influence from Swedish 

in her IAV.  

 

53) Child Utterance 5G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

ركض وراه.الوف بعدين  ركض وراه.  العوالعو/الهوهوبعدين    

baʕdēn ilwuf rikaḍ warā. baʕdēn ilhaw haw/ilʕaw ʕaw rikaḍ warā. 

Then the wuf ran after him.  Then the haw haw/ilʕaw ʕaw ran after him. 

 

The children 5B2 and 6B1 have used in 54) and 55) the word /lēš/ (why) instead of the words 

/liʾan/, /ʕalmūd/ or /ḥata/ (because) when they answered some questions that start with /why/. 

I do not think that there is a connection between this linguistic use and the IAV or the 

Swedish language. It is rather a general linguistic characteristic that occurs in the children’s 

language development at this age. They mix these two words (why and because) maybe 

because both words refer to causality. 

 

54) Child Utterance 5B2 Iraqi Arabic variety  

طفرت على الشجره. ليش)ليش عبالك البزونه تعورت؟(  طفرت على الشجره. ألنها)ليش عبالك البزونه تعورت؟(    

(lēš ʕabālak ilbazzūna tʕawart?) lēš ṭufrat (lēš ʕabālak ilbazzūna tʕawart?) liʾanha 
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ʕala iššaǧara. ṭufrat ʕala iššaǧara. 

(Why do you think that the cat got hurt?) 

Why she jumped on the tree.  

(Why do you think that the cat got hurt?) 

Because she jumped on the tree.  

 

55) Child Utterance 6B1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

انه راد ياخذ  ليش)ليش الولد بقى عودة الصيد بالمي هنا؟( 

 سمچات من المي.

راد ياخذ  ألنهبالمي هنا؟(  )ليش الولد بقى عودة الصيد

 سمچات من المي.

(lēš ilwalad baqā ʕudat isṣayd bilmay ihnā?) 

lēš inna rād yāxuḏ simčāt min ilmay.  

(lēš ilwalad baqā ʕudat isṣayd bilmay ihnā?) 

liʾana rād yāxuḏ simčāt min ilmay.  

(Why did the boy keep this the fishing rod in 

the water?) Why he wanted to take fish from 

the water.  

((Why did the boy keep this the fishing rod in 

the water?) Because he wanted to take fish 

from the water.  

 

The child 7G1 has used idiosyncratic words /inna/ in 56) and /innū/ in 57) instead of the 

words /liʾan/, /ʕalmūd/ or /ḥata/ (because, since) when she answered some questions that start 

with /lēš/ (why). It is difficult to know why she used these two words in this context, because 

they have no direct connection with causality. An explanation could be that she used a kind of 

shorter form (abbreviation) of the words such that /liʾan/ became /inna/ and /liʾanū/ became 

/innū/ but these forms do not exist in IAV.  

 

56) Child Utterance 7G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

الفاره.يريد ياكل  إندام إهنانا؟( گلب لچمز الگ)ليش  يريد ياكل الفاره. ألندام إهنانا؟( گلب لچمز الگ)ليش    

(lēš gumaz iččalib ligidām ihnāna?) inna yrīd 

yākul ilfāra.  

(lēš gumaz iččalib ligidām ihnāna?) liʾan 

yrīd yākul ilfāra.  

(Why does the boy jumped forward here?) 

inna he wanted to eat the mouse.  

(Why does the boy jumped forward here?) 

Because he wanted to eat the mouse.  

 

57) Child Utterance 7G1 Iraqi Arabic variety  

لب لو البزونه؟( چ)منو رح تحب ام العصافير اكثر، ال

ساعدهم.  انولب. )ليش؟( چال  

لب لو البزونه؟( چ)منو رح تحب ام العصافير اكثر، ال

ساعدهم. ألنلب. )ليش؟( چال  

(minū raḥ tḥib um ilʕaṣāfīr akṯar, iččalib lō 

lbazzūna?) iččalib. (lēš?) innū sāʕdhum.  

(minū raḥ tḥib um ilʕaṣāfīr akṯar, iččalib lō 

lbazzūna?) iččalib. (lēš?) liʾan sāʕdhum.  

(Who does the mother bird like best, the dog (Who does the mother bird like best, the dog 
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or the cat?) The dog (Why?) innū he helped 

them.  

or the cat?) The dog (Why?) Because he 

helped them.  

 

4.6. Statistical summary of results  

 

I will now summarize all the results of all the children statistically. The first three tables (See 

table 6, 7 and 8) will present statistical results for all sub-types of observations and the 

number of children that use them. I will then summarize the total results of each child (See 

table 9) from two perspectives; (1) the number of the children who showed linguistic uses that 

do not belong to the IAV in each main type of observations and (2) the number of instances of 

each main type of observations, i.e. lexical, morphological and syntactic. 

 

The numbers of instances were calculated as follows: (1) All the different code-switches have 

been counted, in case the utterance contains more than one code-switch. (2) Repetitions of the 

same code-switches in the same utterance have not been counted but they have been counted 

when they occur in distinct utterances. It is normal language behavior that the speaker repeats 

some words in the same utterance. (3) The use of the Arabic definite article /al-/ or Iraqi 

Arabic form /il-/ with the Swedish lexical items which occur as code-switching in the Iraqi 

Arabic speech has not been counted with the morphological observations. This is because (i) 

this use occurred with almost all the definite Swedish lexical code-switches in the children’s 

Iraqi Arabic speech and (ii) to avoid a categorisation overlap between the lexical and 

morphological observations. 
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Table 6. Results of lexical sub-type observations with number of instances and children who 

use them. 

Type of lexical observations  Number of instances  Number of children 

out of 12 using this 

Lexical code-switching from MSA into IAV 40 8 

Lexical code-switching from Swedish into 

IAV 

30 4 

Lexical code-switching from MSA or other 

Arabic varieties into IAV 

25 7 

Lexical code-switching from other Arabic 

varieties into IAV 

2 2 

Total 97  

 

Table 7. Results of morphological sub-type observations with number of instances and 

children who use them. 

Type of morphological observations  Number of instances  Number of children 

out of 12 using this 

Lack of grammatical gender mastering on 

verbs 

8 6 

Lack of grammatical gender mastering on 

pronouns 

3 3 

Lack of grammatical gender mastering on 

prenominal ‘one of’ 

2 2 

Number, noun, adjective and active 

participle declension  

9 

(4, 3, 1, 1) 

4 

Total 22  
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Table 8. Results of syntactic sub-type observations with number of instances and children 

who use them. 

Type of syntactic observations  Number of instances  Number of children 

out of 12 using this 

Using prenominal indefinite articles with 

indefinite singular nouns 

11 4 

Word order  4 2 

Using prepositions with transitive verbs that 

take direct objects 

3 2 

Mixed verb tenses 1 1 

Mixed parts of speech 1 1 

Total 20  

  

Table 9. Total results of all children in all three main types of observations.  

Code of children  Lexical  Morphological  Syntactic  

5B1 5  3  4  

5B2 0  4  1  

5G1 13  3  10  

5G2 4  0  0  

6B1 12  2  3 

6B2 15  0  2 

6G1 3  0  0  

6G2 10  4  0  

7B1 0  0  0  

7B2 24  0  0  

7G1 3  3 0  

7G2 8  3  0  

Total children  

Total observations   

10/12 

97 

7/12 

22 

5/12 

20 
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5. Discussion  

 

I will discuss in the first part of this chapter the results of the linguistic analysis of the 

children’s speech. The results of each type of observation (lexical, morphological and 

syntactic) will first be discussed separately and then I will discuss all the shared points of all 

three types of observations. I have already commented on all the presented examples in my 

analysis with descriptions and explanations for each individual case, therefore further 

individual discussion will not be provided in this chapter. My discussion in this chapter 

focuses on whether if there is any tendency or pattern among the main and sub-types of 

observations. The second part of my discussion will try to answer the question of why these 

linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV occurred in the children’s speech on the basis of 

the relation between the children’s sociolinguistic background information and their linguistic 

results.  

 

5.1. Discussion of the children’s corpus results  

 

There is an important point which has to be clarified about the children’s varieties. All the 

Iraqi Arabic varieties of the children belong to the gǝlǝt variety. This point ensures that there 

were no linguistic differences between their varieties according to Blanc’s (1964) variety-

classification (gǝlǝt and qǝltu) (See 2.2.1. Classification of Iraqi Arabic).  

 

Lexical observations 

There were 10 children who showed lexical uses that did not belong to the IAV and the total 

number of these instances was 97. These numbers are larger than those for the other types of 

observations (morphological and syntactic). An explanation for this could be that code-

switching has been classified as both diglossic and bilingual behaviour (See 3.3. bilingualism 

and diglossia). The total number of lexical code-switching instances is based on the all 

languages and varieties (MSA, other Arabic varieties and Swedish) that the children know. 

The use of lexical code-switching was variable, where some children used code-switching 

mainly from one language or variety. The child 7B2 used 14 of his total of 24 code-switches 

and the child 6G2 used 9 her total of 10 code-switches from MSA into IAV.  The child 6B1 

used 12 of his total of 12 code-switches and the child 5G1 used 10 of her total of 13 code-

switches from Swedish into IVA.   
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The results of my material showed that there were four different types of lexical uses that did 

not belong to the IAV. The first and second type of code-switching contained mixing MSA 

and Swedish in IAV. These two types were easily identified in the children’s Iraqi speech, 

because these types contain either MSA lexical items that do not exist in the IAV or Swedish 

lexical items. The third type was code-switching by mixing lexical items from MSA or other 

Arabic varieties and the fourth type was code-switching by mixing lexical items from other 

Arabic varieties into IAV. These two types have been identified in general without specifying 

the other Arabic varieties exactly. They were Levantine Arabic varieties which include 

Lebanese, Syrian, Palestinian and Jordanian. It is difficult to identify exactly in which Arabic 

variety the child was thinking when he/she used these words. As has been explained before, 

these lexical items can belong to Levantine Arabic varieties, where there are similarities and 

shared linguistic features between these varieties and that makes it difficult to provide clear-

cut data compared to bilingual data (Mejdell, 2006:419). These Arabic varieties (Lebanese, 

Syrian and Palestinian) were found in almost all studies that studied Arabic-Swedish bilingual 

children in Sweden, such as Håkansson et al. (2003), Salameh et al. (2004) and Salameh 

(2011a and 2011b) (See 1.2. previous research). 

 

Only one type of code-switching was used, which is a single lexical item on the word-level, 

while code-switching can occur on different linguistic levels from single morpheme to entire 

sentence (Backus and Dorleijn, 2009:76) and (Grosjean, 2010:51-52). Examples: 7) 7G2 

/liʾan ʾakal innaqāniq/ (Because he ate the sausage), 8) 5B1 /liʾan rād yāxuḏ ilfōr/ (Because 

he wanted to take the sheep), 10) 5G1 /Huwa ʾaxaḏ mālta lkōrv/ (He took his sausage) and 

12) 6B1 /akū grēs w blummōr/ (There are grass and flowers). Some of the code-switched 

lexical items (Arabic and Swedish) have been linguistically integrated in the IAV utterance. 

They have been inflected to follow the grammatical features of the Iraqi Arabic utterance e.g. 

gender, number, definite or indefinite. The definite form of the Swedish code-switch is 

formed by either the Iraqi definite article /il-/ or the Arabic one /al-/, examples: 8) 5B1 /ilfōr/ 

(the sheep), 10) 5G1 /ilkōrv/ (the sausage) and 1) 5G1 /alqiṭṭa/ (the cat). Most code-switched 

parts of speech were nouns, with a few adjectives and verbs. Similar results have been 

identified before, such as Muysken (2013:208) and Håkansson (2014:125) have mentioned 

that nouns seem to be the easiest part of speech to be used in code-switching, then come 

verbs, adverbs and pronouns, examples: 6) 7B2 /ʕušub/ (grass), 11) 5G1 /māsk/ (worm), 2) 

6B2 /saʕīd/ (happy), 5) 7B2 /iṣṣaġīrat/ (little), 19) 7B2 /harbat/ (fled) and 21) 7B2 /timsik/ (to 
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catch). The majority of code-switched nouns were singular. A likely explanation is that the 

characters in the story were singular, examples: 1) 5G1 /qiṭṭa/ (cat), 8) 5B1 /fōr/ (sheep), 9) 

5G1 /mūs/ (mouse), 13) 6B1 /fyaril/ (butterfly), 14) 752 /hūnd/ (dog) and 17) 7B2 /miʕza/ 

(goat).  

 

It would be interesting to know the sources of these lexical items that do not belong to the 

IAV, i.e. in which context the children learned these words. It is obviously a case of oral 

acquisition because the children cannot yet read and write. It can probably be from TV, 

because there are some Arabic children’s channels, e.g. /براعم/ /barāʕum/ and /جيم/ /ǧīm/ that 

present almost all their programs and cartoons in MSA and these are watched by Arabic 

speakers that live in Sweden. This can be a direct and effective way of learning MSA for the 

children. Håkansson (2014:123) used the acquisition of MSA from TV as an example of a 

diglossic situation and language behaviour, i.e. when the children watch children’s 

programmes in MSA but use their regional and local Arabic variety at home. The second way 

can be from the children’s geographic environment, i.e. in case there are other children in the 

preschool and neighbourhood who speak Levantine Arabic varieties, which is very possible. 

The third way can be through children’s stories, i.e. when the parents read stories that are 

written in MSA to their children. That is also possible because it is common to find Arabic 

children’s stories written mainly in MSA. The children may have the same previous 

mentioned sources for the Swedish lexical items in addition to general daily activities in 

Swedish environment e.g. Swedish preschool.  

 

Morphological observations 

There were 7 children who showed morphological uses that did not belong to the IAV and the 

total number of these instances was 22. These numbers make the morphological observations 

come in second place compared to the other types of observations (lexical and syntactic). 

There were four different types of morphological uses that did not belong to the IAV; lack of 

grammatical gender mastering on (1) verbs (2) pronouns (3) prenominal ‘one of’ (4) number, 

noun, adjective and active participle declension. 

 

Most of the instances of lack of gender agreement with verbs occurred when the subject and 

object had different genders in the same utterance, e.g. if the subject was masculine and the 

object was feminine or vice versa. This difference in gender between the subject and object 

can be the reason that made the child use reversed gender agreement, e.g. 25) 5B1 /fakirat 
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innū yākul wāḥid/ (She thought that he eats one). The child conjugated the verb of the subject 

according to singular feminine and the object according to singular masculine, while it is 

expected to be vice versa. 26) 7B1 /iččalib ʾassnāna ḥāda w baʕdēn ʕaḍta min ḏēla/ (The 

dog’s teeth are sharp and then she bit him in his tail.). This example is very similar to the 

previous one.  

The majority of instances that represent lack of gender agreement occurred with verbs, 

probably because the conjugation of verbs in the IAV is similar to MSA. The verb reflects six 

grammatical inflection categories in MSA; tense, person, voice, mood, gender and number, 

while IAV has all of these inflection categories except for voice (Erwin, 1963:83). The noun 

and adjective reflect just four; gender, number, case and definiteness in MSA (Ryding, 

2005:51), while IAV has all of these inflection categories except for case (Erwin, 1963:318). 

This point can make the gender agreement with the verb more difficult compared with other 

parts of speech for the children. 

 

There were just two instances 33) 5G1 and 34) 6G2 that represented the children’s lack of 

gender agreement with the form of ‘one of’ before a noun and both were different and didn’t 

reflect a tendency or pattern. There were just single instances of the children’s uses for 

number, noun, adjective and active participle declension that did not belong to the IAV on the 

morphological level. Of course, single examples are not enough to conclude that there is a 

specific tendency or pattern. The lack of gender agreement can be considered as a general 

linguistic characteristic of the children’s language development at this age, i.e. not a problem 

in their language learning. It has nothing to do with crosslinguistic influence from a specific 

language like Swedish. The majority of instances of lack of gender agreement occurred in 

singular, probably because the characters of the story were singulars. There wasn’t any 

tendency of a lack of gender agreement with a specific gender, e.g. just with masculine or just 

with feminine.  

 

Syntactic observations 

There were 5 children who showed syntactic uses that didn’t belong to the IAV and the total 

number of these instances was 20. These numbers make the syntactic observations come in 

the last place compared to the other types of observations (lexical and morphological). There 

were five different types of syntactic uses that did not belong to the IAV: (1) using 

prenominal indefinite articles with indefinite singular nouns, (2) word order, (3) using 
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prepositions with transitive verbs that take direct objects, (4) mixed verb tenses, and (5) 

mixed parts of speech.  

 

There were 11 uses of the prenominal indefinite article ‘one’ with the indefinite singular 

nouns. It has been mentioned before that IAV doesn’t have this structure, because there is no 

indefinite article in the IAV and nor in the MSA. IAV has different structures that can express 

indefiniteness and give the same meaning and these structures have been presented in (2.2.2. 

Morphological and syntactic description). There were four children (5G1, 5B1, 5B2 and 6B1) 

who used /wāḥid/ or /waḥda/ (one) before the noun and this is similar to the Swedish syntactic 

structure that uses a prenominal indefinite article with an indefinite singular noun /en or ett + 

noun/; therefore it is very possible that this structure can be a Swedish syntactic loan 

translation or transfer if it is systematic. The use of this syntactic structure was variable, 

where some children used it more than others, therefore it may not be just a loan translation 

for all children. For some children it could be as a systematic syntactic transfer (influence) 

from Swedish to IAV. The child 5G1 used this structure 6 times of his total of 10 syntactic 

uses, the child 5B1 used it 3 times of his total of 4, the child 5B2 used it one time of his total 

of one and the child 6B1 used it one time of his total of 3. The shared sociolinguistic 

background information for these children is that all were born in Sweden. One of the 

children began his/her exposure to the Swedish language from the age of one, two children 

from the age of two and one child from the age of three. Two of the children have three 

brothers and sisters. Three parents of the children have been in Sweden between 9-15 years. 

All these background information show that these children have been exposed to the Swedish 

language early and in different ways and this can explain why just these four children have 

used this Swedish syntactic structure.  

 

There were two children (5G1 and 6B2) who used 4 word orders that did not belong to the 

IAV. These word orders are similar to the Swedish structures that has been explained before 

in 45), 46) and 47); therefore it is possible that these structures could be Swedish syntactic 

loan translation or transfer if it is systematic. One of these word orders was by the child 6B2, 

where he used in 47) the word order (V + SUBJ + OBJ) as a declarative clause, while IAV 

has this word order (SUBJ + V + OBJ) for a declarative clause (Erwin, 1963:315-317). Three 

of these word orders were by the same child 5G1, where I presented two of them in 45) and 

46). The child used in 45) the genitive particle /māl/ (belong to) (Erwin, 1963:375-377) with 

the suffixed possessive pronoun (-a) before the object, and the child used in 46) the direct 
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object before the indirect object. All three word orders that did not belong to the IAV are 

related to the position of the direct and indirect object; therefore these structures are probably 

not just a loan translation for this child, but they are used as a systematic syntactic transfer 

(influence) from Swedish. 

 

There were two children (5B1 and 6B1) who used prepositions with transitive verbs that take 

direct objects. This structure (TR V + PREP + OBJ) can be explained in two different ways. 

(1) This use may have nothing to do with crosslinguistic influence from a specific language 

like the Swedish, because the use of prepositions demands higher language proficiency 

compared with other parts of speech. It needs syntactic knowledge to distinguish between 

transitive and intransitive verbs and it needs semantic knowledge to choose the right 

preposition with the used verb and object. Erwin has described how difficult it can be to find 

equivalent prepositions between different languages and the importance of the semantic level 

when choosing the right preposition as follows: “It should be borne in mind that prepositions 

in one language seldom have exact equivalents in another, and that for some Iraqi 

prepositions there may be five or ten possible English translations, depending on the context.” 

(Erwin, 1963:299). (2) At the same time this use exists in the Swedish language, i.e. some 

Swedish transitive verbs that take a direct object can also be used with prepositions (TR V + 

(PREP) + OBJ) and have the same word order and meaning as expressed by the children in 

their novel Iraqi Arabic. The second explanation is very plausible; therefore it can be a 

Swedish syntactic loan translation or transfer if it is systematic. The shared preposition was 

/ʕala/ (on/at) which had been used with the verbs in all instances. It corresponds exactly to the 

Swedish preposition /på/ (on/at) in these constructions. There was only one mixed verb tense 

and one mixed part of speech and both of them did not belong to the IAV. I couldn’t find any 

connection between these uses and MSA or the Swedish language. It is normal that children 

sometimes use their mother tongue in a different way, e.g. show some linguistic uses that do 

not belong to their own mother tongue.  

 

There were some other general observations that may help us to indirectly understand the 

linguistic thinking of the children. The majority of children tried to start the story from left to 

right and some of them imitated the sounds of animals in Swedish. This natural reaction 

shows that the children were thinking in a Swedish (western) reading direction and in 

Swedish animal sounds. This might be because the children are not familiar with Arabic texts, 
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i.e. they are perhaps not used to see, write and read Arabic texts and the same thing is true of 

the animal world, i.e. names and sounds etc.  

 

There was one child that used /lēš/ (why) instead of the words /liʾan/, /ʕalmūd/ or /ḥata/ 

(because, since) and another child used the words /inna/ and /innū/ in the same way. I do not 

think that there is any connection between these linguistic uses with a specific language like 

Swedish or MSA. It is rather a general linguistic characteristic that occurs in the children’s 

language development at this age. They mix these two words (why and because) probably 

because both words refer to causality. 

 

I will discuss now the shared points of all the three types of observations. The results revealed 

that 11 out of 12 children have showed some linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV, 

where the cross-linguistic influence was not categorical but variable. Some of these children 3 

out of 11 showed later when they continued their story and spoke fluently, that they could 

produce the same linguistic uses according to IAV. This point shows that these linguistic uses 

that do not belong to the IAV are occasional, because the children showed later their ability to 

produce the Iraqi Arabic linguistic uses. It also means that the number of linguistic uses that 

do not belong to the IAV cannot be used as a normative measure to evaluate the children’s 

language proficiency in the IAV. It describes how crosslinguistic influence can affect these 

three levels; lexical, morphological and syntactic. All the following examples about this point 

have been analysed and described before according to their categorisation, therefore I will just 

give a short comment about each example. The left column shows linguistic uses that do not 

belong to IAV and the right column shows linguistic uses that belong to IAV, where each two 

parallel examples belong to the same child.  

 

58) Child Utterance 5B1 59) 5B1 For comparison 

.عض عليهبعدين اجا العصفور  .عضهالعصفور شافه فإجه    

baʕdēn iǧa lʕaṣfūr ʕaḍ ʕalēh.  ilʕaṣfūr šāfa fa-iǧa ʕaḍḍa. 

Then the bird came and bit on him.  The bird saw him therefore he came and bit 

him.  

 

The child 5B1 has used in 58) the preposition /ʕala/ (on/at) with an Arabic transitive verb 

/ʕaḍḍa/ (bit) that takes a direct object. The same child 5B1 showed later in 59) that he could 

use the same verb without the preposition, i.e. according to the IAV syntactic structure.  
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60) Child Utterance 5G1 61) 5G1 For comparison 

.العصفوراتشافت  القطةبعدين  .البزونهلب يريد يصعد وياخذ چ   

baʕdēn alqiṭṭa šāft ilʕaṣfūrāt.  čalib yrīd yṣʕad w yāxuḏ ilbazzūna.  

Then the cat saw the birds.  Wants to get up and take the cat.  

 62) 5G1 For comparison 

.العصافيرعلمود ما تاخذ    

 ʕalmūd mā tāxuḏ ilʕaṣāfīr. 

 In order not to take the birds.  

 

The first instance in 60) by 5G1 is lexical code-switching, where the MSA word for /alqiṭṭa/ 

(cat) is used instead of the Iraqi word /ilbazzūna/ but the same child has used the Iraqi Arabic 

word for /cat/ later in 61). The second instance in 60) by 5G1 is a morphological observation, 

where the child has used the feminine plural form /ilʕaṣfūrāt/ (birds) while it is expected to be 

masculine plural /ilʕaṣāfīr/. The same child showed later in 62) that she could use the Iraqi 

Arabic morphological form.  

 

63) Child Utterance 5B2 64) 5B2 For comparison 

جاب مالته الطوبه. ليش)ليش عبالك إن الولد فرحان؟(  يجيب  حتى)ليش الولد بقى عودت الصيد هايا هنا بالمي؟(  

 مالته الطوبه.

(lēš ʕabālak inna lwalad farḥān?) lēš ǧāb 

mālta lṭōba.  

(lēš ilwalad baqā ʕudat isṣayd hāya ihnā 

bilmay?) ḥata yǧīb mālta lṭōba. 

(Why do you think that the boy is happy?) 

Why he brought his boll.  

(Why did the boy keep this the fishing rod in 

the water?) In order to bring his boll.  

 

The child 5B2 has used in 63) the word /lēš/ (why) instead of the words /liʾan/, /ʕalmūd/ or 

/ḥata/ (because, since) when he answered some questions that start with /why/. The same child 

showed later in 64) that he could use the Iraqi Arabic word /ḥata/ (because, since). 

 

Some of the children’s linguistic uses that did not belong to the IAV were related to MSA, 

Swedish and other Arabic varieties, but there were also some uses that did not have any 

connection with any crosslinguistic influence from a specific language. They were rather 

general linguistic characteristics that occur in mono- and bilingual children’s language 

development at this age. I summarise this relation in table 10. I could not find any study that 
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includes both the Iraqi Arabic variety and the same topic that I investigated in my study, 

neither in monolingual nor in bilingual context. Therefore, I could not compare my results 

with other studies of language development. 

 

Table 10. Relation between languages/varieties and sub-types of observations (with their 

frequency). 

Sub-types of observations Language/variety Number of 

instances 

Lexical code-switching from MSA  MSA 40 

Lexical code-switching from Swedish  Swedish 30 

Lexical code-switching from MSA or Levantine 

Arabic varieties 

MSA/Levantine Arabic 

varieties  

25 

Lexical code-switching from Levantine Arabic 

varieties  

Levantine Arabic 

varieties  

2 

Lack of grammatical gender mastering on verbs Non-specific language 

related 

8 

Lack of grammatical gender mastering on pronouns Non-specific language 

related 

3 

Lack of grammatical gender mastering on 

prenominal ‘one of’ 

Non-specific language 

related 

2 

Number, noun, adjective and active participle 

declension  

Non-specific language 

related 

9 

Using prenominal indefinite articles with indefinite 

singular nouns  

Swedish 11 

Word order  Swedish 4 

Using prepositions with transitive verbs that take 

direct objects 

Swedish 3 

Mixed verb tenses Non-specific language 

related 

1 

Mixed parts of speech  Non-specific language 

related 

1 
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The direction of linguistic material transfer can indicate which of the bilingual children’s 

languages has the stronger influence, i.e. shows the strong and weaker language (Marian and 

Kaushanskay, 2007:381) and (Grosjean, 2010:75). Since the scope of the study was limited to 

an investigation of just the Arabic language of the children, therefore all the transfer was in 

one direction, i.e. from Swedish and other Arabic varieties to IAV. Therefore, these results 

cannot indicate which of the children’s languages has the stronger influence on the other. For 

the group of 12 children, Swedish (48 instances) and MSA (40 instances) influence IAV 

roughly to the same extent, whilst Levantine Arabic varieties do so slightly less (27 

instances). The precise influence varies from child to child.  

 

It would be interesting to know the crosslinguistic influence of both phenomenon diglossia 

and bilingualism on the children’s speech. These phenomena have reflected different 

crosslinguistic influences in the results, according to the presented difference between them 

(See 3.3. bilingualism and diglossia). The diglossic behaviour which represents children’s use 

of MSA and other Arabic varieties showed its influence just on the lexical level, in spite of 

the fact that the diglossic differences can be represented on all linguistic levels (See 2.1. 

Arabic language). Bilingual behaviour which represents the children’s use of Swedish showed 

its influence on the lexical and syntactic level. Statistically, diglossia has been represented in 

67 lexical instances (See table 6) and bilingualism has been represented in 30 lexical instances 

and 20 syntactic instances (See table 6 and 8). I believe that the reason that diglossia shows a 

higher number of observations, is the close linguistic connection between MSA and other 

Arabic varieties with IAV. This connection has been described as a continuous transition 

between standard Arabic and the other Arabic varieties according to Badawi’s (1973) concept 

of continuum. The Swedish lexical items reflect more linguistic contrast compared to the 

lexical item from MSA and other Arabic varieties, therefore the Swedish code-switching can 

be more linguistically visible, which can be a reason to avoid it in Arabic Iraqi speech. The 

shared type of observations between both phenomena was the lexical observations, which 

were represented by code-switching, because code-switching has similar functions and 

motivations in both phenomena (Mejdell, 2006:419).  

 

According to Ferguson’s model (1959:234) (See 2.1. Arabic language) these bilingual Iraqi 

Arabic-Swedish children can experience diglossia with four varieties; two high and two low 

varieties. MSA and Standard Swedish can be used as high varieties in formal situations and 

functions. Arabic and Swedish speech communities (regional, local and sub-local variety) e.g. 
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Iraqi, Baghdadi, Muslim Baghdad Arabic and Scanian, Malmö, Rosengård Swedish can be 

used as low varieties in non-formal situations and functions. Table 11 represents these four 

varieties. This could mean that bilingual Iraqi Arabic-Swedish children experience 

crosslinguistic influence more than other bilingual children who do not experience the 

combination of both diglossia and bilingualism (Bullock and Toribio, 2009:2). The analysis 

and results showed that the majority of the children used MSA or other Arabic varieties in 

their Iraqi Arabic speech, but crosslinguistic influence in their Swedish language has not been 

tested.  

 

Table 11. Ferguson’s model of high and low varieties as applied to the 

children’s languages/varieties. 

 Arabic Swedish 

High MSA Standard Swedish 

Low Regional, local and  

sub-local variety 

Regional, local and  

sub-local variety  

 

The use of MSA by the children in their mother tongue (IAV) showed that they started 

learning MSA before they start school and learn it in a systematic and formal way, which is 

the usual way for Arabic people. This exposure to MSA establishes an indirect language 

contact between MSA and IAV. This language contact can be a reason to maintain the 

linguistic interaction between MSA and IAV, which in its turn maintains the crosslinguistic 

influence from MSA to IAV and probably even vice versa. Badawi (1973) has described this 

continuous transition between standard Arabic (classical or modern) and the other Arabic 

varieties as a continuum (language continuum). In spite of the fact that MSA is not a mother 

tongue of the Arabic speakers, but MSA does exist in the daily life of the Arabic children and 

not only in  formal situations as a ‘high variety’ as is commonly believed. The use of other 

Arabic varieties (Levantine Arabic varieties) by the children in their mother tongue (IAV) 

shows that their mother tongue is not 100 % pure IAV. This acquisition of other Arabic 

varieties can make these different Arabic varieties close to the IAV and may also create a 

mixed variety in the future if there is continuous and intensive language contact. Salameh et 

al. (2003b) have mentioned in their study that this kind of contact is exist and described it as 

follows: “All Swedish-Arabic children are daily exposed to a mixture of Lebanese-

Palestinian-Syrian and Iraqi dialects from peers and bilingual staff in preschool.” (Salameh et 

al., 2003b:343). Extra and Verhoeven (1999) have discussed this kind of language change in 
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the context of migration and described it as follows: “Both intralingual and interlingual 

principles may eventually lead to the emergence of new language varieties.” (Extra and 

Verhoeven, 1999:30).  

 

It would be interesting to describe the possible types of language acquisition for all the 

children’s languages/varieties without any normative evaluation. Table 12 presents this 

description according to the previous presented theoretical background (See 3. bilingual 

perspective) and the children’s linguistic results (See 4. analysis and results). 

 

Table 12. Possible types of language acquisition for all the children’s 

languages/varieties. 

Children’s languages/varieties Possible type of language acquisition 

Iraqi Arabic variety L1 

Swedish L1 or ESLA 

Modern standard Arabic ESLA or L2 

Other Arabic varieties ESLA or L2 

 

5.2. Discussion of the children’s sociolinguistic background information  

 

I will now discuss in the second part of this chapter some of the children’s sociolinguistic 

background information, in order to see if there is any connection between the children’s 

sociolinguistic factors and their linguistic results. It would be practical and interesting to 

compare the background information of the children that show totally different results, in 

order to highlight the differences among the children. Therefore, I choose the first four and 

last four children (See table 13) which represent a sub-sample from the 12 children. The first 

group is (7B1, 6G1, 5G2 and 5B2) who showed the lowest number of linguistic uses that do 

not belong to the IAV in their speech, and the second group is (6B2, 6B1, 7B2 and 5G1) who 

showed the highest number of linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV. There are 36 

questions in the questionnaire (See appendix 2) which the parents have answered about their 

children. I picked some of these questions that can be most relevant to the results; questions 

about (early) language acquisition (Q. 6, Q. 7, Q. 23 and Q. 24,), questions about language 

exposure (Q. 25 and Q. 26), questions about language practice (Q. 21 and Q. 22) and 

questions about the parents of the children (Q. 18, Q. 19 and Q. 20). Table 13 presents the 
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child’s results according to the main three types of observations in descending order, to 

simplify comparison between the children when I discuss the sociolinguistic factors.   

 

Table 13. Number of instances of each main type of observations per child.  

Child-code 
Number of instances in each type of observations Total number 

of instances Lexical  Morphological  Syntactic  

7B1 0  0  0  0 

6G1 3  0  0  3 

5G2 4  0  0  4 

5B2 0 4  1  5 

7G1 3  3 0  6 

7G2 8  3  0  11 

5B1 5  3  4  12 

6G2 10  4  0  14 

6B2 15  0  2 17 

6B1 12  2  3  17 

7B2 24  0  0  24 

5G1 13  3  10  26 

Total  97 22 20 139 

 

The answers of the first group will be presented first then the answers of the second group 

will follow, in order to discuss them in a comparative way.  

 

The first general point shows that both the first and second group contains boys and girls of 

all three ages (5, 6 and 7 years old), this means that the age and gender of the children did not 

reflect a considerable influence on the children’s linguistic results. Probably because the age 

difference between the children is not large enough and children at this age have similar 

sociolinguistic activities which influence the language development of both genders in a 

similar way. If we compare between all 12 children, we find that the gender and age have 

reflected a slight influence on the children’s linguistic results. The gender has reflected a 

slight difference on just the syntactic level, where there were 4 girls of the first six children 

who showed the lowest number of linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV in their 

speech, while there were 4 boys of the last six children who showed the highest number of 
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linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV in their speech. The age has also reflected a 

slight difference in general, where there were 2 five years old, 1 six years old and 3 seven 

years old in the first six children who showed the lowest number of linguistic uses that do not 

belong to the IAV in their speech, while there were 2 five years old, 3 six years old and 1 

seven years old in the last six children who showed the highest number of linguistic uses that 

do not belong to the IAV in their speech.  

 

Two of the first group were born in Iraq and the other two were born in Sweden, while all the 

four children in the second group were born in Sweden. The two children (from the first 

group) who were born in Iraq have lived in Sweden one year and three years, while all the 

children in the second group have lived in Sweden since birth. These are very important 

points (place of birth and duration of living in Sweden) which can explain why the first group 

used less code-switching in their speech. There were just two children in the first group who 

used code-switching and both of them used it from either just MSA or from MSA and the 

Levantine Arabic variety, i.e. without any Swedish code-switching. The second group used 

much more code-switching and the majority of their code-switches, especially for 5G1 and 

7B2, were from Swedish.  

 

All four children in the first group started to hear Arabic from birth and started to hear 

Swedish at a later age, between 1 to 6 years old, while three children in the second group 

started to hear Arabic from birth and one started to hear Arabic at the age of 3 and the group 

started to hear Swedish from the ages of 2 to 6. According to De Houwer’s (2009:2) 

definition of BFLA, children need to start hearing both their languages from birth, i.e. without 

time differences in the order of acquisition of the languages. However, hearing two languages 

since birth doesn’t always induce the children to be able to learn and speak these languages 

fluently. They might understand both languages but speak just one of them. This point ‘age of 

language acquisition’ can be very important in the language development of the children, 

because as was previously discussed (See 3.1. bilingual first language acquisition), the age of 

language acquisition can play a major role in determining whether the language(s) will be 

monolingual first language acquisition or bilingual first language acquisition or early second 

language acquisition or typical second language.  

 

Two of the children in the first group hear Arabic from the following sources: brothers and 

sisters, relatives and friends of the family, from their friends and from other sources such as 
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television, movies, computer, and music. The third child (5G2) used to hear Arabic from the 

same mentioned three sources, except ‘child’s friends’ and she has an additional resource 

which is books. This additional resource was a reason to check her results. Her results 

revealed that this child did not show linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV on the 

morphological and syntactic level but she showed just four lexical uses that do not belong to 

IAV and all these lexical items were from MSA. The fourth child (7B1) who did not show 

any linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV, used to hear Arabic just from brothers and 

sisters. The sociolinguistic background information of the child 5G2 showed a direct 

connection with her linguistic results, where the use of books explains why all her code-

switches were from MSA. The sociolinguistic background information of the child 7B1 can 

be interpreted as an explanation for his linguistic results, because he doesn’t hear Arabic from 

outside the family environment and did not show any linguistic uses that do not belong to the 

IAV in his speech. Three of the children in the second group share these sources for hearing 

Arabic: brothers and sisters, relatives and friends of the family, the child’s friends and from 

other activities e.g. television, movies, computer and music. The fourth child (6B2) shares the 

above mentioned resources except the ‘child’s friends’. His results revealed that he used two 

linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV on the syntactic level and 15 lexical items that do 

not belong to IAV. When we check his lexical results, we find that 7 instances were from 

MSA and 7 instances were from MSA or other Arabic varieties and 1 instance was from 

another Arabic variety. The interesting point is that this child was born in Sweden but at the 

same time he did not use any Swedish code-switching in his Iraqi Arabic speech. His 

sociolinguistic background information showed that he started to hear Swedish at age 6, and 

this information can explain his linguistic results.  

 

All four children in the first group used to hear 40 % Arabic and 60 % Swedish in their daily 

life, while two children in the second group used to hear 95 % Arabic and 5 % Swedish, one 

child hears 80 % Arabic and 20 % Swedish and one child hears 60 % Arabic and 40 % 

Swedish according to parental report. Table 14 summarises these results.  
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Table 14. Comparison between the children’s first and second group for 

exposure to Swedish and Arabic.  

First group Second group 

Arabic Swedish Arabic Swedish 

4 children 40 % 60 % 2 children 95 % 5 % 

  1 children 80 % 20 % 

  1 children 60 % 40 % 

 

The sociolinguistic background information of both groups shows that the first group hear 

Arabic less than the second group. This information can be interpreted in two different ways, 

because it doesn’t match the children’s linguistic results. The first explanation is based on the 

children’s feeling or evaluation of their own language proficiency, where there are two 

possibilities; either they have high or low language proficiency. The first possibility is when 

the children feel that they master one of their two languages (Arabic) without the influence of 

their other language (Swedish), which is the case of the first group. This feeling of high 

language proficiency may make the children decrease the focus on hearing the language that 

they master well (Arabic) and they shift their focus on their other language (Swedish). The 

same principle works in the opposite direction, where the second possibility is when the 

children feel that they cannot master one of their two languages (Arabic) without the 

influence of their other language (Swedish), which is the case of the second group. This 

feeling of low language proficiency may make the children increase the focus on hearing the 

language (Arabic) that they do not master well, in order to reach a balanced language 

proficiency in their both languages if they do not have balanced bilingualism. The second 

explanation is based on the accuracy and completeness of the sociolinguistic background 

information, i.e. in case the sociolinguistic background information wasn’t really accurate or 

complete; therefore it mismatches the linguistic results. 

Two of the children in the first group used to communicate almost only in Arabic with their 

parents and the other two children used mostly Arabic and sometimes Swedish, while just one 

of the children in the second group used to communicate almost only in Arabic with his/her 

parents and the other three used mainly Arabic and sometimes Swedish. This point 

concerning ‘language of communication’ shows that the children in the first group speak 

Arabic with their parents more than the children in the second group. Of course the language 

of communication between the children and the parents can affect the language development 

of the children. 
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All four children in the first group used to communicate mostly in Arabic with their brothers 

and sisters, while three of the children in the second group communicate mostly in Arabic 

with their brothers and sisters and the fourth one uses Arabic and Swedish. This point 

‘language of communication’ shows that the children in the first group communicate and 

practice Arabic with their brothers and sisters more than the children in the second group. Of 

course the language of communication between the children and their brothers and sisters can 

also affect their language development. 

 

All the parents of the first group were born in Iraq, except one mother who was born in 

Kuwait and grew up in Kuwait, Iraq and Jordan. When we focus on the child of this mother 

(6G1) we find that this child did not show linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV on 

morphological and syntactic level but she showed three lexical uses that do not belong to 

IAV. One of these linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV was from MSA and two were 

from MSA or Levantine Arabic varieties and Jordanian is one of them. This connection 

between the mother’s sociolinguistic background and her child’s results can be an explanation 

for using these code-switches from the Levantine Arabic variety. All the parents of the second 

group were also born in Iraq. This information did not show or reflect any connection with the 

results of the children because of their high use of code-switching.  

 

Three parents from the first group have lived in Sweden between 1 to 9 years and one 

questionnaire was unanswered, while all parents of the second group have lived in Sweden 

between 9 to 20+ years. The parents of the first group have lived in Sweden a shorter time and 

their children showed less linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV, while the parents of 

the second group have lived longer in Sweden and their children showed more linguistic uses 

that do not belong to the IAV. This big difference between parents’ duration of residence in 

Sweden can be a reason for the different results between the two groups, especially on the 

lexical level where two children in the second group have used most Swedish code-switching.  

 

The education of the parents in the first group was: one finished high school, one has a 

bachelor degree, two parents are school-teachers, one has a one year Master’s degree, one has 

a two years Master’s degree, and one questionnaire went unanswered. The education of the 

parents in the second group was; two parents studied to 10th class, two parents finished high 

school, one was a university student, one has a Master’s degree and one questionnaire was 
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without answer. The parents of the first group have a higher level of education and their 

children showed less linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV in their speech, while the 

parents of the second group have a lower educational level and their children showed a higher 

number of linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV in their speech. This result confirms 

the discussed possible influence of parents’ educational level on the children’s bilingual 

development (See 2.3. Arabic in Sweden).  

 

Three parents in the first group used to communicate with their children almost only in Arabic 

and one used mostly Arabic and sometimes Swedish. Two of the parents in the second group 

used to communicate with their children almost only in Arabic and the other two parents 

communicate mainly in Arabic and sometimes in Swedish. The parents of the first group 

speak Arabic with their children more than the parents of the second group do. At the same 

time the children of the first group showed less linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV 

in their speech compared to the children of the second group. Of course the language of 

communication between the parents and the children can affect the language development of 

the children. The family in this context is very important as it has been described as “the 

primary socialization unit for BFLA” (De Houwer 2009:7).  

 

Three parents in the first group used to communicate just in Arabic with each other and one 

questionnaire was without answer, while all four parents in the second group used to speak 

just Arabic with each other. This information about the parents did not show or reflect any 

connection with the linguistic results of the children, because the parents of the second group 

used Arabic with each other more than the parents in the first group but the results for their 

children were opposite. This example may show that not all the background information 

matches the linguistic results of the children.  

 

There is some sociolinguistic information that can be combined and gives extra explanations 

about the influence of sociolinguistic factors on the children’s language development. All 

children in the second group used to hear Arabic from their brothers and sisters and all parents 

of the second group have lived in Sweden between 9 to 20+ years. The communication with 

the brothers and sisters can be a very effective method for the children to practise their mother 

tongue and of course it will influence their language development. The longer the family live 

in Sweden, the more the older brothers and sisters influence their younger brothers and sisters 

towards the majority language (Swedish). This is because the older brothers and sisters start 
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in (pre)school before the younger brothers and sisters and learn the majority language and 

bring it home. The combination of these two factors can also explain why the children of the 

second group showed more linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV in their speech.  

 

There is one important point which has to be clarified about the discussion of the 

sociolinguistic factors. As has been mentioned before, this discussion attempts to investigate 

how sociolinguistic factors can be reflected in the children’s linguistic results. This 

sociolinguistic information is based on the information and subjective evaluation of their 

parents. This means that any wrong or non-accurate answer can affect the discussion of the 

sociolinguistic perspective or at least show a mismatching between the children’s linguistic 

results that presented in my analysis and the answers of their parents. I believe that most of 

the answers of the parents have matched the linguistic results of my analysis, which can 

indicate that the parents did a good job. 

 

Here at the end of this chapter I have some recommendations or feedback about the MAIN. It 

is always good to have feedback that is based on practical experience which can eventually 

help to improve the MAIN or usage of MAIN. Question number eight in the comprehension 

questions was not clear enough and difficult for the children to understand. Most of the 

children couldn’t answer it or gave non-relevant answers. The answers in the first story were; 

7 relevant, 2 non-relevant and 3 left without answers. The answers in the second story were; 0 

relevant, 2 non-relevant and 10 left without answers. It would be better if the recording that 

taken by the video camera can show both the child and the pictures that the child is talking 

about. It happens sometimes that children use personal or demonstrative pronouns or just 

point at some figures instead of using the names. It would be easier to understand the 

children’s speech if we can see their hands in case of direct or verbal information shortage. 

There were singular and plural figures in the four stories but there were not dual figures. It 

would be interesting to test how the children use the dual case in Arabic. This will give us the 

chance to test some morphological and syntactic uses in the children’s language. Maybe dual 

figures can be added later to the stories to make the MAIN more adjusted for the Arabic.  
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6. Conclusion  

 

The framework of the study was descriptive; therefore the aim was to describe without any 

normative evaluation the crosslinguistic influence in the Arabic of Iraqi Arabic-Swedish 

bilingual children who are 5-7 years old and live in Sweden. A new material has been 

collected from 12 children, by using a narrative technique as an elicitation tool. The focus of 

the study was to investigate the lexical, morphological and syntactic uses that do not belong to 

the IAV in the children’s Iraqi Arabic speech. The results and discussion will be summarized 

in this chapter which provides also answers to the four research questions that were 

previously asked in the first chapter. 

 

The majority of the children’s linguistic uses that do not belong to the IAV occurred on the 

lexical level, by 10 out of 12 children, with a total of 97 instances. These lexical observations 

have been represented mainly by these three types of code-switching; (i) from MSA (ii) from 

Swedish and (iii) from MSA or Levantine Arabic varieties. The morphological level has been 

less affected by crosslinguistic influence, by 7 children, with a total of 22 instances, where the 

majority of morphological observations have been represented mainly by these three types of 

lack of grammatical gender-agreement mastering on; (i) verbs, (ii) pronouns, and (iii) 

prenominal ‘one of’. The syntactic level has reflected the least crosslinguistic influence, by 5 

children with a total of 20 instances, where the majority of syntactic observations have been 

represented mainly by these three points; (i) using prenominal indefinite articles with 

indefinite singular nouns, (ii) word order, and (iii) using prepositions with transitive verbs that 

take direct objects. This can mean, according to my material and results, that the 

crosslinguistic influence on the Arabic of Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children was highest 

on the lexical level, lower on the morphological level and lowest on the syntactic level. 

Salameh et al. (2003b) studied the phonological development of Arabic-Swedish bilingual 

children with and without language impairment. The results showed that both groups could 

develop their two languages in a similar way to monolingual children in each language, but 

that both groups had essential lexical problems, mainly in Arabic.  

Not all of the children’s linguistic uses that did not belong to the IAV indicate linguistic 

problems in the children’s language development. The children showed later in their speech, 

that they used the same linguistic uses but according to the IAV. This point shows that the 

linguistic uses of the children that do not belong to the IAV occurred only occasionally.  
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The relation between the three different types of observations and the languages/varieties of 

the children was varied. Lexical crosslinguistic influence was observed from MSA, Swedish 

and other Arabic varieties; morphological observations were not specific language related; 

and syntactic observations occurred mainly from Swedish and two sub-types were not specific 

language related. The direction of transfer of linguistic material can indicate which of the 

bilingual children’s languages has the stronger influence on the other. Since the scope of the 

study was limited to investigating just the Arabic language of the children, all transfers were 

in one direction, i.e. from Swedish and other Arabic varieties to IAV. Therefore, the present 

study cannot answer which of the children’s languages has the stronger influence on the other. 

 

Diglossia and bilingualism reflected different crosslinguistic influences on the children’s 

speech. Diglossia reflected a lexical influence and bilingualism reflected a lexical and 

syntactic influence. Statistically, diglossia has been represented in 97 lexical instances and 

bilingualism has been represented in 30 lexical instances and 21 syntactic instances. The close 

linguistic connection between MSA and other Arabic varieties with IAV can be the reason for 

this difference in number. The shared type of observations between both phenomena was the 

lexical observations that represented by code-switching, because code-switching has similar 

functions and motivations in both phenomena (Mejdell, 2006:419). Since all the Iraqi Arabic-

Swedish children experience a combination of both diglossia and bilingualism, this 

combination might increase the crosslinguistic influence on them compared to other bilingual 

children that do not experience this combination of both phenomena. 

 

The use of MSA by the children with their mother tongue (IAV) shows that they start to learn 

MSA before they start in school and learn it in a systematic and formal manner, which is 

usual for Arabic people. The use of other Arabic varieties (Levantine Arabic varieties) by the 

children with their mother tongue (IAV) shows that their mother tongue is not 100% pure 

IAV. This free acquisition of other Arabic varieties can make these different Arabic varieties 

close to the IAV and may also create a mixed variety in the future if there is a continuous and 

intensive language contact. The results without normative evaluation indicate the possible 

type of language acquisition for all children’s languages/varieties as the following; Iraqi 

Arabic variety is L1, Swedish is L1 or ESLA, Modern standard Arabic is ESLA or L2 and 

Other Arabic varieties are ESLA or L2.  
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This study might be the only study so far that investigates crosslinguistic influence on the 

Iraqi Arabic of Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children in Sweden. As has been mentioned 

before, there is a need to study this area from different perspectives; because I believe there is 

still a lot that we do not know about how crosslinguistic phenomena can influence the 

language development of Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children. It would be of interest to 

conduct further research that can evaluate by a normative framework how crosslinguistic 

influence will be reflected intergenerationally, e.g. among three generations of Iraqi Arabic-

Swedish bilingual children in Sweden. It would also be interesting to investigate the 

assumption that says, Iraqi Arabic-Swedish bilingual children can lose their Arabic, which is 

the language of minority over generations, because of crosslinguistic influence from their 

Swedish, which is the language of majority in Sweden. 
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Appendix 1. Parental consent 

 

Informerat samtycke för deltagande i studie om flerspråkiga barns berättande.  

 .يغية من أجل المشاركة في دراسة حول سرد )رواية القصص( االطفال متعددي اللغاتموافقة تبل

 

Jag har tagit del av informationen i brevet och ger härmed samtycke för mitt barn att 

medverka i undersökningen. Forskaren har inte rätt att sprida studiens material offentligt, men 

får använda det i forsknings- och undervisningssyfte. Jag är medveten om att mitt barn och 

jag när som helst kan avbryta deltagandet. 

لقد اطلعت على المعلومات في الظرف وأوافق على مشاركة طفلي في البحث. ليس للباحث الحق بنشر مادة الدراسة بشكل 

ه استخدامها لألغراض البحثية والتعليمية. أنا على علم ودراية بأنني أنا وطفلي نستطيع أن نلغي مشاركتنا علني ولكن يحق ل

  .في اي وقت

 

Datum: ___________________ 

 التاريخ

 

Barnets namn: _______________________________________________ 

 اسم الطفل

 

Barnets födelsedatum: ________________________________________________ 

 تاريخ والدة الطفل

 

Underskrift av vårdnadshavare: _________________________________________ 

حامل حق حضانة الطفل توقيع   

 

Namnförtydligande: _________________________________________________ 

 االسم بشكل واضح

 

Telefon: ___________________________________________________________ 

 رقم الهاتف

 

E-post: ____________________________________________________________ 

 البريد األلكتروني
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Appendix 2. Questionnaire for the parents 

 فل على السرد )رواية القصص(إستمارة اسئلة إلى حامل حق حضانة الطفل: دراسة حول مقدرة الط

 

 . اسم الطفل: ______________________________________1

 

 . تاريخ الميالد: ____________________________________2

 

 . الجنس                     ]   [ بنت                       ]   [ ولد 3

 

 على الرقم الصحيح.× ة . هل هذا طفلك االول؟ الثاني؟ الثالث؟ ضع عالم4

 ]   [ رقم آخر _____         3]   [         2]   [         1]   [

 

 . ما هي اللغة التي يتحدثها طفلك االن؟ 5

 ]   [ السويدية               ]   [ العربية              ]   [ لغة اخرى، ما هي؟ 

 

 . في اي دولة ولد طفلك؟ 6

            ]   [ في السويد       

 ]   [ في دولة تتحدث اللغة العربية، ما هي؟ _______________

 ]   [ في دولة اخرى، ما هي؟ _______________

 

 . منذ متى يسكن طفلك في السويد؟ 7

 ]   [ منذ الوالدة                          ]   [ وقت آخر: عدد السنوات _________

 

  . هل يذهب طفلك إلى المدرسة؟8

 ]   [ نعم                   ]   [ كال

 في المدرسة: سنة ____ شهر ____ الدخولالعمر عند 

 اسم المدرسة: ___________________

 

 إذا نعم، اي نوع من المدارس؟

 ]   [ احادية اللغة سويدية

 ]   [ ثنائية اللغة سويدية / عربية

 ]   [ أخرى __________

 

 التمهيدية؟ هل ذهب طفلك إلى المدرسة 

 كال]   [ نعم                         ]   [ 

 

 نوع المدرسة التمهيدية

 ]   [ احادية اللغة سويدية

 ]   [ ثنائية اللغة سويدية / عربية 

 ]   [ أخرى __________

 

 العمر عند الدخول في المدرسة التمهيدية 

 السنة ________ الشهر ________

 

 السبوع: ________ ساعة فترة البقاء )الدوام( با

 

هل كان هنالك انقطاع طويل )على سبيل المثال بسبب والدة 

 طفل اخر(؟

 نعم _______ شهر ]   [  كال              ]   [ 

 

 إذا كال، هل يذهب طفلك إلى مدرسة تمهيدية؟

 كال]   [                                 نعم ]   [ 

 

 نوع المدرسة التمهيدية

 ]   [ احادية اللغة سويدية

 ]   [ ثنائية اللغة سويدية / عربية 

 ]   [ أخرى __________

 

 العمر عند الدخول في المدرسة التمهيدية 

 السنة ________ الشهر ________

 

 فترة البقاء )الدوام( باالسبوع: ________ ساعة 

 

هل كان هنالك انقطاع طويل )على سبيل المثال بسبب والدة 

 طفل اخر(؟

 نعم _______ شهر ]   [ كال                ]   [ 

 

ما هي اللغة التي يتحدث بها الموظفون مع طفلك؟ 

_______________ 

 

اسم المدرسة التمهيدية والقسم: 

___________________ 
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ما هي اللغة التي يتحدث بها الموظفون مع طفلك؟ 

_______________ 

 

 ؟ . كيف عايشت تطور طفلك اللغوي9

 متأخر ]   [                طبيعي ]   [               مبكر ]   [ العربية      

 متأخر]   [ طبيعي                ]   [               مبكر ]   [ السويدية    

 

 . كم كان عمر طفلك عندما قال كلمته االولى؟ 10

 بالسويدية: سنة ______      شهر ______  بالعربية: سنة ______      شهر ______                 

 

 . كم كان عمر طفلك عندما قال عدة كلمات متتابعة؟ 11

 بالعربية: سنة ______      شهر ______                   بالسويدية: سنة ______      شهر ______

 

 

 . هل كنت في مرة من المرات قلق على تطور طلفك اللغوي؟12

 كال]   [ 

 نعم، متى ولماذا؟ __________________________________________________]   [ 

 

 . هل كان يوجد احد في العائلة لدية صعوبات لغوية و/او صعوبات بالقرأة والكتابة؟ 13

 كال ]   [ 

 نعم، بأي طريقة؟ __________________________________________________]   [ 

 

 طفلك اللغوي يختلف عن اخوانه واخوته اواقربائه اواصدقاء اللعب؟ . هل تعتقد بأن تطور 14

 كال ]   [ 

 نعم، بأي طريقة؟ __________________________________________________]   [ 

 

 . هل كان لطفلك في مرة ما اتصال مع اخصائي النطق؟ 15

 كال ]   [ 

 ______________________________نعم. إذا كان نعم، لماذا؟ ________________]   [ 

 

 . هل كان لدى طفلك مشكلة بالسمع؟ 16

 ضعف بالسمع

 كال]   [ 

 نعم ]   [ 

 التهاب متكرر باالذن 

 كال]   [ 

 نعم، كم مرة؟ ____________]   [ 

 طفلي لديه انبوب ]   [ 

 

 

 . هل يسمع طلفك بشكل طبيعي االن؟ 17

 نعم.]   [                            كال ]   [ 

 

 . معلومات حول الوالدين / حامل حق حضانة الطفل18

 هل العربية هي لغتك االم؟  المعرفة اللغوية 

إذا كال، كم تجيد التحدث 

 باللغة؟ 

 هل السويدية هي لغتك االم؟ 

إذا كال، كم تجيد التحدث 

 باللغة؟

ما هي اللغات االخرى التي 

 تجيدها؟ 

  حامل حق حضانة الطفل

 1والد ال

   

  حامل حق حضانة الطفل

 2الوالد 

   

 اين ولدت؟  الخلفية 

 /االاقليم()الدولة و

 اين كبرت وترعرعت؟ 

 االاقليم()الدولة و

كم المدة التي سكنتها في 

 السويد؟ 
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 حامل حق حضانة الطفل

 1الوالد 

   

 حامل حق حضانة الطفل

 2الوالد 

   

في اي دولة اكملت الجزء  التعليم  

 االكبر من تعليمك؟ 

 المهنة 

 حامل حق حضانة الطفل

 1الوالد 

   

 حامل حق حضانة الطفل

 2الوالد 

   

 

 ما هي اللغة التي تتحث بها مع طفلك؟. 19

تقريبا فقط  

 العربية 

العربية بشكل 

كبير، احيانا 

 السويدية

%، 50العربية 

 %50السويدية 

السويدية بشكل 

 كبير، 

 احيانا العربية

با فقط تقري

 السويدية 

 شيء اخر: 

حامل حق حضانة 

  الطفل

 1الوالد 

      

حامل حق حضانة 

  الطفل

 2الوالد 

      

 

 حامل حق حضانة الطفل مع بعضكم البعض؟  . ما هي اللغة التي تتحدثون بها انتم الوالدين/20

______________________________ 

 

 عك؟. ما هي اللغة التي يتحث بها طفلك م21

تقريبا فقط  

 العربية 

العربية بشكل 

كبير، احياناً 

 السويدية

%، 50العربية 

 %50السويدية 

السويدية بشكل 

 كبير، 

 احياناً العربية

تقريبا فقط 

 السويدية 

 شيء اخر: 

حامل حق حضانة 

  الطفل

 1الوالد 

      

حامل حق حضانة 

  الطفل

 2الوالد 

      

 

 ث بها طفلك مع اخوانه واخواته؟ . ما هي اللغة التي يتحد22

 ليس لطفلي اخوان واخوات]   [ 

 العربية غالباً ]   [ 

 السويدية والعربية ]   [ 

 السويدية غالباً ]   [ 

 لغة أخرى ]   [ 

 

 في المقياس(× . من اي عمر بدأ طفلك يسمع السويدية بشكل منتظم؟ )ضع عالمة 23

        

 سنة  7 سنة  6 سنة  5 سنة  4 نة س 3 سنة  2 سنة  1 الوالدة 

 

 في المقياس(× . من اي عمر بدأ طفلك يسمع العربية بشكل منتظم؟ )ضع عالمة 24

        

 سنة  7 سنة  6 سنة  5 سنة  4 سنة  3 سنة  2 سنة  1 الوالدة 

 

 . هل يسمع طفلك العربية من ... ؟ 25

 الكتب ]   [  االخوة واالخوات ]   [ 
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 العائلة االقارب / اصدقاء ]   [ 

 اصدقائه ]   [ 

 التلفاز / االفالم / الحاسوب / الموسيقى ]   [ 

 اخر]   [ 

 

 . كم يسمع طفلك ك لتا اللغتين في حياته اليومية؟ اشر في المقياس26

 %95السويدية  %80السويدية  %60السويدية  %40السويدية  %20السويدية  %5السويدية 

      

 %5العربية  %20العربية  %40العربية  %60العربية  %80العربية  %95العربية 

 ]   [ آخر ______________________

 

 . ما هي افضل لغة يتحدث بها طفلك االن؟ 27

 العربية]   [ 

 السويدية]   [ 

 االثنين بنفس الجودة]   [ 

 _________لغة أخرى _________]   [ 

 

 على االخرى؟ . هل يفضل طفلك إحدى اللغتين 28

 نعم، ما هي؟ _____________________]   [                             كال ]   [ 

 

 . قيم معرفة طفلك اللغوية من خالل أن تأشر اختيار واحد.29

 سيء جداً  سيء نوعا ما جيد جيد جيد جداً  

مدى استيعاب طفلك 

 العربية؟

     

مدى استيعاب طفلك 

 السويدية؟

     

تحدث طفلك  مدى

 العربية؟

     

مدى تحدث طفلك 

 السويدية؟

     

 

 . ما هو االهم بالنسبة لك أن يتعلمه طفلك؟ 30

 االثنتين مهمتين ]   [               السويدية هي االهم  ]   [ 

 أخرى: ___________________]   [               العربية هي االهم    ]   [ 

 

 . هل يحصل طفلك على نوع من تدريس أو دعم اللغة االم في العربية؟ 31

 نعم، معلم اللغة االم التابع للبلدية             ]   [ 

 نعم، بشكل خاص ]   [ 

 كال]   [ 

 إذا نعم، اذكر عدد الساعات في االسبوع ____________

 كال]   [              نعم     ]   [ إذا نعم، هل هو مع اطفال اخرين            

 

 . هل يخصص طفلك وقت لنشاطات اوقات الفراغ المنظمة )مثل، الرياضة والموسيقى(32

 ]   [ نعم                        ]   [ كال

 إذا نعم، بأي لغة ت مارس هذه النشاطات؟ 

 

 نادراً  على االقل مرة في االسبوع كل يوم 

    العربية 

    السويدية

 ى، اذكرها لغة اخر

___________ 
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 كم مرة قمت بهذه النشاطات التالية مع طفلك خالل الشهر الماضي؟ .33

 السويدية العربية 

مرتين  ابداً  

 بالشهر

مرة أو 

مرتين 

 باالسبوع

كل يوم 

 تقريباً 

مرتين  ابداً 

 بالشهر

مرة أو 

مرتين 

 باالسبوع

كل يوم 

 تقريباً 

         التحدث

         القراءة

االستماع إلى 

 االغاني

        

مشاهدة 

 التلفاز / فلم

        

 

 . هل طفلك معتاد أن يروي لك حكايات وقصص؟ 34

 كال]   [  نعم، ولكن نادراً ]   [  نعم، احياناً ]   [  نعم، غالباً ]   [ 

 

 . هل يستطيع طفلك القراءة والكتابة: 35

 كال ]   [ 

 نعم، يقرأ ويكتب اسمه]   [ 

 نعم، كلمات/جمل بسيطة بالعربية]   [ 

 نعم، بطالقة بالعربية]   [ 

 نعم، كلمات/جمل بسيطة بالسويدية]   [ 

 نعم، بطالقة بالسويدية]   [ 

 

 . هل هنالك شيء تريد أن تضيفه؟ 36

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 3. Series of narrative pictures
8
 

The Cat story  

 
 

The Baby Birds story  

 

                                                      
8
 Gagarina, et al. (2012) 
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The Dog story  

 

 
 

The Baby Goat story  
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Appendix 4. 10 comprehension questions in Iraqi Arabic–English version
9
 

 

The Cat story  

English Iraqi Arabic variety transcription
10

 

Now I am going to ask you some questions 

about the story.  

 م سؤال على القصة. چ چهسة رح اسئلك/اسئل

0. Did you like the story? القصة؟  چعجبتك/عجبت 

D1. Why does the cat leap/jump forward? 

(Point to pictures 1-2). 

 دام؟ گمزت/طفرت البزونه لگليش 

D2. How does the cat feel?  

(Point to picture 3). 

 شلون دا تحس البزونه؟ 

D3. Why do you think that the cat is feeling 

angry/disappointed/hurt etc.?  

چانت عصبيه/ خاب  بزونهإن ال چليش عبالك/ عبال

 املها/متأذيه الخ؟ 

D4. Why does the boy hold the fishing rod in 

the water? (Point to picture 5). 

 بقى الزم/عودة الصيد بالمي؟  ليش الولد

D5. How does the boy feel?  

(Point to picture 6). 

 شلون دا يحس الولد؟ 

D6. (Only ask D6 if the child gives a correct 

response without explanation/ationale in D5).  

Why do you think that the boy is feeling 

good/fine/happy/satisfied etc.? 

 

 

إن الولد دا يحس إن )نفسه(  چليش عبالك/عبال

 زين/بخير/سعيد/راضي الخ؟

D7. Why is the cat grabbing the fish?  ؟چدا تاخذ السم بزونهليش ال 

D8. Imagine that the boy sees the cat. How 

does the boy feel? (Point to picture 6). 

 . شلون رح يحس الولد؟ هبزونتخيل إن الولد يشوف ال

D9. Why do you think that the boy is feeling 

bad/angry/mad etc.?  

إن الولد دا يحس إن )نفسه(  چليش عبالك/عبال

 زعالن/عصبي/متخبل الخ؟

D10. Will the boy be friends with the cat? 

Why?  

 رح يصير الولد صديق البزونه؟ ليش؟ 

  

                                                      
9
 Gagarina, et al. (2012) 

10
 Ridha, Mohaned 
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The Dog story 

English Iraqi Arabic variety transcription 

Now I am going to ask you some questions 

about the story.  

 م سؤال على القصة. چ چهسة رح اسئلك/اسئل

0. Did you like the story? القصة؟  چعجبتك/عجبت 

D1. Why does the dog leap/jump forward?  

(Point to pictures 1-2).  

 دام؟ گلب لچمز/طفر الگليش 

D2. How does the dog feel?  

(Point to picture 3). 

 لب ؟ چشلون دا يحس ال

D3. (Only ask D3 if the child gives a correct 

response without explanation/rationale in D2.  

Why do you think that the dog feels 

angry/disappointed/hurt, etc.?  

 

 

دا يحس إن )نفسه( لب چإن ال چليش عبالك/عبال

 عصبي/خاب امله/متأذي الخ؟ 

D4. Why does the boy leap upwards? 

(Point to picture 5). 

 ؟ گمز/طفر الولد لفوگليش 

D5. How does the boy feel? 

(Point to picture 6). 

 شلون دا يحس الولد؟ 

D6. (Only ask D6 if the child gives a correct 

response without explanation/ rationale in 

D5).  

Why do you think that the boy is feeling 

good/happy etc.? 

 

 

 

إن الولد دا يحس إن )نفسه( زين/سعيد  چليش عبالك/عبال

 الخ؟

D7. Why is the dog grabbing the sausages?  لب دا ياخذ الصوصج؟چليش ال 

D8. Imagine that the boy sees the dog. How 

does the boy feel?  

 لب. شلون رح يحس الولد؟ چتخيل إن الولد يشوف ال

D9. (Only ask D9 if the child gives a correct 

response without explanation/rationale in D8.  

Why do you think that the boy feels 

bad/angry/mad etc.?  

 

 

 دا يحس إن )نفسه(إن الولد  چليش عبالك/عبال

 زعالن/عصبي/متخبل الخ؟

D10. Will the boy be friends with the dog? 

Why? 

 لب؟ ليش؟ چرح يصير الولد صديق ال
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The Baby Birds story 

English Iraqi Arabic variety transcription 

Now I am going to ask you some questions 

about the story.  

 م سؤال على القصة. چ چهسة رح اسئلك/اسئل

0. Did you like the story? القصة؟  چعجبتك/عجبت 

D1. Why does the mother bird fly away? 

(Point to pictures 1-2). 

 ليش طارت ام العصافير بعيد؟ 

D2. How do the baby birds feel? (Point to 

picture 1). 

 شلون دا تحس فروخ العصافير؟ 

D3. Why do you think that the baby birds are 

feeling bad/hungry etc.?  

چانت دا تحس نفسها إن فروخ العصافير  چليش عبالك/عبال

 )إنها( زعالنه/متأذيه؟

D4. Why is the cat climbing the tree? 

(Point to picture 3). 

 البزونه الشجره؟  ليش دا تصعد )تتسلق(

D5. How does the cat feel?  

(Point to picture 5-6). 

 شلون دا تحس البزونه؟ 

D6. (Only ask D6 if the child gives a correct 

response without an explanation/rationale in 

D5).  

Why do you think that the cat is feeling 

bad/hungry/scared etc.?  

 

 

 

)انها  إن البزونه دا تحس بالجوع چليش عبالك/عبال

 /بالخوف )انها خايفه(؟ جوعانه

D7. Why does the dog grab the cat’s tail?  

(Point to picture 5). 

 لب ذيل البزونه؟ چليش لزم ال

D8. Imagine that the dog sees the birds. How 

does the dog feel?  

لب يشوف العصافير. شلون رح يحس چتخيل/تخيلي إن ال

 لب؟ چال

D9. (Only ask D9 if the child gives a correct 

response without an explanation/rationale in 

D8).  

Why do you think that the dog feels 

good/fine/happy/satisfied etc.? 

 

 

 

لب دا يحس إن )نفسه( چإن ال چليش عبالك/عبال

 ير/سعيد/راضي الخ؟زين/بخ

D10. Who does the mother bird like best, the 

cat or the dog? Why? 

 لب؟ ليش؟ چمنو تحب ام العصافير اكثر، البزونه لو ال
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The Baby Goat story 

English Iraqi Arabic variety transcription 

Now I am going to ask you some questions 

about the story.  

 م سؤال على القصة. چ چهسة رح اسئلك/اسئل

0. Did you like the story? القصة؟  چعجبتك/عجبت 

D1. Why was the mother goat in the water?  

(Point to pictures 1-2). 

 انت ام الصخله بالمي؟ نزلت/چليش 

D2. How does the baby goat feel?  

(point to baby goat in the water, picture 1) 

 شلون دا تحس الصخله الزغيره؟ 

D3. (Only ask D3 if the child gives a correct 

response without explanation/rationale in D2.  

Why do you think that the baby goat is 

feeling bad/scared/in danger etc.?  

 

 

نفسها زعالنه/ إن الصخله الزغيره تحس  چليش عبالك/عبال

 خايفه/بخطر الخ؟ 

D4. Why does the fox leap forward?  

(Point to picture 3). 

 دام؟ گمز/طفر الثعلب لگليش 

D5. How does the fox feel?  

(Point to picture 5-6). 

 شلون دا يحس الثعلب؟ 

D6. (Only ask D6 if the child gives a correct 

response without explanation/rationale in 

D5). 

Why do you think that the fox is feeling 

bad/scared/hungry/disappointed etc.?  

 

 

 

إن الثعلب يحس نفسه  چليش عبالك/عبال

 زعالن/خايف/جوعان/خاب امله؟  

D7. Why does the bird bite the fox’s tail?  

(Point to picture 5). 

 ذيل الثعلب؟  رگليش الغراب ن

D8. Imagine that the bird sees the goats. How 

does the bird feel? (Point to picture 6). 

تخيل/تخيلي إن الغراب يشوف الصخول. شلون رح يحس 

 الغراب؟ 

D9. (Only ask D9 if the child gives a correct 

response without explanation/rationale in 

D8).  

Why do you think that the bird is feeling 

good/fine/happy etc.? 

 

 

 

إن الغراب دا يحس إن )نفسه(  چليش عبالك/عبال

 زين/بخير/سعيد الخ؟

D10. Who does the mother goat like best, the 

fox or the bird? Why? 

 منو تحب ام الصخله اكثر، الثعلب لو الغراب؟ ليش؟ 

 


